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ABSTRACT 

     The present study aimed to investigate the microstructure and mechanical 

properties of Al-Cu-Zn-Fe-Ti-Mg alloy (≈2219 aluminum alloy) microalloyed with 

silver (Ag in the range 0–0.1 wt.%) under different thermo-mechanical process 

conditions for obtaining high specific strength, reasonable ductility, high fracture 

toughness and good corrosion resistance properties. Five different alloys were 

prepared with varying silver content. Chemical analysis was done to determine the 

percentage composition by weight of each element of the alloy. Microstructural 

characterization and mechanical properties were determined at different heat 

treatment conditions in cast as well as cast-rolled conditions. Age hardening behavior 

of alloys was performed by means of transmission electron microscope (TEM). Hot 

deformation behavior and processing maps were also generated by relevant 

microstructural study. Artificial neural network (ANN) modeling was also carried out 

to predict the flow stress. 

     Microstructural investigation revealed the presence of intermetallic CuAl2 and 

metastable Al-Cu-Fe-Zn-Si-Mn phases at the grain boundary regions. The metastable 

phase reduced with further solutionized heat treatment and subsequent rolling process. 

Also the dendritic structure was eliminated resulting in improved mechanical 

properties. During precipitation strengthening process hardness was at its peak in 

between 40–45 hour for all alloys at 150 °C temperature. The maximum hardness was 

observed in the alloy containing 0.07 wt.% silver after 45 hours of ageing at 150 °C. 

     The strength and hardness increased with the increase in silver content up to 0.07 

wt.% along with reasonable ductility. The highest strength of the alloy was obtained 

in the rolled-solutionized-age hardened condition. Tensile fracture surface observation 

by scanning electron microscope revealed brittle failure mode in as-cast alloys 

whereas the heat treated alloys exhibited features typical of ductile failure.  

     The hot compression tests were carried out at constant true strain rates in the range 

of 0.001–10 s
–1

 and temperatures
 
in the range of 300–500 °C. The flow stress of alloys 

decreased with increasing silver content. Constitutive models correlating the peak 

flow stress with deformation temperature and strain rates for the two alloys were 
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ii 

developed using hyperbolic-sine relationship. The activation energy for deformation 

of the 2219 aluminum alloy decreased with the addition of silver. Comparison of the 

predicted and experimental values of peak flow stress revealed that 88% of the data 

could be predicted within an error of ± 12.5% indicating good predictive capability 

for the developed constitutive relationships.  

     Flow stress as a function of strain, strain rate and temperature during hot 

deformation was predicted for all alloys by artificial neural network (ANN) modeling 

in “MATLABR201a”. A large number of simulations were carried out to generate a 

weight function as well as to reduce the error. The coefficient of determination (R
2
) 

during the prediction of more than 0.97 indicates very good prediction capability by 

artificial neural network technique.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

     The search for new materials with enhanced properties for industrial and structural 

applications, during the last several decades, has led to the development of many 

metallic alloys. An alloy is a solid solution made of two or more metallic elements or 

metal and non-metal elements in a metallic matrix. Alloys can be either of (i) 

homogeneous solid solution, (ii) heterogeneous mixture of tiny crystals, (iii) true 

chemical compound, or (iv) mixture of all these. Among all alloys, ferrous alloys are 

most widely used for engineering applications due to their favorable mechanical 

properties that can be tailored by thermo-mechanical treatments. However, their use 

in aircraft and space applications are impeded due to their high density compared to 

non-ferrous alloys such as titanium (Ti), aluminium (Al), and magnesium (Mg). The 

high demand for light weight alloys for strategic applications has resulted in a thrust 

for the development of light weight non-ferrous alloys exhibiting high strength, high 

fracture toughness, good corrosion resistance and reasonable ductility [1–3]. Among 

the non-ferrous alloys, light alloys of aluminum, titanium, magnesium etc. have been 

the main focus of research in the development of high strength lightweight materials 

due to their very low density, ease of manufacture and minimum environmental 

problems compared to other alloy systems. Out of these light weight alloy systems, 

aluminum alloys have been used extensively for structural applications [1–4]. 

Aluminum alloys are mainly classified into: (i) cast alloys that are solidified inside 

molds to obtain desired shape and size before use and (ii) wrought alloys that are cast 

into ingots and plastically deformed to obtain different sections like wires, rods, tubes, 

or sheets [1–3]. It is generally known that deformation processing of wrought alloys 

results in elimination of casting defects such as micro-porosities, dendritic structure, 

inter-dendritic segregation, presence of large second phase particles, etc. The 

deformation process also results in the refinement of grain size and reduction in the 

size of second phase particles present during the casting process leading to improved 

mechanical properties [1–5].  

Among the aluminum alloys, wrought Al-Cu (2xxx), Al-Mg-Si (6xxx) and Al-Cu-

Zn-Mg (7xxx) series alloys have been studied extensively due to their high specific 
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strength [1, 2]. These alloys, after plastic deformation, are subjected to heat treatments 

such as (i) solid solution heat treatment where the solutes dissolve in the aluminum 

lattice resulting in strengthening and (ii) age hardening heat treatment of the 

solutionized alloy. The age hardening process is accompanied by uniform 

precipitation of fine intermetallic particles in the alloy matrix that acts as impediments 

for the movement of dislocations along the slip plane thereby improving the 

mechanical properties [6–7]. 

 Sufficient information is available regarding the effect of mechanical properties of 

commercial wrought aluminum alloys produced by addition of one or more other 

metallic elements where the amount of alloying elements are generally greater than 

1.0 wt.% [9–13]. The extent of strengthening in these commercial alloys by various 

thermo-mechanical treatments has almost reached a saturation level. The recent 

research trend to obtain aluminum alloys with better combination of properties is by 

microalloying the existing commercial alloys, i.e. by addition of trace amounts (< 0.1 

wt.%) of elements like tin (Sn), cadmium (Cd), scandium (Sc), titanium (Ti), silver 

(Ag), zirconium (Zr) and indium (In) etc. Trace addition of these elements influence 

the microstructure and mechanical properties of the base alloy [14–18]. However, 

only limited investigations regarding the effect of microalloying on the heat treatable 

2xxx series of aluminum alloys have been carried out so far. Addition of 0.05 wt.% 

titanium (Ti) has been found to increase the strength of Al-4.5Cu-0.3Mg alloy by 

around 10% [18]. Investigation reveals that even small variations in tin (Sn) content in 

the range 0–0.1 wt.%, results in major changes in microstructure and mechanical 

properties of 2219 alloy [17, 19]. These studies reveal that the strength increases with 

increase in tin (Sn) content in the alloy up to 0.06 wt.% and further addition of tin 

(Sn) reduces the strength [17]. The potential advantages and the general lack of 

information regarding microalloying of high strength commercial Al-Cu alloys is one 

of the motivations behind the present work. 

Investigations have been carried out to study the effect of silver addition (in the 

range 0.3–0.5 wt.%) on the mechanical properties, hot deformation characteristics and 

age hardening behavior of Al-Cu-Mg alloys [20–23]. Addition of 0.3 wt.% silver (Ag) 

accelerates the precipitation hardening behavior resulting in an increase in the 

strength and hardness of Al-Cu-Mg (2519 Al) alloy [20]. Addition of 0.48 wt.% silver 
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(Ag) reveals that the hot deformation microstructure is sensitive to strain rate and 

deformation temperature [21]. It also accelerates the precipitation kinetics with 

simultaneous increase in the peak hardness, yield strength and ultimate tensile 

strength of Al-Cu-Mg alloy [22]. The effect of ageing on the microstructure and 

mechanical properties of Al-Cu-Mg alloy containing 0.5 wt.% silver (Ag) indicates 

that the peak hardness of the alloy is same for the T6 temper and T614 temper 

conditions [23].  

     The precipitation sequence and its influence on the mechanical properties of Al-

Cu-Mg alloys during the age hardening process has been well established [7–9, 11, 

17, 20, 22]. The optimum mechanical properties that can be achieved by precipitation 

strengthening are influenced by (i) nature of the precipitates, (ii) coherency between 

the precipitate and the matrix, (iii) size of the precipitates and (iv) inter particle 

spacing between the precipitates in the matrix. The reaction sequence occurring in the 

supersaturated solid solution (SSS) Al-Cu-Mg alloy during age hardening initiates 

with the formation of Guinier-Preston-zones (GP-zones). GP-zones contain clusters of 

monoatomic layer of copper atom on the (001) planes of the aluminum lattice. Further 

age hardening results in formation of  phase by diffusion of copper atoms into the 

matrix and formation of additional layers of GP-zones. The entire precipitate 

formation in the aluminum matrix occurs by the following sequence: 

SSS  GP-zone   phase   phase   phase 

     The GP-zone and  phase are fully coherent with the matrix, whereas   phase is 

disk shaped and semi-coherent with the matrix. The final  precipitate phase is almost 

spherical in shape and incoherent at the precipitate matrix interface regions. This 

precipitate exhibits a body centered tetragonal structure with a = b = 0.6066 nm, c = 

0.4874 nm [17, 24]. 

     Precipitation sequence in Al-Cu-Mg alloys containing small amount of silver (Ag), 

0.1 wt.% Ag  0.2 wt.%, during age hardening was studied by researchers [24]. The 

study revealed that the as-quenched ternary Al-1.7Cu-0.5Mg alloy was accompanied 

by the presence of high density of dislocation loops. It was observed that the first 

stage of hardening in this alloy was due to the formation of GP-zones from the 

solution of Cu-Mg co-clusters. Addition of 0.1 wt.% silver into this alloy reveled 
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absence of dislocation loops indicating trapping of vacancies by silver atoms in the 

as-quenched condition. The early stage of age hardening in this tertiary alloy was 

accompanied by nucleation of Mg-Ag co-clusters, Mg-Cu co-clusters and Mg clusters 

in the matrix [25]. The final hardening of Al-Cu-Mg-Ag alloy has been attributed to 

the presence of GP-zones, finely dispersed hexagonal X phase, and S phase formed 

from the GP-zones [25]. Also the tertiary Al-Cu-Mg-(Ag) alloys with high copper to 

magnesium (Cu:Mg) ratio and very low magnesium (Mg) content lie in the α + θ 

region of the ternary phase diagram [26]. 

     Sufficient literature is available regarding the microstructure of Al-Cu alloys in the 

wrought condition. However, few reports are available regarding the microstructure of 

these alloys in the as-cast condition and modification of the microstructure by 

subsequent plastic deformation. Addition of silver in very small amount can have 

profound influence on the microstructure and strength of Al-Cu alloys.  The available 

literature regarding the mechanical properties of Al-Cu-Mg-Ag alloys revealed that 

the silver content in the investigated alloys are 0.3 wt.% or more [20, 22]. From the 

few reports available, it is not obvious whether better mechanical properties for Al-Cu 

alloys can be achieved with silver content less than 0.1 wt.%. Among the Al-Cu 

alloys, 2219 aluminum alloy exhibits high fracture toughness, good weldability and is 

less resistant to stress corrosion cracking in addition to the fact that the strength and 

ductility can be tailored by heat treatment [1, 2].  

     All commercial high strength aluminum alloys are precipitation hardenable 

wrought alloys. The primary processing of these alloys is by casting into ingots. For 

obtaining the final component with the required size, shape and properties, the 

material is subjected to various thermo-mechanical treatments like rolling, forging, 

extrusion, heat treatment etc. As mentioned earlier, the secondary processing 

improves the mechanical properties of the wrought alloys by elimination of defects 

formed during the casting stage. The secondary deformation processing is generally 

carried out in the warm/hot working conditions. Since it is necessary to have a defect 

free component during the deformation processing, an insight into the material 

parameters and processing conditions are required a priori [27, 28]. 
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     The deformability of materials during mechanical working is generally 

characterized by constitutive equations, which relate the flow stress to the strain, 

strain rate and temperature. The deformability of the material depends on: (i) the 

inherent flow characteristics of the material such as flow stress and activation energy 

(Q) for deformation, which is directly influenced by the alloy composition and (ii) 

externally controlled process variables like strain, strain rate and temperature [29–34]. 

Hu at al. [35] reported that activation energy for hot deformation decreases with 

increasing deformation temperature and increase in strain rate. The composition and 

microstructure of the material also influence the activation energy during deformation 

[36].  Constitutive relationships for commercial aluminum alloys were developed 

using experimental data obtained by mechanical testing and are represented in the 

form of empirical rate equations, which helps in identification of the specific rate-

controlling mechanisms [37]. Flow stress behavior of several aluminum alloys have 

been studied extensively by carrying out hot compression tests. These investigations 

reveal that the plastic deformation of aluminum alloys at elevated temperatures is a 

thermally activated process with an activation energy Q. The flow stress has either an 

exponential, power law or hyperbolic-sine relationship with temperature and strain 

rate [21, 38].  

     In high temperature deformation studies, two main areas of interest are: (i) metal 

forming by hot working and (ii) creep deformation. Though both are being studied at 

almost the same temperature range, the major objectives in the former case are to 

raise the fracture strain and to reduce the flow stress during deformation.  In the latter 

case, emphasis is towards achieving low strain rates and limiting the total strain [27, 

28]. Various constitutive relationships have been developed to model the high 

temperature deformation behavior of materials [31–33]. These studies show that the 

stress can also be represented by a Zener–Hollomon parameter, Z. Almost all the 

constitutive modeling studies on the deformation behavior of commercially available 

alloys were focused on determining (i) Zener–Hollomon parameter, (ii) activation 

energy for deformation and (iii) various constants in the constitutive models. These 

are influenced by small variations in the composition and microstructure of the alloys 

[31–34]. Though the constitutive equations can explain the hot deformation behavior 
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of materials in terms of strain, strain rate and temperature, they are unable to identify 

the process regime at which defect formation initiates during the deformation process 

[37].  

     An important parameter to be considered during the deformation processing of any 

material is the workability (or deformability), which refers to the extent to which a 

metal can be deformed without the formation of any defect [39].  In recent years, 

dynamic materials model (DMM) has been developed for understanding the 

workability parameter. Dynamic materials model was first developed based on the 

fundamental principles of continuum mechanics of large plastic flow using the 

concepts of physical systems modeling, principles of irreversible thermodynamics and 

those describing the stability of the system. The dynamic materials model may be 

viewed as a bridge between the continuum mechanics of large plastic deformation and 

microstructural evolution [40–42].  

     During plastic deformation, depending upon the strain rate and temperature, 

several irreversible metallurgical phenomena occur inside the material [37, 39]. Some 

of these are (i) dynamic recrystallization, (ii) superplastic deformation, (iii) flow 

localization and/or adiabatic shear band formation, (iv) void formation, (v) inter-

crystalline cracking along grain boundaries. Out of all these, dynamic recrystallization 

and superplastic deformation are considered to be safe while the process regime at 

which other phenomena occur should be avoided.  These safe process regimes can be 

identified by investigation of the microstructure of samples that have been hot 

deformed under various combinations of strain, strain rate and temperature. The 

workability parameter can be represented in the form of processing maps. The 

processing map is obtained by superimposing a power dissipation map and an 

instability map obtained from the stress–strain data during hot deformation process. 

The power dissipation map is a contour plot of efficiency of power dissipation as a 

function of strain rate and temperature at a particular strain. Instability map 

demarcates the regions of stable and unstable flow. The processing map provides 

useful information that can be applied to industrial metal working processes. During 

the development of new materials, the processing maps can be used to suit the 

requirements of the material from the viewpoint of optimum workability and 

microstructural control [37, 39, 41–43].  
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     One of the major hurdles in obtaining a process map is to find out the strain rate 

sensitivity for the entire domain of temperature and strain rates.  Hot compression 

tests for generation of processing maps are generally carried out at different 

combinations of constant temperature and strain rates. The strain rate at which 

experiments are generally carried out differ by several orders of magnitude. 

Determination of the flow stress and strain rate sensitivity for the entire experimental 

domain using the data obtained from limited number of experiments requires an 

efficient computational technique.  Artificial neural network technique is found to be 

an efficient and accurate interpolation technique for the determination of the flow 

stress and strain rate sensitivity for the entire process regime of temperature, strain 

rate and strain [40, 44].  

The motivation for choosing the present thesis work is highlighted as follows : 

 Sufficient literature is available regarding the microstructure of Al-Cu alloys in 

the wrought condition. However, few reports are available regarding the 

microstructure of these alloys in the as-cast condition and modification of the 

microstructure by subsequent plastic deformation;  

 Among the Al-Cu alloys, 2219 aluminum alloy exhibits high fracture toughness, 

good weldability and are less resistant to stress corrosion cracking in addition to 

the fact that the strength and ductility can be tailored by heat treatment.  

 Addition of silver in very small amount can have profound influence on the 

microstructure and strength of Al-Cu alloys.  The available literature regarding the 

mechanical properties of Al-Cu-Mg-Ag alloys revealed that the silver content in 

the investigated alloys are 0.3 wt.% or more. From the few reports available, it is 

not obvious whether better mechanical properties for Al-Cu alloys can be 

achieved with silver content less than 0.1 wt.%. 

 The influence of microalloying with silver on the age hardening behavior, 

microstructure and mechanical properties of 2219 aluminum alloy under various 

thermo-mechanical conditions is not well established. 

 The hot deformation characteristics of 2219 aluminum alloys microalloyed with 

silver have not been investigated. For the successful processing of these materials 

requires generation of processing maps for the new materials. This will give 
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insight to the safe process parameters and the microstructural changes during hot 

deformation.   

The main objectives of the present research study are follows: 

1. To process the precipitation hardenable wrought Al-Cu alloys (2219 Al alloy) 

microalloyed with varying amount of silver (in the range 0 to 0.1) by casting 

route. 

2. To study the microstructures and mechanical properties of these alloys in the as-

cast, rolled and different heat treated conditions and compare the properties with 

respect to the silver content in the alloy.  

3. To optimize the age hardening conditions required to achieve peak hardness in 

the developed alloys and study the influence of silver addition during age 

hardening of 2219 aluminum alloy. 

4. To study the effect of silver addition on the high temperature deformation 

behavior of 2219 aluminum alloy and develop constitutive models for predicting 

the peak flow stress during high temperature deformation of these materials. 

5. To predict the high temperature flow stress (σ) for the developed alloys as a 

function of strain (ε), strain rate ( ̇) and temperature (T) using artificial neural 

network modeling. 

6. To generate processing maps for the microalloyed 2219 aluminum alloys and 

identify the safe process zones for these alloys, mechanism of hot deformation as 

well as defect formation. 

     This thesis is arranged in five chapters. Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction to 

the thesis work. Chapter 2 summarizes the available literature on topics relevant to the 

contents of this thesis. The details regarding the experimental methodology adopted, 

instruments used and the procedures followed for processing and characterizing the 

alloys is described in detail in Chapter 3. This also includes the modeling work 

performed for predicting the flow stress and procedure for generation of processing 

maps. The results obtained are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. The major 

conclusions drawn from the study and future scope of investigation in this area are 

enumerated in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1  Introduction 

     Appreciable interest in the development of metallic alloys for industrial 

applications was observed starting from the beginning of last century. Alloys of light 

metals such as aluminum and magnesium are used as structural materials in 

applications like automobile, aerospace, food packaging and wire cable industry etc., 

due to the combination of high strength, light weight, reasonable ductility and 

excellent formability. The recent focus is on the development of light weight alloys 

exhibiting high specific strength [4] for aircraft and space applications. Aluminum 

(Al) alloys are found to be most suitable for these applications. Several decades of 

intense research work has focused on the development of alloys having high specific 

strength, reasonable ductility, high fracture toughness, and good corrosion resistance 

properties for alloys of aluminum, titanium, magnesium etc. Aluminum-lithium alloys 

have recently been developed for use by these industries. These materials have 

relatively low densities (between about 2.5 and 2.6 g/cm
3
), high specific moduli, good 

fatigue resistance and low-temperature toughness properties. However, due to the 

requirement of special processing techniques, these alloys are costlier compared to the 

conventional aluminum alloys [3]. Among these traditional aluminum alloys, the 

wrought and precipitation strengthened Al-Cu (2xxx series), Al-Mg-Si (6xxx series) 

and Al-Cu-Zn-Mg (7xxx series) series of alloys have been studied extensively due to 

their high strength to weight ratio [1–3].  

2.2  Aluminum alloys 

     Aluminum alloys are classified into cast and wrought alloys. The wrought 

aluminum alloys are further classified into non-heat treatable and heat treatable alloys. 

Better mechanical properties of heat treatable alloys are achieved from work 

hardening. The heat treatable wrought aluminum (Al) alloys respond to heat treatment 

and develop their strength mainly by age hardening.  Examples are alloys of 2xxx, 

6xxx and 7xxx series aluminum alloys [1–3]. 
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     A major amount of the aluminum alloys used for space and aircraft applications 

are manufactured by either the ingot casting or direct chill casting technique. The 

ingots are then homogenized at temperatures of around 500 °C to achieve a 

homogeneous composition across the section.  These are then hot rolled or warm 

rolled into slabs, rods or plates. Subsequently they are solution heat treated followed 

by precipitation treatment to achieve the desired strength and ductility. Among the 

aluminum alloys, wrought and precipitation strengthened Al-Cu (2xxx), Al-Mg-Si 

(6xxx) and Al-Cu-Zn-Mg (7xxx) series alloys have been studied extensively due to 

their high specific strength [1–3].   

     Sufficient information is available regarding the effect of mechanical properties of 

commercial aluminum alloys by addition of one or more elements like magnesium 

(Mg), silicon (Si), copper (Cu), zinc (Zn) etc. [9–13]. The strengthening of non-

precipitation hardenable aluminum alloys are due to either the nucleation of second 

phase particles during solidification or solid solution strengthening [7–9]. Addition of 

elements like magnesium (Mg) and manganese (Mn) into aluminum alloy results in 

almost linear dependence of strength on the concentration of alloying elements [7]. 

Addition of manganese (Mn) was found to have higher strengthening effect compared 

to magnesium [7]. Presence of iron (Fe) and manganese (Mg) in Al-Si alloys results 

in the formation of intermetallic compounds [45].   

     The strength of Al-Mg alloy increases with magnesium (Mg) content in the alloy 

up to 5.5 wt.%. The ductility and strain rate sensitivity of Al-Mg alloys increases with 

the addition of elements like manganese (Mn) within the range of 0.3–0.5 wt.% and 

0.18 wt.% zirconium [46]. Precipitation strengthening of Al-Mg-Si alloy is by the 

nucleation and growth of Mg2Si precipitates in the aluminum matrix. Addition of 

copper into these alloys results in grain refinement, change in precipitation sequence, 

acceleration in precipitation kinetics, and increase in peak hardness values [47, 48]. 

The segregation of S1 phase at grain boundary regions in Al-Mg-Li-Me alloys 

decreases when the Mg content in the alloy reduces from 5 wt.% to 3.5 wt.%. [10]. 

Addition of silicon (Si), more than 4wt.%, into Al-5wt.% Cu alloy increases fluidity 

of the molten metal and reduces the hot cracking tendency [12] during casting.   
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2.3  Effect of alloying elements in aluminum alloys 

     Considerable amount of studies have been carried out to understand the effect of 

traditional alloying elements such as copper (Cu), magnesium (Mg), zinc (Zn), silicon 

(Si), silver (Ag) etc. on the mechanical properties of some commercial aluminum 

alloys. In wrought precipitation hardenable aluminum alloys, the alloying element(s) 

present as solute atoms in the solvent lattice sites are responsible for strengthening 

[48].   

     Addition of copper (Cu) into aluminum (Al) matrix facilitates strengthening by 

solid state strengthening or precipitation hardening mechanisms. During aging the 

strengthening is achieved through the precipitation of CuAl2 or CuAl2Mg 

intermetallic phases. These precipitates also improve the elevated temperature 

properties, machinability and fatigue properties of the alloy. Copper in excess of 6 

wt.% in the alloy results in precipitation of the second phases at the grain boundaries, 

making the metal very susceptible to stress corrosion, pitting or  inter-granular 

corrosion.  Copper (Cu) in higher amounts makes the Al-Cu alloys vulnerable to 

solidification cracking. Also addition of copper (Cu) to Al-Mg-Si alloys has been 

found to influence the strengthening and grain refinement [49–53]. 

     An Al-Mg alloy are strengthened by solid solution strengthening along and also 

increases the strain hardening ability. A few Al-Mg alloys tend to increase their 

strength and ductility when age hardened at room temperature. These alloys tend to 

further increase in strength by artificial ageing and also show increase in yield 

strength at a substantial reduction in ductility. Though no significant effect on tensile, 

ductility, strain-rate sensitivity or flow stress could be observed in Al-Mg alloys  

having magnesium in the range of 2.8 % to 5.5 % [46], the mechanical properties are 

found to improve with magnesium content above 5.5 wt.%.  

     Silicon (Si) is added to improve the properties of cast aluminum alloys. Addition 

of silicon increases the fluidity of the aluminum alloys. The high strength 6xxx series 

alloys contain around 1.0 wt.% magnesium (Mg) along with 0.6 wt.% silicon (Si). In 

these alloys the main strengthening particles are magnesium silicide (Mg2Si), which is 

precipitated in the matrix during heat treatment [45].  
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     Addition of manganese (Mn) increased the strength of Al-Cu-Mg alloys. The 

strengthening mechanism is by solution strengthening or formation of finely 

precipitated intermetallic phase. Addition of magnesium (Mg) improves strain 

hardening of the alloy without much compromise on the   ductility or corrosion 

resistance.  However the Mg content is limited to ≤ 1 % since further increase leads to 

decrease in ductility [7].  

    Presence of iron (Fe) in Al-4%Cu-0.5%Mg reduces the tensile properties in the 

heat-treated condition [1, 2]. Presence of iron (Fe) forms Cu2FeAl7. Fe in Al-Cu-Ni 

alloys improves the elevated temperature strength. Addition of zinc (Zn) to aluminum 

(along with magnesium and copper) produces heat-treatable aluminum alloys, with 

the highest strength among all aluminum alloys. Addition of silver (Ag) in trace levels 

substantially increases the strength of age hardenable Al-Cu-Mg alloys [1, 2]. 

Addition of cadmium (Cd) to Al-Cu alloys accelerates the age hardening process and 

increases the strength and corrosion resistance. Up to 0.2 wt.% of indium (In) in Al-

Cu alloys, reduces room temperature ageing. Vanadium (V), zirconium (Zr) and 

titanium (Ti) raise the recrystallization temperature of Cu-Al alloys, thereby 

permitting to retain their properties at elevated temperatures [1, 2]. Titanium (Ti) is 

added to aluminum primarily as a grain refiner. Nickel (Ni) up to 2 wt.% increases the 

strength of high-purity aluminum but reduces its ductility. Lead (Pb) is primarily 

added to improve machinability of Al alloys [1, 2].  

2.4  Effect of microalloying of aluminum alloys 

     The information regarding the effect of addition of alloying elements on the 

mechanical properties of Al alloys is well established [1, 4].  The extent of improving 

the mechanical properties by the addition of various elements have almost reached a 

saturation level. The recent efforts in improving the mechanical properties are by 

microalloying (i.e., by the addition of trace amounts of elements) the commercial Al 

alloys with some specific elements. 

     Addition of 0.4 wt.% scandium increases the strength of  Al-Mg alloys due to the 

precipitation of Al3Sc particles in the matrix [13] whereas addition of 0.15 wt.% 

zirconium (Zr) and 0.4 wt.% scandium (Sc) results in a stabilized microstructure for 
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the alloy [54]. Addition of 0.2 wt.% erbium (Er) increases the elevated temperature 

strength of Al-Mg-Mn-Zr alloy by precipitation of Al3Er particles in the alloy matrix 

[54].  Alloying Al-7Si-0.4Mg alloy with 0.1 wt.% indium delays the precipitation of 

GP-zones, thereby decelerating the precipitation hardening kinetics of the alloy [31]. 

     The recent research trend to obtain aluminum alloys with better combination of 

properties is by microalloying the existing commercial alloys, i.e. by addition of trace 

amounts (< 0.1 wt.%) of elements like tin (Sn), cadmium (Cd), scandium (Sc), silver 

(Ag), zirconium (Zr), indium (In) etc. [14–18]. Addition of these elements influences 

the microstructure and mechanical properties of the base alloy [14–16]. The study 

reveals that the best combination of mechanical properties of Al-Si-Mg alloy is 

achieved by the addition of 0.05 wt.%  tin (Sn) [55]. Further increase in tin content 

leads to the precipitation of β-Sn particles within the CuAl2 network as well as the 

formation of very fine Mg2Sn particles on the eutectic silicon (Si) resulting in 

lowering of tensile properties of the alloy. Presence of titanium (Ti) above 0.05 wt.% 

increases the strength of Al-4.5Cu-0.3Mg alloy [18]. However, the strength of the 

alloys are reduced due to hot tearing defects during the casting process when the 

titanium content was below 0.05 wt.%.  

     A systematic investigation on the effect of trace amounts of Sn (up to 0.1 wt.%) on 

mechanical properties, microstructure and hot deformation behavior etc., reveals that 

even small variations in tin (Sn) content results in major changes in microstructure 

and mechanical properties of 2219 alloy [19, 44]. The results of the investigations 

reveals that the strength increases with increase in tin (Sn) content in the alloy up to 

0.06 wt.%. Further, addition of tin (Sn) reduces the mechanical properties of the alloy. 

Sufficient literature is available regarding the effect of addition of elements like tin, 

indium, scandium, etc. on the microstructure and mechanical properties of 

commercial aluminum alloys. 

     Investigations have been carried out to study the effect of silver addition (0.3 – 0.5 

wt.%) on the mechanical properties, hot deformation characteristics and age 

hardening behavior of Al-Cu-Mg alloys. Addition of 0.5 wt.% silver (Ag) in Al-Cu-

Mg alloy revealed that the hot deformation microstructure is sensitive to strain rate 

and deformation temperature [21]. The effect of interrupted ageing on the 
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microstructure and mechanical properties of Al-Cu-Mg alloy containing 0.5 wt.% Ag 

indicates that the peak hardness of the alloy is same for T6 temper and T614 temper 

conditions whereas better thermal stability is achieved for the T614 tempered alloy 

[23]. Addition of 0.3 wt.% Ag accelerates the precipitation hardening behavior as well 

as increase in the strength and hardness of Al-Cu-Mg (2519 Al) alloy [20].  Addition 

of 0.48 wt.% silver accelerates the precipitation kinetics with simultaneous increase in 

the peak hardness of Al-Cu-Mg alloy. The yield strength and ultimate tensile strength 

of the alloy also increases due to the addition of 0.48 wt.% silver [22].    

     The available literature reveals that the silver (Ag) content in the investigated 

alloys are above 0.1 wt.%.  Studies regarding the effect of microalloying (i.e. alloying 

with  0.1 wt.%) with silver on the microstructure, and mechanical properties of Al-

Cu alloy under different processing conditions are not available in the literature.  

Hence the present work is aimed in studying the effect of addition of trace amounts of 

silver (Ag) ( 0.1 wt.%) on the microstructure and mechanical properties of as-cast 

and rolled  2219 Al-alloy  at different thermo-mechanical conditions.   

2.5  Precipitation strengthening 

     Metallic alloys having elements as solutes with limited solid solubility in solution 

can be strengthened by solid solution strengthening and /or precipitation strengthening 

[1, 3, 6, 48]. In solid solution alloys, the strengthening is the result of expansion of 

crystal lattice due to substitution of parent metal atom by substitutional elements.  The 

alloys for which the phase diagram exhibits an increase in the solute solubility limit 

with increase in temperature, can be solutionized at elevated temperature and then 

suddenly cooled to room temperature.  Under such circumstances, a supersaturated 

solid solution of solute in the solvent is formed.  If the temperature of the alloy is then 

raised to an intermediate level and held for sufficient time, the solute elements diffuse 

out of the solution and form fine stable precipitates in the matrix. Formation of stable 

precipitates is a thermally activated process consisting of nucleation and growth. 

During this process the variation of the hardness with respect to ageing time is 

illustrated schematically in Figure 2.1. The reaction sequence occurring in the 

supersaturated solid solution (SSS) Al-Cu-Mg alloy during age hardening initiates 

with localized clustering of solute atoms known as GP-zones. GP-zones contain 
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clusters of monoatomic layer of Cu atom on the (001) planes of the Al lattice and is 

fully coherent with the matrix. The formation of GP-zone results in local strains, 

thereby raising the hardness of the alloy. Further aging results in the formation of 

larger clumps of copper atoms on (001) plane of the matrix [3, 6]. This structure is 

known as . This is followed by precipitation of platelets of CuAl2 or  , which are 

semi-coherent with the matrix. This results in further increase in hardness of the alloy.  

Extended ageing results in the formation of equilibrium phase CuAl2 or  from the 

transition  phase. The entire precipitate formation occurs by the following sequence: 

SSS  GP-zone   phase   phase   phase 

The GP-zone and  phase are fully coherent with the matrix, whereas  phase is 

disk shaped and semi-coherent with the matrix. At this stage a peak in the hardness 

variation is observed. The final  precipitate phase is almost spherical in shape and 

incoherent at the precipitate matrix interface. This precipitate exhibits a body centered 

tetragonal structure with a = b = 0.6066 nm, c = 0.4874 nm [17, 24]. Hardness of 

alloy decreases drastically with the formation of  precipitates which are incoherent 

with the matrix. This stage is generally referred to as over–aged condition. The 

hardness or strength of the alloy up to the peak aged condition is higher compared to 

that after the solution heat treatment. The time to reach the peak hardness or strength 

depends on the heat treatment temperature; higher the temperature, shorter the time 

required.  The commercial precipitation hardenable alloys are normally heat treated in 

the range between 120–180 °C. Depending upon the temperature and the alloy 

composition, the ageing time for these alloys may vary from four hours to 72 hours 

[6–8].  

     Ageing temperature and degree of supersaturation play a great role on the final 

properties of the alloy. The higher the ageing temperature and higher the degree of 

supersaturation, the hardening process will be faster.  Higher temperature ageing is 

adopted when more stable phase is required together with dimensional stability. 

Besides mechanical properties, physico-chemical properties are also affected by 

ageing. This happens due to the metastable structure of the alloy which are formed 

during ageing of the supersaturated solid solution obtained by the solution treatment.  
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During the precipitation process, the morphology, size, distribution and mean inter-

particle distance of the second phase precipitates also gets altered. The mechanical 

properties are controlled by the lattice coherency at the particle matrix interface, size 

and properties of the precipitates [3, 6]. 

     The relation between dislocation motion and mechanical behavior is important for 

understanding the strengthening in metals and alloys. At micro-level, plastic 

deformation corresponds to the motion of a large number of dislocations. The ability 

of a metal to plastically deform depends on the ability of the dislocations to move. 

Hardness and strength signify the ability of the material to resist plastic deformation. 

Hence, the mechanical strength can be enhanced by impeding the movement of 

dislocation through the matrix [3, 6].  In the case of precipitation strengthening, the 

motion of dislocations is impeded by the finely dispersed brittle second phase 

particles precipitated in the alloy matrix.  

     According to Orowan theory [56], it was observed that the quantitative model 

explains the hardening effect during ageing. The three conditions to be fulfilled in 

Orowan’s theory of strengthening mechanism are as follows [57]: 

i. The material should have two phase microstructure; (a) the ductile continuous 

phase (matrix) and (b) very fine precipitates uniformly distributed in the matrix. 

These fine precipitates impede the motion of dislocations of the matrix. 

 

Figure 2.1  Schematic diagram showing hardness as a function of aging time at 

constant temperature during precipitation hardening [3] 
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ii. The particle diameter (d) and inter-particle spacing (S) should generally be less 

than 100a, where a is the atomic size. 

iii. Particle needs to be strong enough to promote looping of dislocations without 

being sheared, for which    dc <d where dc  is the critical particle diameter. 

     During the application of external load on a material containing uniform 

distribution of second phase precipitates, plastic deformation commences by 

movement of dislocation through the matrix. The motion of the dislocations is 

impeded when they encounter hard second phase precipitates. Subsequent application 

of external load results in piling up of a large number of dislocations near the 

precipitates. Since the dislocations are accompanied by stress fields, the piling up 

dislocations results in the stresses at the particle. The force F, which a particle can 

sustain, depends on its intrinsic strength and particle diameter. Two mechanisms are 

possible (Figure 2.2) for the movement of dislocations; viz. (i) dislocation cut through 

(shear) the particles, when strength is week and (ii) dislocation by-pass the particles 

resulting in a dislocation loops around the particles, when the particles are strong [57]. 

In the latter case, the force        

 2 ,F b  (2.1) 

where  is the shear modulus of the particle and b is the Burger’s vector of the 

dislocation.    For ordered particles which are coherent with the matrix 

 

  
,APBF C d   (2.2) 

where γAPB is energy of the anti-phase domains boundaries. The critical particle 

diameter dc is obtained as 

 

2

,C

APB

b
d C






 

 (2.3) 

where C is a geometrical factor given by the shape of the particle. For a particle non 

coherent with the matrix and having a high shear modulus Gβ, dislocation will have to 

be generated in order to shear the particle. In such case, the critical diameter is very 

small and is given by 
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b
d
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  (2.4) 

where Gα is the high shear modulus of the matrix [57]. In case of the Al-Cu alloy 

system, θ˝ is typically coherent with the matrix, whereas, the hard θ (CuAl2) phase is 

the non-coherent particle. The increase of yield stress due to the dispersed particles, is 

given by  

 
1 3 ,P P

eff

b b b
f

S S D d

  
   


 (2.5) 

where S spacing of the particle centers and fP is the volume fraction of the particle in 

the matrix. In aluminum alloys, Seff ≈ S for small volume fractions ( fP ≤ 1%). The 

condition d < dc limits the applicability of Eq. (5). However the relationship provides 

a good estimate of the strengthening that can be achieved in precipitation hardenable 

alloys [57].  

 

Figure 2.2  Schematic diagram force F exerted on particle by looping 

dislocation [57], with permission, copyright Elsevier 

     The Al-Cu phase diagram shown in Figure 2.3 indicates a decreasing solubility of 

the solute in the Al matrix. Consider a alloy of 96%Al–4%Cu. The α-phase is a single 

phase solid solution of Cu in Al matrix with a maximum solubility of 5.65 wt.% Cu at 

548 °C. The solubility of Copper into aluminum decreases with decreases with 

decreasing the 550–75 °C. The precipitation hardening process involves three basic 
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steps: solution treatment, quenching and finally aging [57]. The sequence of the 

process is shown schematically in Figure 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.3   Partial Al-Cu equilibrium phase diagram [3] 

Solution treatment, or solutionizing, is the first step in the precipitation-hardening 

process where the alloy is heated above the solvus temperature and soaked there until 

a homogeneous solid solution (α) is produced. During this process the copper atoms 

dissolves in the aluminum matrix.  

   

Figure 2.4  Aluminum rich end of the Al-Cu equilibrium phase diagram showing 

the three steps in the age-hardening heat treatment and 

corresponding microstructures that can be obtained [6] 
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     Quenching is the second step where the solid α is rapidly cooled forming a 

supersaturated solid solution αSS of copper in aluminum matrix. For precipitation 

hardenable alloys αSS is in a metastable state. Due to the rapid water quench, the 

solute atoms are not able to diffuse out of the super saturated αSS solution. Given 

sufficient energy, the extra copper atoms can diffuse out of the Al lattice. This is 

possible with the ageing process which is the final process of enhancing the strength 

of the alloy. Aging is the process where the supersaturated alloy is heated to an 

intermediate temperature between the solvus temperature and room temperature. 

These results in the diffusion of the solute from the matrix forming find precipitated 

phases.  The solute atoms diffuse only short distances at this aging temperature. The 

formation of the second phase is by a process of nucleation and growth. Initially a 

large number of nucleating sites are available. With more and more of copper 

diffusing out of the lattice, the size of the particles increases. The fine precipitates in 

the alloy impede dislocation movement by forcing the dislocations to either cut 

through the precipitated particles or go around them, as shown in Figure 2.2. By 

restricting dislocation movement during deformation, the alloy is strengthened [3, 6, 

57]. 

     During the age hardening of Al-Cu alloys, the precipitation of second phase occurs 

by a sequence of four mechanisms (i) formation of solute cluster  which later results 

in the formation of Guinier-Preston-1 (GP-1) Zones. Further aging results in (ii) 

formation of GP-2 Zones (also called θ"). Subsequent aging results in (iii)  

modification of the morphology of the precipitates  to form the θ' Phase, and finally 

resulting in (iv)  stable θ (CuAl2) Phase. A large number of very small solute-rich 

clusters form during the early stages of the aging process that are completely coherent 

with the alloy lattice. Since the atomic dimensions of the solute-rich regions will 

differ somewhat from that of the lattice, strains occur in the lattice regions around the 

clusters [3, 6].   

     Needle shaped GP-1 zones grow rapidly from the initial clusters The sizes of GP-1 

zones are typically ~10 nm thick. Hardening and a decrease in ductility accompany 

the formation and growth of the GP-1 zones; these effects have been attributed to the 

distortion of the lattice which inhibits the movement of dislocations. The needle 
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shaped GP-1 phases transforms continuously to disc shaped and finally spherical 

shape (final θ phase) when the alloy is in over-aged condition. Transformation of θ' 

phase to θ phase is accompanied by an increase in the size of the precipitates leading 

to low coherency at the precipitates matrix interface. this results in a sudden drop in 

hardness and strength of the alloy. This stage of decrease in hardness with ageing time 

is referred as over ageing [3, 6]. 

     During aging, the GP-1 zones transform to GP-2 zones having 10–100 nm 

diameter and 1–4 nm thickness. The strengthening process increases with 

transformation of GP-1 to θ'' phase and later to the θ' phase. During this process the 

coherency at the particle matrix interface changes from a coherent interphase to a 

semi-coherent interface and finally the interface becomes incoherent when the θ' 

phase transforms to the stable θ phase (CuAl2). The θ' phase has a tetragonal structure 

with a different lattice parameter from the matrix; no coherency strains exist, but each 

particle is surrounded by a ring of dislocations. The size of the θ' phase depends on 

time and temperature; size ranges from 10 to 600 nm diameter with a thickness of 10–

15 nm. Eventually the θ' phase is replaced by θ (CuAl2) which has the same structure 

and composition as the θ phase formed during solidification. The formation of θ phase 

results in softening of the alloy and is referred to as over-aging [3, 6].   

2.6  High temperature deformation behavior of wrought alloys 

     The wrought alloys for structural application need to undergo a thermo-mechanical 

treatment prior to their final use. The mechanical properties are affected by the 

composition, strain history and the microstructure resulting from the thermo-

mechanical treatments imparted. These alloys are required to be plastically deformed 

to reduce the defects (viz. segregations, dendrite structures, gas defects, inclusions 

etc.) induced during casting. The deformation process is generally carried out at high 

homologous temperatures i.e., T/Tm > 0.5, where T and Tm are the absolute working 

temperature and melting temperature of the material, respectively. In high temperature 

deformation, the two main research areas are (i) creep deformation, and (ii) metal 

forming by hot working. The major objectives in hot working are to reduce the flow 

stress and raise the fracture strain at high strain rates (0.01 s
–1 

<   ̇ < 100 s
–1

), whereas 
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the emphasis in creep research is for low strain rates and curtailment of total strain, 

even though both these studies are carried out at almost the same temperature range 

[27–28].  

     A clear understanding of the process variables and material parameters is required 

for successfully deforming these materials within certain range of strain rates and 

temperatures. The deformation behavior of these materials, which is the relationship 

between flow stress (σ), strain (ε), strain rate ( ̇) and process temperature (T) is 

dependent on the activation energy (Q) for deformation, which is a measure of the 

degree of difficulty for deformation. Composition and microstructure strongly 

influence the Q value of the materials. Considering hot deformation similar to the 

creep phenomenon occurring at high strain rates and stresses [58], various constitutive 

relationships have been developed to model the high temperature deformation 

behavior of materials. 

     Cho et al. developed a thermo–viscoplastic finite element method (FEM) model, 

using hot compression test data to predict the microstructural evolution in Al–5wt.% 

Mg alloys during hot deformation [59]. Smith et al. proposed a unified creep–

plasticity constitutive model for the stress–strain behavior of cast Al–Cu–Si [60]. 

Kaibyshev et al. [61] investigated the deformation behavior of a 2219 Al alloy (Al-

6.4%Cu-0.3%Mn-0.18%Cr-0.19%Zr-0.06%Fe) in the temperature range from 250–

500 °C. The results indicate an increase in stress exponent and apparent activation 

energy with decrease in temperature. 

     Hot and warm formability studies of solutionized 2618 aluminum alloy (Al-

2.3%Cu-1.6%Mg-1.1%Fe-1.0%Ni-0.07%Ti-0.18%Si) at various strain rates and 

temperatures were carried out by torsion testing. The study revealed that effect of the 

precipitation of second phase particles are formed during deformation [62]. The flow 

curves indicated temperature dependent behavior with (i) a continuous increase of 

flow stress up to 250 °C due to precipitation, and (ii) a peak in the flow curves above 

250 °C due to precipitation and coarsening of precipitates followed by softening. The 

high temperature tensile deformation behavior of Al-Cu-Mg-Zr alloy, 2014, and 6082 

Al alloy in a wide range of temperature and strain rate were described by a modified 

hyperbolic sine equation, where the peak flow stress (p) was substituted by an 
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effective stress, which is the difference between peak stress and a threshold stress 

representing the strengthening effect of the second phase precipitates in the matrix 

[63, 64]. Extensive investigations of the flow stress behaviors of Al-Cu-Li-Zr, Al-Mg, 

Al-Cu-Mg-Ag, and Al-Mg-Si-Cu alloys were carried out by several researchers [58, 

65–67]. The studies reveal that the plastic deformation of these alloys at elevated 

temperatures (T > 0.5 Tm) is a thermally activated process. The flow stress has either 

an exponential or hyperbolic sine relationship with strain rate and temperature.  

     The Zener–Hollomon parameter, Z, is used for representing the hot deformation 

behavior of metallic alloys [31]. The constitutive relationships and the modeling 

procedures developed for predicting the flow stress behavior are discussed below in 

Section 2.6.1 

2.6.1  Constitutive models 

     Based on the principles of creep deformation, models were developed to explain 

the high temperature deformation behavior of metallic materials. Similar to the creep 

deformation, high temperature deformation of metallic alloys is also a thermally 

activated process controlled by strain rate and temperature [68]. During the hot 

deformation, the strain rate is higher by several orders of magnitude as compared to 

creep deformation. Hence, the theories of hot deformation can be regarded as an 

extension of the creep deformation under high strain rate and at high stresses.  

     The initial development of the constitutive relationships was based on the 

assumption that the flow stress (σ) is a function of only the instantaneous values of 

strain (ε), strain rate ( ̇) and temperature (T) [48, 68], i.e. 

  ,, , 0.f T  


  (2.6) 

This is analogous to the expression for a thermodynamic system in equilibrium, which 

can be expressed by the state variables viz., pressure (P), volume (V) and temperature 

(T), i.e. 

  , , 0.f P V T   (2.7) 

It was soon realized that plastic deformation is an irreversible process, so that strain 

and strain rate are not state functions like pressure (P), volume (V) and temperature 
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(T). Instead, the flow stress depends on the dislocation structure which in turn is 

related to the metallurgical factors strain (ε), strain rate ( ̇) and temperature (T) [68]. 

     A sine hyperbolic relationship which is particularly useful for correlating stress, 

temperature and strain rate under hot working conditions was first proposed by Sellars 

and Tegart [68–69] Subsequently, a set of constitutive relations was developed [70] to 

analyze constant true strain rate, strain rate change, stress relaxation and creep test 

data. A computer representation of the constitutive relations was developed [71] for 

analyzing high temperature deformation. 

     Strain rate ( ̇) depends on temperature (T) and activation energy (Q) for 

deformation by an Arrhenius type equation that can be expressed as [60, 61]: 

 ( )exp ,
Q

A f
RT


  

 
 

  (2.8) 

where Q is the activation energy for deformation (J/mole), A is a constant, R is 

universal gas constant and f() is the stress function which can be expressed by any of 

the following relationships [72–78]: 

 1( ) ,
n

f     (2.9) 

 ( ) exp( ),f    (2.10) 

 ( ) [sinh( )] .nf     (2.11) 

Combining Eq. (2.8) with Eq. (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11), the following constitutive 

equations can be obtained:   

 1

1 exp ,n Q

RT
A 

  
  

 
 (2.12) 

 
2 exp( )exp ,

Q

RT
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 (2.13) 

 
3 [sinh( )] exp .n Q

RT
A 

  
  

 
 (2.14) 

     

     In the above equations, though flow stress, σ is generally taken as the peak flow 

stress (σp) [74], the steady state flow stress (σs) has also been used in a few instances. 

Flow curve at hot working conditions generally exhibits a peak flow stress (σp), 

especially when the deformation is carried out at high temperatures and low strain 
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rates. After achieving the peak flow stress, the flow curve may start decreasing at a 

constant rate (flow softening) when dynamic recrystallization sets in. If the rate of 

strain hardening is equal to the rate of dynamic recrystallization the flow curve 

remains at a steady state value (σs). The term α is the stress multiplier used in the 

mathematical fitting procedure. The terms of n1, β, n, A1, A2 and, A3 are material 

constants. The power law equation (Eq. 2.12) breaks down at high stress values 

whereas the exponential equation (Eq. 2.13) breaks down at low stress values [27, 58, 

67, 72, 73]. Over a wide range of stresses, the hyperbolic sine law (Eq. 2.14) is found 

to be most suitable form for describing high temperature deformation behavior of 

materials.  

     It has been observed in many instances that peak flow stress (σp) and steady state 

flow stress (σs) have a linear relationship.  It has also been found that the Zener–

Hollomon parameter is a useful tool in describing the high temperature deformation 

behavior of metallic materials [75]. 

2.6.2  Zener-Hollomon parameter (Z) and activation energy (Q) 

     The flow stress of the material σ during hot deformation can be expressed as [68, 

69, 79]:    

   , , .T   


  (2.15) 

Generalized form of peak flow stress (σp) is possible using the Zener–Hollomon 

parameter Z. The Z, which correlates strain rate ( ̇), deformation temperature (T), and 

activation energy (Q), can be expressed as [20]: 

 exp .
Q

RT
Z 

  
 
 

  (2.16) 

The physical meaning of Z is the so called temperature-modified strain rate. 

Combining Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.16), the expression for Z can be expressed as 

 
 exp sinh .

3
Q

RT

n
Z A 

  
    

 
   

(2.17) 

The activation energy, Q, indicates the energy for plastic deformation and is 

determined from the following relationship [77–81]: 
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           =  R n S.  

     In the above relationship, n is the mean slope of ln( ̇) versus ln[sinh(ασ)] plots 

obtained at different T and S the mean slope of the ln[sinh(ασ)] versus (1000/T) plots 

at various strain rate ( ̇). 

     Survey of the literature indicates that so far the focus has been to determine Z, Q, 

α, n, etc. of commercially available Al alloys. These parameters are known to be 

influenced by even small variations in the composition and microstructure of the 

alloys. Investigations on the effect of microalloying on the high temperature 

deformation behavior of the wrought aluminum alloys are still sparse.  

2.7  Artificial neural network (ANN) modeling  

     A neural network is similar to the biological nervous system, which is basically a 

connectionist system, in which various nodes called neurons are interconnected [40, 

82, 83]. An artificial neural network (ANN) can be defined as a model of reasoning 

similar to the human brain, where a large amount of complex information can be 

stored and processed simultaneously by each neuron along the entire domain. A 

typical neuron receives one or more input signals and gives an output signal that 

depends on the processing function of the neuron. This output is transferred as input 

to the adjacent connected neurons in varying intensities. The signal intensity is 

decided by the weights assigned. Artificial neural network has the advantages of (i) 

modelling the data where the input–output relation is either unknown or nonlinear, (ii) 

adaptive learning during training and (iii) real time applications aided by a very fast 

computational speed. The conventional computational techniques follow an 

algorithmic approach, where a set of instructions in the specified order is followed to 

solve a problem. The relationship between each stage is required for solving the 

problem. On the other hand, neural network technique is data driven and the solution 

can be obtained even if the exact relationship is unknown. This can be obtained if a 

number of input–output data sets are available. Once the artificial neural network 
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architecture is fixed, the output for any combination of input variables can be 

predicted [40, 83, 84].   

     The most popular neural networks are feed forward networks. A feed forward 

network architecture consists of at least three distinct layers: the input layer, the 

hidden layers and the output layer. Each layer consists of a number of neurons. The 

output from the neurons of one layer is transferred as input to neurons of the 

succeeding layer. The first layer, called an input layer, receives data from the outside 

world. The second layer, called the hidden layer is used to help in extracting higher-

level features and to facilitate generalization of outputs. Depending on the network 

architecture more than one hidden layer may be present. The hidden layers have no 

direct contact with the environment. The last layer is the output layer, which sends 

information out to users. For a given input vector, it generates the output vector by a 

forward pass. The data are fed to the network at the input layer and propagated with 

weights and activation functions to the output layer through the hidden layers to 

provide the response. Once the data at the output neuron is reached, the mean squared 

error (MSE), which is the difference between the network output vector and the 

known target vector, is computed and back-propagated through artificial neural 

network to modify the weights for the entire network. This process is referred to as 

training. Learning can be of three types: (a) supervised and (b) unsupervised or 

reinforced. The most popular method practiced for supervised training of neural 

networks is the back-propagation training algorithm. Here, the training process 

involves two passes. In the forward pass, the input signals propagate from the network 

input to the output. In the reverse pass, the calculated error signals propagate 

backwards through the network where they are used to adjust the weights. Any 

efficient optimization method can be used for minimizing the error through weight 

adjustment. The calculation of the output is carried out, layer by layer, in the forward 

direction. The output of one layer is the input to the next layer. In the reverse pass, the 

weights of the output neurons are adjusted first, since the target value of each output 

neuron is available to guide the adjustment of the associated weights. Next, the 

weights of the middle layers are adjusted, since the middle layers have no target 

values. As the errors of succeeding layers, after proper transformations, are 
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propagated back through the network, layer by layer, this algorithm is termed as the 

back propagation algorithm [40, 84]. 

     After presenting the sets of inputs and associated outputs, the network is able to 

learn the relationships between them by changing the weights of its connections, i.e. 

training. Once the network has been trained according to the assigned learning rule, it 

is capable of computing the output values associated with new input vectors. The 

trained neural network has to be tested by supplying testing data. If the testing error is 

much more compared to training error, the network is said to over-fit the data. A 

properly fitted network will give nearly equal training and testing errors [40, 83, 84].  

     During hot working process, flow stress (σ) of the material is a function of three 

independent parameters, and is expressed as: σ = σ (ε,  ̇, T) (as discussed in Eq. 2.15). 

This flow stress, σ of a particular material can be modeled by artificial neural network 

architecture, as shown in Figure 2.5. In such a network, the input layer can consist of 

three neurons representing the three parameters viz., strain (ε), strain rate ( ̇) and 

temperature (T). The output layer on the other hand consists of one neuron 

representing flow stress. Once the proper network architecture is determined, flow 

stress can be successfully predicted for any combination of the input variables within 

the process domain. The flow stress values thus obtained can be successfully applied 

to generate processing maps to determine the safe processing zones [40, 83, 84].  

     Traditional curve fitting techniques have been used for obtaining these processing 

maps [39]. Strain rate values generally used for carrying out experiments cover a 

range of four to five orders of magnitude. Hence, the traditional curve fitting 

techniques may not be appropriate for modeling such highly complex phenomena. On 

the other hand, neural network techniques have been found capable of learning from a 

data set to describe the non-linear and interaction effects with great success [85]. The 

advantages of neural networks are that the functional relationship between various 

variables can be obtained even if the form of non-linear relationship is unknown and 

some of the experimental data are faulty. This makes the neural network technique a 

robust technique for obtaining the functional relationship in any engineering problem. 

The application of neural network modeling in generating the processing maps for hot 

workability is covered in the following section. Neural network has been successfully 
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demonstrated as a more robust technique than any other conventional methods for 

generating the processing maps [40, 83, 84]. 

 

Figure 2.5   Schematic diagram of a typical neural network architecture [40], with 

permission, copyright Elsevier 

2.8  Processing map for hot workability 

      ‘Workability’ is an important parameter in mechanical working of materials, 

which refers to the relative ease with which a metal can be shaped through plastic 

deformation without the formation of any defect in it.  Processing maps can express 

clearly the hot workability of materials. Various models developed for understanding 

deformation behavior of metallic alloys are as follow: 

Kinetic models: The earlier developed models were of kinetic nature.  Dorn used a 

kinetic rate equation to correlate the creep rate to the applied stress (power law creep) 

and temperature by the equation [86]  

 .exp
Q

RT

nA 
  

 
 

  (2.19) 

where  ̇ is the strain rate, A is the material constant, σ is the flow stress, n is the stress 

exponent, Q is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant and T = 

temperature. Jonas et al. [87] reviewed the application of kinetic analysis to hot 

deformation and this methodology has been used extensively for several decades. On 
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this basis, the deformation mechanism and microstructural features could be 

correlated with the Zener–Hollomon parameter (Z).  Though the kinetic analysis were 

carried out for pure metals and dilute alloys, the  apparent activation energy values 

become too complex to interpret in terms of a single atomic mechanism when used to 

analyze the hot deformation behavior of complex alloys. The kinetic rate equation is 

obeyed in the deterministic regimes of process parameters where a single rate 

controlling mechanism operates whereas it was difficult to interpret in the regimes 

where more than one mechanism operates. It is also to be noted that   the kinetic 

analysis does not help in optimizing the hot workability [81, 82]. 

Atomistic mechanism maps: Ashby [88] developed the deformation mechanism maps 

to represent the materials response at high temperatures and stresses. These are plots 

of normalized stress versus homologous temperature where the area of dominance of 

each mechanism calculated using fundamental atomistic parameters are shown. The 

Ashby maps are very useful in predicting the creep behaviors of the alloys since the 

emphasis has been on the creep mechanisms applicable to lower strain rates. Hence 

these maps were not of much use in industrial processing of alloys where high strain 

rates are encountered.  Considering strain rate and temperature as the variable, Raj 

[89] extended the concept of Ashby maps to construct processing maps.  Raj 

considered two different fracture nucleating mechanisms and calculated the limiting 

conditions for avoiding the microstructural damage. These are: (i) cavity formation at 

hard particles in a soft matrix occurring at lower temperature and higher strain rate, 

and (ii) wedge cracking at grain boundary triple junctions occurring at higher 

temperature and lower strain rate.  At very high strain rate, a regime representing 

adiabatic shear band formation was also included. In the Raj maps, a region termed 

‘safe” could be highlighted where neither of these damage mechanisms occurs [89].   

Dynamic materials modeling: Dynamic materials model (DMM) has been developed 

[37, 39, 41] for studying the workability parameter based on principles of continuum 

mechanics of large plastic flow using the concepts of physical systems modeling and 

extremum principles of irreversible thermodynamics. This model for hot deformation 

is expected to predict: (i) the response of the work piece material in terms of 

microstructural evolution, (ii) optimum process parameters without trial and error, and 
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(iii) process limits for controlling the manufacturing environment. Extensive reviews 

of dynamic material model for hot deformation behavior have been carried out by 

Prasad at al. [41] and Rao at al. [90]. The dynamic materials model was able to bridge 

the microstructural evolution in materials and principles of continuum mechanics of 

large plastic deformation. In this model, the work-piece is considered to have the 

following characteristics [39]: 

1.  The work piece dissipates power during hot deformation and does not store energy 

significantly. 

2.  The constitutive response of the material at a given T during hot deformation 

depends essentially on the  ̇ and to a small extent on the ε, i.e., the work-piece is 

visco-plastic. 

3.  The flow stress response of the work-piece to the imposed variables like ε,  ̇ and T 

is non-linear. 

4.  The large plastic flow at high T causes irreversible changes in the microstructure of 

the work-piece. 

 The major irreversible changes in the microstructure and their salient features are as 

follows: 

Dynamic recrystallization (DRX): The dynamic recrystallization domain generally 

occurs in the temperature range of 0.7–0.8 Tm and at intermediate strain rate of 0.1–1 

s–
1
 for materials with low stacking fault energy (SFE) while it occurs at strain rate of 

0.001 s–
1
 for high stacking fault energy materials. The maximum efficiency of power 

dissipation is about 30–35 % for low stacking fault energy materials, 40 % for 

medium stacking fault energy (SFE) metals and 50–55 % for high stacking fault 

energy materials [39]. Flow softening with an initial peak stress generally suggests 

dynamic recrystallization. However based on the material modeling and 

microstructural observations, similar behavior can also be interpreted due to other 

flow instabilities during the deformation process. The grain boundaries of the 

dynamic recrystallization domain are more irregular and wavy in nature. The grain 

size variation with ln( ̇) at the dynamic recrystallization temperature exhibits a 

minimum at the peak efficiency. Dynamic recrystallization process refers to the 

nucleation and growth of new crystals during the deformation processes [42, 78, 91–
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93]. Dynamic recrystallization differs from static recrystallization in the sense that 

dynamic recrystallization characteristics are decided by the rate of nucleation versus 

rate of growth under given conditions of strain rate and temperature. In static 

recrystallization on the other hand, a fixed amount of stored energy, depending on 

cold work, is released by thermally activated process.  The nucleation during dynamic 

recrystallization consists of the formation of grain boundary due to dislocation 

generation and simultaneous recovery. The growth of the nucleus is by grain 

boundary migration. When nucleation and growth occur simultaneously, the one with 

slower rate controls dynamic recrystallization. Dynamic recrystallization is a 

beneficial process in hot deformation since it gives the stable flow and good 

workability to the material by simultaneous softening and reconstituting the 

microstructure [94, 95]. Dynamic recrystallization is a chosen domain for optimizing 

hot workability and controlling the microstructure and is accepted as a safe domain 

for bulk metal working [39]. 

Dynamic recovery: Thermal recovery of dislocations due to their climb causes 

dynamic recovery that occurs generally in the homologous temperature range of 0.4–

0.6 and is thus relevant to warm working of materials. The dynamic recovered 

microstructure has well defined sub-grains with relatively dislocation free interiors. 

Dynamic recovery causes work hardening of the material, the rate of which is lower 

than that obtained in cold working 

Adiabatic shear bands:  During deformation at higher  ̇, local temperature rise in the 

workpiece may occur especially due to lack of sufficient time to dissipate the heat 

generated.  This results in nonhomogeneous deformation in the form of localized 

shear bands. The flow localization results in a decrease in σ. The shear bands thus 

formed get intensified under adiabatic conditions [96–97]. The adiabatic shear bands 

occur at an angle of 45° 
with respect to the applied stress axis. Under intense 

conditions, these may result in internal cracks along these shear bands.   

Void formation: Void formation at hard particles simultaneously becomes 

predominant at high strain rate and low temperature [39, 89, 98]. If hard particles are 

present in a soft matrix, deformation causes voids to nucleate at the particle-matrix 
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interface by debonding or by particle fracture.  This ultimately leads to the 

microstructural damage in the work piece.  

Intercrystalline cracking: This feature is generally encountered at higher temperature 

and higher strain rate. The fast propagation of cracks along the grain boundaries 

results in intercrystalline cracking. This may be due to the segregation of low melting 

phases/compounds at the grain boundaries. Adiabatic temperature rise at higher  ̇ may 

aggravate cracking by incipient melting [39]. 

Wedge cracking and super plasticity: Superplasticity and wedge cracking are two 

irreversible phenomena that can occur at temperatures in the range of 0.7–0.8 Tm and 

at  ̇ < 0.01 s
–1

. Both processes are characterized by high efficiency of power 

dissipation (> 60 %) and a steep rise of efficiency with decrease in strain rate. During 

wedge cracking, which is the zone identified at lower strain rate and higher 

temperature, grain boundary sliding occurs under shear stress. Wedge cracks are 

produced at triple junction points to relieve the stress concentration [39]. If the strain 

rate is so high that the matrix deforms at a rate faster than the rate at which the 

boundaries can slide, then the sliding effect would be negligible, thereby preventing 

wedge cracking. However, at lower strain rate, there is enough time to relax the high 

stress at the triple junctions. Wedge cracking may be identified by microscopic 

observation of the grain boundary triple junctions particularly in the area of the 

specimen where a tensile component of the stress occurs (e.g. bulge region of a 

compression specimen).  

     Materials with stable fine grained structure when deformed at low strain rate and 

high temperature exhibit abnormal elongations and the process is called 

superplasticity [99]. If the stress concentration is relieved by diffusion aided flow, 

superplasticity occurs [39].     

     The above mentioned damage processes are sometimes very efficient in dissipating 

power for the generation of new surfaces. On the other hand, the safe processes 

become less efficient, because power dissipates through annihilation of dislocations. 

However, dynamic recrystallization holds a higher efficiency than dynamic recovery 

[98].  
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     True stress and true strain (flow stress) curves provide information related to the 

mechanisms of hot deformation. Different ‘safe’ and ‘damage’ mechanisms occur at 

various combinations of strain rate and deformation temperature. The safe 

mechanisms comprise dynamic recovery occurring at lower temperature and strain 

rate and dynamic recrystallization occurring at higher temperature and intermediate 

strain rate [98]. Among the above mentioned mechanisms, the superplastic 

deformation is also considered to be safe while the others are to be avoided during hot 

deformation. However, for optimizing hot workability and controlling the 

microstructure, dynamic recrystallization is a chosen domain.  

Flow behavior and processing maps 

     The general expression of flow stress (σ) at constant strain (ε) and temperature (T) 

can be represented by: 

 
,

.

T

m
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  (2.20) 

where K and m are materials constants. A typical plot of ln(σ) versus ln( ̇) at constant 

temperature is shown in Figure 2.6.  

 
Figure 2.6   Plots of ln  ̇ versus ln σp at constant temperature, for an Al-Cu 

alloy [30], with permission, copyright Elsevier 

The term m, (strain rate sensitivity), is expressed by: 
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     Values of strain rate sensitivity (m) lie between 0 and 1, for a stable material flow. 

However, a close examination of the experimental data would reveal that m is 

different at different values of   ̇ values. The power dissipated per unit volume is 

given by [39, 97] : 

  ,P G J  


    (2.22) 

where G and J are the dissipater content and dissipater co-content, respectively, given 

by the following equations: 
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The maximum value of dissipater co-content can be expressed as: 
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       (2.25) 

The schematic representation of G content, J co-content and Jmax is shown in Figure 

2.7. The efficiency of power dissipation (η) can be defined as 
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If strain rate sensitivity (m) is considered as constant corresponding to its value at 

limiting strain rate, J can be obtained from the following expression: 
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     The efficiency of power dissipation according to the DMM model [44] is 
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      (2.28) 

     Efficiency was directly computed by calculating J by numerical integration [44, 

96], where the assumption of m as a constant term with respect to strain rate is not 

required. The efficiency of power dissipation can be obtained from the flow stress as 
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The above integral in Eq. (2.33) can be split and expressed as 
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     Ziegler at al. [101] applied continuum mechanics principles for large plastic flow, 

which was used by Kumar [102] to arrive at the following metallurgical instability 

criteria: 
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 (2.31) 

The parameter ( ̇) is evaluated as a function of temperature and strain rate to obtain 

an instability map, indicating metallurgical instability during plastic flow occurring at 

regimes where its values are negative.  

     The procedure of generating processing maps and their interpretations have been 

discussed in detail in the literature [39]. These maps can be generated from hot 

compression tests data acquired at constant strain rate under isothermal conditions. A 

processing map is an explicit representation of the response of the material in terms of 

microstructural mechanisms, to the imposed process parameters. It is obtained by the 

superimposition of a power dissipation map and instability map developed on the 

basis of dynamic materials model [39, 44].  

     In a power dissipation map, the efficiency of power dissipation is plotted as a 

function of temperature and strain rate at a particular true strain value. It exhibits 

various domains in which specific microstructural mechanisms occur. The efficiency 

map itself represents the power transactions within a continuum and the 

understanding of its origin and its interpretation in terms of atomistic mechanisms 

requires a correlation with the concepts of irreversible thermodynamics. It helps in 

interpreting the microstructures resulting from hot deformation as ‘dissipative’ and 
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characterizes them in terms of atomistic mechanisms. Instability map separates out the 

regions of stable and unstable flow.  

 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.7   Schematic representation of (a) constitutive equation in a non-linear power 

dissipater and (b) ideal linear dissipater [37], with permission, copyright 

Springer 

     Industrial metal working processes require the information provided by the 

processing maps. For newer materials, the process can be designed to suit the 

constitutive requirements of the material from the viewpoint of optimum workability 

and microstructural control. In addition, these maps can be used to optimize existing 

processes that can help to improve the product quality and yield. Defects arising 

during hot deformation processing can be avoided with the knowledge of the limiting 

temperature (T) and strain rate ( ̇) conditions, which lead to the flow instabilities.  

     Processing maps for a large number of metals, alloys, intermetallic and metal 

matrix composites have been systematically compiled along with a summary of 

metallurgical interpretations [39].  Maps have also been generated for TiAl/TiB2 

composites by Zhao et al. [102], microalloyed steel by Omar et al. [103] and rolled 

aluminum [104].  

     Various structural defects arising in 2124 Al alloy produced by powder metallurgy 

technique at different deformation conditions have been studied. Flow instability in 

this alloy arising from adiabatic shear band formation and matrix cracking has been 

observed [105]. In a study of Al with different purities in the temperature range of 
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250–600 °C, dynamic recrystallization was observed to occur at a particular strain rate 

( ̇), while the dynamic recrystallization temperature increased with decrease in the 

purity level of aluminum [98]. Al–4Mg alloy exhibited wedge cracking when 

deformed at  ̇ < 0.2 s
–1

 and T > 650 K [106]. 6061 Al alloy composite reinforced with 

20% Al2O3 was investigated to evaluate the efficiency of forging process by 

generating processing maps [107]. The power dissipation efficiency, instability 

regimes, shear band formation and other structural defects have been investigated for 

various Ti alloys at various deforming conditions. These include the studies on forged 

Ti-6242 titanium alloy and commercially pure titanium (Ti) [44, 108]. However, only 

a few reports are available on the effect of alloying elements and the corresponding 

microstructural changes occurring in Al alloys during hot deformation. Addition of 

Erbium was observed to restrain recrystallization in Al–5.7Mg alloy [109]. The 

apparent activation energies estimated for the two domains of dynamic recovery 

suggested cross-slip of dislocation and lattice self-diffusion as the deformation 

mechanisms. Yang Sheng et al. [110] while investigating the flow stress behavior and 

processing map of Al-Cu-Mg-Ag alloy observed two optimum domains for hot 

deformation at different ε, including the high strain rate domain between 623–773 K 

and the low strain rate domain in the 573–673 K range. Investigations on the hot 

deformation behavior of Al-Mg-Si-Cu alloys revealed dynamic flow softening 

resulting from dynamic recovery and dynamic recrystallization [38]. Microstructural 

characterization of hot deformed Al-Cu-Mg-Ag alloy revealed that with decreasing Z 

value, the subgrain size increased, dislocation density decreased and the major 

softening mechanism got transformed from dynamic recovery to dynamic 

recrystallization [66].  

     Very few studies have been reported on the different mechanisms of high 

temperature deformation behavior correlated with kinetics of dislocation generation 

and annihilation, nucleation of new phases and zones, precipitation growth or 

recrystallization for some commercial 2xxx series Al alloys like 2219 and 2618 [61–

62].    

     Literature reveals several studies on power dissipation maps and instability maps 

of some commonly used aluminum alloys. However, processing maps for Al–Cu–Mg 
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alloys microalloyed with additive elements have not been generated so far. Since 

these alloys have considerable industrial applications, these maps are important. 

2.9   Detailed Objectives 

     From the literature it is observed that the mechanical properties of Al-alloys are 

affected by even small variation in compositions and microstructure.  Though the 

effects of alloying elements on commercial alloys have been well documented, the 

compositions studied are generally with higher concentrations.  The limited reports on 

micro alloying of Al-alloys are mainly investigating the microstructure and/or limited 

mechanical properties and precipitation strengthening. A detailed study by 

systematically varying the amount of trace quantity (approximately < 0.1 wt.%) of  

alloying elements in commercial alloys are still very few.  From the report it appears 

that addition ( 0.3 wt.%) of silver will have better influence on the structure and 

mechanical properties of the precipitation hardenable Al alloys. There is a need to 

investigate ( 0.1 wt.% silver) the microstructural evolution, precipitation behavior, 

and  mechanical properties of Al-Cu alloys microalloyed with silver ( 0.1 wt.% 

silver)  under different processing conditions.  For the use of these materials the high 

temperature deformation characteristics of these microalloyed Al-Cu alloys are also to 

be investigated to identify the exact deformation conditions. 

     From the limited literature available, it appears that the following areas are worth 

investigating:  

 Influence of trace additions of silver (Ag) on the microstructure and mechanical 

properties of the Al-Cu alloys cast, rolled and different heat treated conditions. 

 Effect of silver (Ag) addition on the age hardening conditions required to achieve 

peak hardness of the alloy. 

 Effects of silver (Ag) addition on the high temperature behavior of the Al-Cu 

alloys. 

 Constitutive analysis and modeling of flow characteristics of Al-Cu alloys 

microalloyed with silver (Ag).  

 Computational modeling and prediction of flow stress by artificial neural network 

(ANN) technique of the relevant alloys. 

 Generation of processing map for these microalloyed Al-Cu alloys. 
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Accordingly, detailed objectives of the present study are as follows: 

1. To process the precipitation hardenable wrought aluminum alloys microalloyed 

with different amounts of silver (~ in the range 0 to 0.1) by a casting route. 

2. To study the microstructures and mechanical properties in the cast, solutionized 

and rolled conditions.  

3. To optimize the age hardening conditions required to achieve peak hardness value. 

4. To study the effect of silver (Ag) addition on the high temperature deformation 

behavior of the investigated alloy system. 

5. To generate constitutive models for modeling the high temperature deformation 

behavior and predicting peak flow stress of the alloy with varying silver (Ag) 

contents at different deformation conditions. 

6. To generate a model for predicting the high temperature the flow stress (σ) of the 

material as a function of strain (ε), strain rate ( ̇), temperature (T) and 

concentrating of all by artificial neural network (ANN). 

7. To generate processing maps for the alloys with different trace contents of silver 

(Ag). 
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Methodology  

     The experimental methodology followed for meeting the objectives of the thesis 

work is presented in this chapter.  This includes details regarding the preparation of 

2219 aluminum alloys by casting technique, secondary processing, heat treatments, 

microstructural characterization, thermal analysis and mechanical property evaluation. 

The methodology of artificial neural network (ANN) modeling for determination of 

flow stress during hot deformation, generation of deformation mechanism maps and 

development of constitutive equations for hot deformation are also presented in the 

subsequent sub-sections.   

3.1  Processing of alloys 

     2219 aluminum alloys containing trace amounts of silver were prepared by casting 

technique. Details of the casting, rolling and heat treat are described in this section. 

3.1.1  Casting process 

     Five alloys with different amounts of silver up to 0.1 wt.% were processed and cast 

to obtain 21 mm diameter  200 mm long cylindrical rods and 300 mm  100 mm  

10 mm rectangular slabs. From each alloy melts, 16 numbers of cylindrical rods and 2 

numbers of rectangular slabs were obtained. The casting process involves pattern 

making, mold making, melting and casting and is described in the following 

paragraphs. 

3.1.1.1  Pattern making  

     The pattern material for the cylindrical rods was made out of wood.  The pattern 

consists of an assembly of 8 cylindrical rods, pouring cup, down sprue, sprue base and 

runner as per the general principles of pattern design [111–112]. Figure 3.1 shows the 

schematic diagram, photograph of wooden pattern assembly and mold of the vertical 

split pattern assembly designed and fabricated for the present work. The mold for 

obtaining rectangular alloys slabs were machined from mild steel for the preparation 

of the rolling sample.  
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(a) 

 

(b) (c) 

Figure 3.1  Molding design: (a) schematic diagram of pattern assembly, (b) 

photograph of the wooden pattern assembly and (c) photograph of 

the sand mold 

3.1.1.2  Preparation of sand mold 

     The cylindrical rods were cast into sand molds, which were prepared by No-bake 

process [111]. The binder used for the No-bake process was a phenol formaldehyde 

with paratoluene sulphuric acid as the catalyst.  The sand mold preparation consisted 

of the following sequence:  
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 Sand mixture used for the present work was silica sand passing through sieve of 

US series number 30 and retained on number 70. For each mold 22 kg of sand 

mixture was used. 

 The molding board was placed on the table. The pattern and molding flasks 

were properly aligned in position and clamped properly. 

 Initially 250 g of catalyst (paratolune salphonic acid) was thoroughly mixed 

with 22 kg of the silica sand for around 4 minutes.   

 Subsequently, 500 g phenol formaldehyde resin was added to the sand-catalyst 

mixture and again mixed thoroughly for another 2 minutes. 

 The molding sand mixture was introduced into the molding flask and rammed 

gently to ensure uniform filling as per the standard molding practice.  

 The sand mold along with the pattern was then allowed to cure for 2 hours to 

obtain sufficient mold strength. The pattern was then removed to obtain one part 

of the split mold.  

 The second part of the split mold was also prepared by the same procedure.  

 Commercially available alcohol based zircon paint was sprayed on the mold 

surface to ensure reasonably good surface for the castings. After 4 hours of 

drying the two halves of the molds were assembled and were ready for pouring 

of molten metal.   

3.1.1.3  Casting process 

     2219 Al-alloys (Al-Cu-Zn-Fe-Mg-Mn-Ti) microalloyed with different amounts of 

silver were prepared by casting technique. Alloy processing includes preparation of 

the master alloys and the final alloy preparation.  

     The starting materials for the present investigation were aluminum–1100 alloy 

(99% pure) ingot, IACS grade copper rod and sterling silver (92.5% pure). Prior to the 

alloy preparation, Al-42 wt.% copper (Cu) and Al-5.8 wt.% silver (Ag)  master alloys  

(1 kg melt level) were prepared by melting followed by solidification in metal ingots.  

The melting temperatures of commercially pure aluminum, copper and silver are 660 

°C, 1082 °C and 961.8 °C respectively.  It was therefore necessary to make master 

alloys of Al-Cu and Al-Ag for obtaining Al-Cu-Ag melt with uniform composition.   
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     Melting was carried out in a 25 kg capacity resistance heated melting furnace. The 

melt charge was 12.5 kg.  The required quantities of the commercially pure aluminum 

(Al) ingot and Al-Cu master alloys as per the required alloy compositions were placed 

inside a clay graphite crucible kept inside a resistance heating  melting furnace and 

heated up to 700 °C. The melt was then stirred thoroughly for obtaining molten metal 

with uniform chemical composition.  The dross formed at the top of the molten metal 

was removed.  This was followed by degassing of the molten metal using 0.5% 

degasser tablet kept in a stainless steel strainer and stirred for few minutes. This was 

to ensure complete removal of any gases dissolved in the molten metal. The dross 

formed during the degassing was also removed. The required quantity of Al-Ag 

master alloy was added into the melt and stirred slowly by a stainless steel rod to 

obtain a uniform homogeneous alloy composition. Pouring of the molten metal into 

molds were carried out at a temperature of 700±5 °C and allowed to solidify in the 

molds. After cooling to room temperature, the molds were opened and the castings 

were taken out. Figure 3.2 shows photographs of the mold assembly and casting 

obtained.   

     Five alloy compositions of 2219 aluminum alloy containing varying amounts of 

silver were prepared for the present work. Table 3.1 presents the details of the raw 

materials used for the alloy melting.  The cast alloys were subjected to different 

thermo-mechanical processes. Table 3.2 illustrates the details regarding different 

thermo-mechanical processes imparted to the alloys.  

     The cast alloys were homogenized at 510 °C for 10 hours to obtain homogeneous 

composition by reducing segregation and coring formed during the solidification 

process. The heat treated samples were furnace cooled. The chemical compositions of 

the five alloys were then determined by atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS). 

Figure 3.3 shows the photograph of the atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) 

(Make: Varian Spectra Duo) used for the present analysis.   

3.1.2  Rolling of alloys 

     The cast rectangular slabs were cut and machined to size 100 mm ×30 mm × 8 mm 

bars for rolling.  These were then homogenized at 510 °C for 10 hours followed by 
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Table 3.1  The alloy designation and the details of melting 

Sl No. 
Alloy 

designation 

Target value of 

silver content  

(wt.%) 

Weight of 

pure Al 

ingot 

(kg) 

Weight of 

Al-Cu 

master 

alloy (kg) 

Weight of 

Al-Ag master 

alloy  

(g) 

1 Alloy A 0 10.66 1.84 00.0 

2 Alloy B 0.04 10.56 1.84 87.0 

3 Alloy C 0.06 10.53 1.84 130.0 

4 Alloy D 0.08 10.48 1.84 173.0 

5 Alloy E 0.10 10.44 1.84 218.0 

 

 

Figure 3.2   Photograph of the alloy after sand casting 

 

Figure 3.3   Photograph of the atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS) 
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Table 3.2  Details regarding various processing techniques and characterization 

Process  

designation 
Processing conditions 

Characterization / properties 

determined 

I 
Preparation of Al-Cu and Al-Ag  

master alloys. 

Chemical composition analysis. 

II 
Preparation of cast (2219 Al + Ag) 

alloys by casting technique. 

Microstructure studies, 

Mechanical property evaluation  

III 

Cast alloys homogenized at 510 °C 

for 10 hours followed by furnace 

cooling. 

Chemical composition analysis 

of the cast alloys,  

IV 

Cast alloys solutionized at 525 °C 

for 10 hours followed by water 

quenching. 

Microstructure studies, 

Mechanical property 

evaluation, DSC analysis 

V 

Process–III followed by hot 

compression tests at various 

temperatures and constant strain 

rates. 

Flow curve determination and 

microstructure study for 

identifying mechanism of 

instability.  

VI 

Process–IV followed by age 

hardening at 150 °C for up to 55 

hours. 

Microstructure studies, 

Mechanical property 

evaluation. 

VII 

Cast alloys (rectangular shape) 

homogenized followed by warm 

rolling.  Temperature 230–250 °C, 

reduction from 8 mm to 4 mm 

thickness (5 passes). 

Microstructure studies, 

Mechanical property 

evaluation. 

VIII 

Process–VII followed by 

solutionizing at 525 oC for 10 hour 

and water quenching. 

Microstructure studies, 

Mechanical property evaluation 

IX 

Process–IX followed by age 

hardening at 150 oC for up to 45 

hours. 

Microstructure studies, 

Mechanical property evaluation 
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furnace cooling. The homogenized alloy bars were then heated to 250 °C and soaked 

for 1 hour and immediately rolled to obtain 4 mm thick rectangular bars.  The rolling 

process was carried out in a two high rolling mill (Figure 3.4). Final thickness was 

achieved after 6 passes. Between each passes, the samples were again soaked at 250 

°C for 1 hour. After the final rolling pass, the samples were water quenched to obtain 

the rolled microstructure. 

 

Figure 3.4   Photograph of the rolling mill 

3.1.3  Heat treatment of alloys 

     The heat treatment processes (process III, IV, VI, VIII and IX) enumerated in 

Table 3.2 was carried out using a resistance heated muffle furnace. Figure 3.5 shows 

the photograph of the muffle furnace used for the heat treatment. The Furnace 

temperature was heated at a rate of 8 °C/minute to the set temperature. During 

soaking, the temperature was controlled within ± 1 °C till completion of heat 

treatment. After soaking at the set temperature for the required period, the samples 

were cooled to room temperature depending upon the process mentioned in Table 3.2.  
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Figure 3.5   Photograph of the muffle furnace used for heat treatment 

3.1.4  Optimization of age hardening process. 

     Discs of 8 mm thick were sliced from the cast alloys. These were than solutionized 

at 525 °C for 10 hours followed by water quenching to room temperature. The 

quenched samples were subsequently age hardened at 150 °C (process-VI) in an oven 

for a period of up to 55 hours. During the age hardening  heat treatment, samples were 

taken out at 5 hours interval and metallographically polished. The Vickers hardness 

values of the samples aged for the different time period were measured and time to 

reach to the peak hardness for each alloy was determined.    

3.2  Microstructural characterization of alloys 

     Microstructural characterization of the alloys was carried out for the different 

conditions (process-II to process-IX) enumerated in Table 3.2. Samples were prepared 

by standard metallographic procedure and observed under both optical and scanning 

electron microscopes, to determine microstructural features, grain sizes, different 
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phases present in the grain boundaries and their compositions. The detailed 

procedures followed are given below. 

3.2.1 Metallographic sample preparation 

     Samples of dimension 10 mm × 10 mm were sectioned using precision saw 

(Buehler, ISOMET 4000). The sliced samples were mounted in thermosetting resin 

using a hot mounting press (Make: Buehler, SimpliMET 2). The mounted samples 

were then polished using a variable speed grinder-polisher (Buehler, Automet-250). 

Grinding was carried out using SiC coated papers of various grit sizes (240, 320, 400 

and 600) in a progressive sequence. Subsequently, wet cloth polishing was carried out 

using Silvo polishing solution (Make: Reckitt Benckiser) as the abrasive medium, 

which was diluted with distilled water. The samples were then ultrasonically cleaned 

in water, dried and preserved in a vacuum desiccator. Figure 3.6 shows the 

photograph of the precision saw, mounting press and grinder polisher. 

3.2.2 Optical microscopic (OM) investigation 

     The metallographically polished samples were etched using Keller’s reagent by 

immersing the sample in the etchant for 8–15 seconds. This was carried out to reveal 

the grain boundaries and different phases present in the alloy matrix.  The chemical 

composition of the Keller’s reagent used for etching purpose is given in Table 3.3. 

The samples were then washed in running water and dried.  

     The polished and etched specimens were observed under an upright optical 

microscope, Carl Ziess, Axiotech equipped (Figure 3.7) with Axiovision Release 4.2 

image analysis system.  The morphology of different phases present were studied and 

its qualitative analysis was carried out. The grain size for each sample was determined 

by the standard line intercept method. 

3.2.3 Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) investigation 

     The polished samples under the unetched conditions were observed under a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM, Leo, 1430 VP) under an accelerating voltage 

range of 10 kV. A few images were also studied using a Field Emission Scanning 

Electron Microscope (FESEM Make: Zeiss, Model : Sigma). Images were observed  
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Table 3.3  The chemical composition of Kellar’s reagent [113] 

Chemical reagent (concentration) 
Percentage composition in 

every 100 ml reagent (in ml) 

Hydrofluoric acid   (48%) 1.0 

Hydrochloric acid  ( 35%) 1.5 

Nitric acid               (70%) 2.5 

Distilled water  95.0 
 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3.6  Photographs of (a) precision saw, (b) mounting press and (c) grinder 

polisher 
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under secondary electron (SE) mode. The composition of different phases present 

were analyzed using an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS, Oxford) attached 

to the microscopes. The EDS analysis was carried out using high purity cobalt as the 

reference standard.  The surfaces of the samples failed during the tensile loading were 

also observed under field emission transmission electron microscopic (FESEM) 

(Figure 3.8) to investigate the fracture mode.  

 

Figure 3.7   Photograph of upright optical microscope 

 

Figure 3.8   Photograph of field emission scanning electron microscope 
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3.2.4 Field emission transmission electron microscopic (FETEM) investigation 

     Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) sample of 0.3 mm thickness was sliced 

using a precision saw. These were then mechanically polished to obtain 50–80 m 

thick foils. Standard specimen of 3 mm diameter was punched out from these foils. 

These samples were further thinned by twin jet electro-polishing (Make:Fischione 

Instruments, Model:110) technique using an etchant of 20 vol.% sulfuric acid and 80 

vol.% methanol at a voltage of 10 V and 20 mA current at temperature –5 °C. The 

microstructure of the samples was investigated using Jeol JEM-2100F Field Emission 

Transmission Electron Microscope (FETEM) attached with an energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscope (EDS) and operated at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Figure 3.9 

and Figure 3.10 are showing the photographs of Field Emission Transmission 

Electron Microscope and twin jet electro-polishing machine respectively. 

 

Figure 3.9   Photograph of the field emission transmission electron microscope 

3.3 Mechanical properties of the alloys 

     The hardness and tensile properties of the alloys under various process conditions 

were investigated. The procedure is described in the subsequent sub-sections. 
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Figure 3.10   Photograph of the twin-jet electro-polisher 

3.3.1 Hardness testing 

     For determining the hardness of the alloys, the sample surfaces were given a 

mirror finish by dry polishing. The hardness of the samples was determined using 

Vickers hardness tester (Figure 3.11). Hardness testing was carried out using a 

diamond pyramid indenter (with 136 included angle) under a constant load of 10 kg 

applied for 10 s. The diagonal lengths of the square-shaped impression formed in the 

indention process were measured and the Vickers hardness number (VHN) was 

determined using the following relation [48]:  

 
1.854

,
2

F
VHN

D
  (3.1) 

where F is the applied load in kg and D is the arithmetic mean of the two diagonal 

lengths of the indentation in mm. The hardness values presented in this thesis are the 

average of 10 independent indentations under identical loading conditions.  

3.1.2  Tensile testing 

     Tensile testing of the cast as well as rolled alloys was carried out using both 

cylindrical and flat samples. ASTM standards [114] were followed to prepare the both 

cylindrical and flat tensile samples. The cylindrical tensile samples having 6 mm 

gauge diameter were machined from the cast and cast heat treated cylindrical rods i.e. 

cast,  cast + solutionized and cast + solutionized + precipitation hardened rods. Also 

flat tensile samples were prepared from the rolled and rolled-heat treated alloys i.e. 
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rolled, rolled + rolled and solutionized + solutionized + precipitation hardened strips. 

The geometries of the flat and cylindrical tensile specimens are shown in the Figure 

3.12.   

 

Figure 3.11  Photograph of the vickers hardness tester 

     Uniaxial tensile tests were performed using a 100 kN capacity servo-hydraulic 

controlled dynamic universal testing machine (UTM, Instron, 8801) shown in Figure 

3.13. Tests were carried out with a constant actuator speed of 0.5 mm/min. A 25 mm 

gauge length extensometer was used to measure the displacement across the gauge 

length during the test. The load versus displacement data during the tensile testing 

was obtained and recorded. From this plot the tensile properties  viz., yield strength 

(YS), ultimate tensile strength (UTS), percentage elongation (% El.), and Young’s 

modulus (E)  were evaluated. The yield strength was determined by the 0.2 % offset 

strain method. 

3.4 High temperature compression test 

     The as-cast alloy rods were homogenize annealed at 510 °C for 10 hours to reduce 

the defects like coring and segregation, which were expected during the casting 

process. Cylindrical compression specimen of 10 mm diameter and 15 mm height 

were then machined from these rods. Two concentric circular grooves of 0.2 mm 

depth were machined on the two parallel surfaces of the compression specimen for 
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adding lubricants. Uniaxial compression tests were carried out at different 

temperatures and constant true strain rates, using a dynamic 100 kN capacity 

universal testing machine (make: INSTRON, Model: 8801).  

 

Figure 3.12 Schematic drawing of the flat and cylindrical tensile specimens [114] 

 

Figure 3.13  Photograph of 100 kN capacity servo-hydraulic controlled dynamic 

universal testing machine 

     Prior to the test, the samples were heated to the test temperature inside a resistance 

heated split furnace attached to the testing machine shown in Figure 3.14. The 

specimen was then soaked at the test temperature for further 15 minutes to ensure 

uniform temperature across the specimen volume. The temperature of the sample was 

controlled precisely within ± 3 °C using a Eurotherm temperature controller. MoS2 
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paste was applied at the work piece-compression platen interface in order to reduce 

the friction during the test. Compression tests were carried out at a constant true strain 

rate, up to a maximum strain of 0.6.  For each alloy, 25 numbers of compression tests 

at different conditions were carried out. The constant true strain rate was maintained 

during the compression test by varying the cross head velocity using the relation [48]: 

 exp( ).oLv t 
 

  (3.2) 

where v is the cross head velocity,  ̇ is the strain rate, Lo is the initial specimen length, 

and t is the time elapsed. The actuator displacement at any instant of time was 

controlled by the closed loop servo-hydraulic control of the UTM. MAX
TM

 software 

was used for controlling the actuator movement. A computer code was used to carry 

out the test at constant true strain rates ( ̇). The deformation temperatures (T) and 

strain rates ( ̇) were in the ranges of 300–500 °C and 0.001 s
–1 

– 10 s
–1

, respectively. 

Table 3.4 shows the temperatures and strain rates at which the tests were conducted 

up to a strain of 0.6.   

 

Figure 3.14   Photograph of the high temperature compression testing setup 

     The load versus displacement data for each compression test was recorded and the 

true stress (σ) versus true strain (ε) plots (flow curve) obtained. From the flow curve 

the peak flow stress for each test conditions were determined. The various constitutive 

model parameters for the hot deformation behavior of the two alloys were also 

determined. 
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Table 3.4  Strain rates and temperatures of the compression tests 

Constant strain rate (s
–1

) Test temperature (C) 

0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 01 and 10 300, 350, 400, 450 and 500 

3.5 Analysis of high temperature deformation behavior 

     The hot deformation behavior of all alloys was carried out by two methods: (i) 

constitutive modeling and (ii) artificial neural network (ANN) technique. The 

methodologies of these are highlighted below. 

3.5.1  Constitutive modeling of hot deformation behavior.  

     From the flow curves, the peak flow stresses (σp) for each combination of  ̇ and T 

were determined. The constitutive analysis (cf. section 2.6.1 and section 4.3.2) was 

carried out for all the alloys. The activation energy of deformation (Q), Zener-

Hollomon parameter (Z) and other parameters of the constitutive model were 

determined and the effect of silver addition on these parameters was investigated. The 

relationship between the peak flow stress, temperature and strain rates for all the five 

alloys were obtained from the analysis and discussed.  

3.5.2  Artificial neural network modeling of the flow stress 

     The flow stress of all alloys was predicted by artificial neural network (ANN) 

modeling. In order to obtain better prediction of flow stress (σ) during isothermal hot 

deformation of the investigated alloys, artificial neural network (ANN) modeling was 

carried out. This was based on the concept that 

 ( , , ).T   


  (2.15) 

     The deformation flow stress flow stress (σ) can be predicted by artificial neural 

network, which is a data driven model, if sufficient number of data sets is available. A 

typical artificial neural network (ANN) architecture consists of three layers, viz. an 

input layer consisting of three neurons representing the external parameters of strain 

(ε), strain rate ( ̇) and temperature (T) a hidden layer containing n numbers of neurons 

and an output layer with one neuron representing flow stress. Appropriate values for 
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the weight and bias of the network architecture for each alloy was arrived at by 

training the network using several data sets.  

     The artificial neural network modeling was carried out by the multiple layer 

perception (MLP) feed forward back propagation network.  The input layer consisting 

of three neurons ( ̇, ε, and T) and the flow stress (σ), in the output layer formed the 

data sets for training the network. The ‘Neural Network’ tool box available with the 

MATLAB (R2010a) software package was used for the present modeling. Training of 

the neural network was done using the artificial neural network tool kit of MATLAB 

software, using ‘TRAINLM’ function. ‘TRAINLM’ is a network training function 

that updates weights and bias values in a back propagation algorithm according to 

Levenberg–Marquardt optimization. Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is a highly 

efficient method for solving non-linear optimization problems [40]. Single layer 

hidden neurons were used in the network architecture. The number of neurons in the 

hidden layer, the transfer functions at the input-to-hidden layer and hidden-to-output 

layer were optimized by trial and error method during the network training and testing 

stages. The mean square error (MSE) during the training and testing was determined 

for each trial. The network architecture was finally frozen based on the minimum 

mean square error value obtained during both the training and testing stages.  

     During the modeling, strain (ε), temperature (T) and ln( ̇) values were transformed 

to lie within the range of 0.1 and 0.9. When the neural network is trained by 

minimizing the sum-squared error, the order of the error is independent of the 

magnitude of the target value. Therefore, it is likely that percentage error may be 

more in the case of target values of lower magnitude. In order that the percentage 

error in prediction is more or less uniform for low and high values of flow stress (σ), 

normalized values of ln(σ) were taken as the output layer of the network. The output 

was then operated by exponential function to get the values of flow stress (σ). 

Justification for this can be given as follows [40]: Let us consider that for a particular 

flow stress value of * , the predicted value is given by ln( * ) e  where e is the error 

in prediction. The corresponding predicted flow stress (σ) value is then obtained by 

taking the exponential of the ln( * ) e  term. Therefore, the percentage error in 

prediction is expressed as [40]:  
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exp(ln * ) *

exp( ) 1
*

.
e

e
 



 
   (3.3) 

Since this percentage error is a function solely of e and is independent of * , the error 

is expected to be fairly uniform irrespective of the target value.  

     Modeling of flow stress (σ) for various combinations of strain (ε), strain rate ( ̇) 

and temperature (T) was carried out by artificial neural network.  For each alloy, a 

total number of 150 input-output data sets (for combination of 5 true strain rates, 5 

deformation temperatures and 6 true strain values considered) were obtained from the 

compression tests. It was decided to use 78 data sets for the network training, 48 data 

sets for the testing and 24 data sets from the remaining, for validation purpose. The 

validation data sets were not used earlier for the testing or training purposes. Both 

training and testing of the network was carried our independently. A number of 

numerical trials were carried out with single hidden layer neural network. The 

“tansig”, “logsig” and “purelin” transfer functions were tried with while 

simultaneously varying the number of neurons in the hidden layer, in order to arrive at 

the best network architecture and processing function for each of the investigated 

alloys. The root mean square (RMS) functional error used as a measure of 

performance, can be expressed as  

 
2

f

err 2

( *)
RMS ,

n

 







 (3.4) 

where σ is the experimental flow stress value and σ* is the predicted flow stress value. 

Both training and testing errors were calculated separately. Effective error for training 

and testing data is given by:  

Effective error = max. of [ f

errRMS  of training data, f

errRMS of testing data]. (3.5)   

The sum squared training error goal for flow stress (σ) was fixed at 0.00001. After a 

number of trials with various initial weights and biases, the best neural network 

architecture was frozen for which (i) functional root mean square (RMS) error was 

minimum, (ii) minimum number of data sets has a deviation error of 5 %, (iii) 

maximum deviation during testing and training is within 10 %,  
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     Predictability of the trained artificial neural network (ANN) model was verified 

viz. employing standard statistical parameters such as coefficient of determination 

(R
2
). It is expressed as 
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 (3.5) 

where s = standard deviation, E
i
 = Experimental value, P

i
 = predicted value, n = total 

number of data and  ̅ are the average values of Ei. The simulation results are 

presented and discussed in section 4.4. 

3.5.3   Generation of Deformation Processing Maps 

     The flow stress values predicted by the artificial neural network (ANN) were used 

to generate the processing maps for all the alloys. The detailed procedure of 

generating the processing maps by dynamic material model (DMM) has been 

discussed in section 2.8. The relevant calculations were performed using MATLAB
TM

 

software toolkit. The strain rate sensitivity factor m was evaluated using Eq. (2.21). 

Since the experimental strain rates were differing by one order of magnitude and the 

test temperatures were at an interval of 50 °C, it was decided to generate a large 

number of data for the flow stress by artificial neural network simulation at small 

intervals covering the entire region of the strain rate and temperature experimentally 

investigated.  For a particular strain rate, the flow stress for the neighboring regions of 

the strain rate values were determined by the following procedure.   

     Referring to Figure 3.15, let at point A, the value of strain rate is  ̇, corresponding 

to which the value of σ can be obtained by artificial neural network. The values of the 

strain rates for the neighboring 8 points were decided as per Table 3.5. 
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     The flow stress (σ) values corresponding to all the above nine different points of 

strain rate were determined for artificial neural network simulation. Let e be the flow 

stress value of point A where strain rate value is  ̇. The flow stress value at point B 

and C is 1.5e and 0.5e respectively. Similarly, flow stress value at the point B1, B2, 

A1, A2, C1 and C2 were listed in table 3.5 at the particular combination of strain and 

temperature. The value of strain rate sensitivity (m), power dissipation efficiency and 

the instability parameters are calculated by Eq. (2.21), Eq. (2.29) and Eq. (2.31), 

respectively. From the contour plots of strain rate sensitivity (m), power dissipation 

efficiency (η) and the instability parameters (ξ) were obtained for different 

combination of strain (), strain rate ( ̇) and temperature (T) covering the entire 

experimental domain. 

Table 3.5  The values of strain rates and flow stress corresponding to different 

points shown in Figure 3.15 

Point Strain rate value Flow stress value 

A  ̇ e 

B 1.5 × value at A 1.5 × value at A 

C 0.5× value at A 0.5× value at A 

A1 1.2 ×value at A 1.2 ×value at A 

A2 0.8 × value at A 0.8 × value at A 

B1 1.2  × value at B 1.2  × value at B 

B2 0.8 × value at B 0.8 × value at B 

C1 1.2 × value at C 1.2 × value at C 

C2 0.8 × value at C 0.8 × value at C 

 

Figure 3.15   Points generated from a single strain rate ( ̇) value for calculation of 

flow stress (σ) values and strain rate sensitivity (m) parameter 

     Microstructural observation of the samples was carried out after the compression 

tests in order to identify the changes induced in the microstructure for a true stain 

value of 0.6. The results obtained using these experimental and computational 

procedure are presented and discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
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Results and Discussion   

     The results obtained from the experiments outlined in Chapter 3 along with 

discussions are presented in this chapter. This includes results of chemical analysis, 

microstructure characterization and mechanical properties of the cast as well as cast-

rolled alloys under different heat treatment conditions. Age hardening behavior, hot 

deformation characteristics, artificial neural network (ANN) modeling for the 

prediction of flow stress and hot deformation processing maps of the alloys are also 

presented and discussed.  

4.1  Microstructure and mechanical properties 

     2219 aluminum alloy and 2219 aluminum alloy microalloyed with silver (Ag) 

were prepared from aluminum ingots of commercial purity by casting route. Overall 

composition analysis of the cast alloys determined by Atomic absorption 

spectrophotometer (AAS) is listed in Table 4.1. The composition of the base alloy 

(Alloy-A) is close to 2219 aluminum alloy. Alloy-B to Alloy-E correspond to that of 

the base alloy microalloyed with 0.03 to 0.1 wt.% silver.  

4.1.1  Microstructural studies 

     Microstructure and grain size of the as-cast and processed alloys have been 

investigated using optical microscope (OM) and scanning electron microscope 

(SEM). The compositions of the different phases present in the alloys were 

determined by energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) analysis. The results and 

discussions are presented in the following sub-sections.  

4.1.1.1  Microstructure of as-cast alloys 

     Microstructures of all alloys in the as-cast condition have been investigated using 

optical microscope. Low magnification optical micrographs of the alloys have been 

shown in Figure 4.1. The micrographs revealed dendrite structure with inter-dendritic 

segregation at grain boundary regions. Observation under high magnification reveals 

two types of constituent phases at the grain boundary regions (Figure 4.2): (i) a dark 

phase (Phase-A) having script type morphology and (ii) a white plate type phase 
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(Phase-B) uniformly distributed along the grain boundaries. Analysis reveals that the 

volume of Phase-B remains almost constant in all the alloys whereas the volume of 

Phase-A increased with increase in silver content. Observation of the microstructure 

under scanning electron microscope (SEM) revealed fine micro-porosities (≈ 50µm) 

at grain boundary regions. This is shown in Figure 4.3. Due to the large freezing range 

of the present alloys, micro-porosities due to shrinkage are expected to form during 

the casting process.   

Typical scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the as-cast alloys have 

been shown in Figure 4.4.  Microstructure of Alloy-B is shown in Figure 4.5 along 

with the energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) obtained for Phase-A and Phase-B. 

Quantitative analysis of the energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) of all alloys 

revealed phase-B as CuAl2, i.e., “θ” phase, whereas phase-A consists of a mixture of 

aluminum (Al), iron (Fe), copper (Cu), silicon (Si) and manganese (Mn). As per the 

Al-Cu binary phase diagram [1], CuAl2 phase is expected to form during the 

solidification of aluminum alloys containing copper  in excess of 5.5 wt.%.  Results of 

the composition analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) for different 

phases present in the as-cast alloys have been presented in Table 2. The concentration 

of iron (Fe) and manganese (Mn) in phase-A increased with increase in silver content 

up to 0.07 wt.% in the alloy. With further addition of silver (Ag), concentration of 

iron and manganese in Phase-A decreased. 

Table 4.1  Chemical composition (wt.%) of alloys in cast condition 

Alloy 

designation 

Composition in wt.% 

Cu Mg Zn Fe Mn Ti Ag Al 

Alloy-A 6.85 0.01 0.68 0.60 0.2 0.06 0.00 Balance 

Alloy-B 6.78 0.01 0.76 0.62 0.19 0.08 0.03 Balance 

Alloy-C 6.47 0.01 0.69 0.61 0.19 0.03 0.06 Balance 

Alloy-D 6.37 0.01 0.66 0.57 0.18 0.06 0.07 Balance 

Alloy-E 6.84 0.01 0.73 0.61 0.18 0.02 0.1 Balance 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4.1  Low magnification (X5) optical micrograph of as-cast of alloys (a) 

Alloy-A, (b) Alloy-B, (c) Alloy-C, (d) Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4.2  High magnification (X50) optical micrographs of as-cast alloy (a) 

Alloy-A, (b) Alloy-B, (c) Alloy-C, (d) Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E 
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Figure 4.3  Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of Alloy-A 

reveling shrinkage porosity 

Table 4.2  The composition of different phases observed in the as-cast alloy  

Alloy designation Phase-A Phase-B 

Alloy-A Al
82

Fe
7
Cu

6
Si

4
Mn

1.0
 CuAl

2
  

Alloy-B Al
73

Fe
13

Cu
4
Si

8
Mn

2
 CuAl

2
 

Alloy-C Al
68

Fe
14.5

Cu
6
Si

8.5
Mn

2
 CuAl

2
 

Alloy-D Al
65

Fe
19.3

Cu
7
Si

5.5
Mn

3.2
 CuAl

2
 

Alloy-E Al
67.2

Fe
11

Cu
3
Si

6.5
Mn

2.3
 CuAl

2
 

     The microstructure observed can be explained by referring to the Al-Cu binary 

equilibrium phase diagram shown in Figure 2.3. During cooling, as the temperature of 

the molten metal crosses the liquidus temperature (~643 °C), the primary solid phase 

(-phase) starts nucleating from the melt with simultaneous rejection of solute (Cu) 

atoms into the liquid. As the temperature is further lowered, more -phase is formed 

and the liquid gets enriched with copper. At the solidus temperature, composition of 

the remaining liquid will attain the eutectic composition. This liquid will solidify by a 

eutectic transformation resulting in a eutectic mixture of  and θ-phases. Hence, the 

microstructure of the present alloys is expected to consist of pro-eutectic Al-phase (-
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phase) as the primary phase along with a eutectic mixture of  and  phases at the 

grain boundary regions. Iron-rich (Fe) phases have been reported in the microstructure 

of 2219 aluminum alloys [115]. The iron-rich phase (Phase-B) present in the as-cast 

alloys (with script morphology) can thus be attributed to non-equilibrium 

solidification.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4.4  Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of as-cast (a) Alloy-A, 

(b) Alloy-B, (c) Alloy-C, (d) Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.5  (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of Alloy-B and (b) 

and (c) energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) of the “phase A” and “phase 

B” Respectively 

4.1.1.2  Microstructure of cast and solutionized alloys 

     The optical micrographs of all the cast and solutionized alloys under un-etched and 

etched condition have been shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, respectively. The 

micrographs reveals presence of CuAl2 (Phase-B) along the grain boundary regions. 

Since the melting point of the intermetallic CuAl2 is about 591 °C [116], dissolution 

of CuAl2 in the matrix is not possible during the solution temperature at 525 °C. 

However, “Phase A” observed in the as-cast condition (Figure 4.1) is not evident in 

the micrographs. This indicates dissolution of “Phase A” in the matrix during the 

solutionizing heat treatment. The optical micrographs of the solutionized alloys in the 

etched condition reveal equiaxed grains. During solution heat treatment, the 
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constituent elements from “Phase A” diffuse into the grains resulting in change in the 

morphology of grains and dissolution of metastable “Phase A”. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4.6  Optical micrograph (X5)  of (a) Alloy-A, (b) Alloy-B, (c) Alloy-C, 

(d) Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E in the cast and solutionized (un-etched) 

conditions 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4.7  Optical micrograph (X5) of (a) Alloy-A, (b) Alloy-B, (c) Alloy-C, (d) 

Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E in the cast and solutionized (etched) 

conditions 

4.1.1.3  Microstructure of rolled and solutionized alloys 

     The materials under investigation are wrought aluminum alloys. For achieving the 

best combination of mechanical properties, these alloys were subjected to secondary 
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deformation processing by rolling, forming, drawing etc. followed by heat treatment. 

Figure 4.8 shows the optical micrographs of Alloy-A and Alloy-E after rolling. The 

figure shows uniform distribution of fine intermetallic particles in the matrix. The fine 

size of intermetallic particles indicates considerable particle fracture during the rolling 

process. Grain boundaries are not observed in as-rolled samples indicating breakage 

of dendritic structure during plastic deformation. Hence, the grain size determination 

for the as-rolled samples could not be carried out. Micro-porosities present in the as-

cast condition (Figure 4.3) are not evident after rolling. Optical micrographs of the 

rolled and solution heat treated samples are shown in Figure 4.9. The microstructure 

of transverse section of the rolled alloys reveals almost equiaxed grains with uniform 

grain sizes. Second phase particles of CuAl2 phases can be seen at grain boundary 

regions.  From the Al-Cu binary phase diagram (Figure 2.3), 5.6 wt.% copper can 

dissolve in the aluminum lattice at 548 °C. Solubility of copper in aluminum 

decreases with decrease in temperature. Copper percentage in the present alloys varies 

between 6.5–6.8 wt.%. At the solutionizing temperature of 525 °C, the alloy matrix is 

supersaturated by around 1.5 wt.% copper. Hence excess copper exists as CuAl2 

particles at grain boundary regions.  

4.1.2  Grain size analysis  

     The average grain size determined for all alloys under various process conditions 

has been depicted in Figure 4.10. The grain size of as-rolled alloys could not be 

resolved even by scanning electron microscope (SEM). Average grain size of the as-

cast alloys increases marginally from 89 µm to 94 µm with increase in silver content.  

This indicates that microalloying of the base alloy with silver has no significant effect 

on the grain size during solidification.  It has been reported that the addition of trace 

amounts of tin or titanium did not influence the grain size of cast Al-Cu alloys 

significantly [17, 18]. 

     Quantitative analysis reveals considerable grain coarsening (by ≈ 2.3 times) during 

solution heat treatment compared to the as-cast microstructure.  The grain size of the 

rolled samples after solution heat-treatment is found to be fine and ranges between 51 

µm to 62 µm. Grain size of rolled and heat treated alloys increased with increase in 

silver content. Grain size of rolled and solution heat treated specimen increases by 
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around 22% as the silver content in the alloy increases from 0.0 wt.% to 0.1 wt.%.  

However, age hardening heat treatment at 150 °C did not affect the grain size of the 

alloy. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.8  Optical micrograph (X20) of rolled (a) Alloy-A and (b) Alloy-E 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.9  Optical micrograph of rolled and solutionized alloy-A at (a) low 

magnification (X5) and (b) high magnification (X10) 

4.1.3  Age hardening behavior 

     Plots of hardness versus ageing time for all alloys during isothermal ageing at 150 

°C has been depicted in Figure 4.11. The hardness of all alloys increases with increase 

in time during the pre-aging stage. After attaining a maximum value (peak ageing), 

the hardness decreases with time (over ageing stage). Hardness increases with 

increase in silver content up to 0.07 wt.% (Alloy-D) in the alloy and decreases with 

further increase in silver content. This trend is similar to the variation of the hardness 
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with the silver content in the Al-alloys after the solution heat treatment. The peak 

hardness for all alloys was achieved when aged for ~35 hours. Ageing, for time 

periods in the range 35-45 hours, reveals only marginal variations in hardness. 

Subsequent ageing results in decrease in hardness with aging time.  The maximum 

hardness is observed for Alloy-D (containing 0.07 wt.% silver) when aged for 45 

hours showing 99% increase in hardness value compared to the solutionized alloy. In 

the base alloy (Alloy-A), this increase was only 86%. 

 

Figure. 4.10  Grain size variation of the alloys under different process conditions 

(Note: Error bar is not shown due to very low deviation) 

     Murayama at al. [117] reported that silver addition has no role in the nucleation 

kinetics of Al-Cu-Li-Mg-Ag alloy, although Mg is essential for enhancing the 

precipitation hardening behavior. The precipitation sequence in Al-Cu alloys having 

high Cu:Mg ratios generally occur by the formation of S or S’ (Al2CuMg) cluster. 

However, addition of silver results in the formation of  Mg-Ag co-cluster which 

diffuse into the S phase during precipitation hardening treatment leading to increase in 

hardness [117–118]. Results of the present study reveals 99% increase in hardness 

during aging by addition of 0.07 wt.% silver. Since the present alloys contain 0.01 

wt.% magnesium and silver  0.1 wt.%, it can be inferred that silver addition up to 
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0.07 wt.% enhances the alloy hardness. Also the kinetics of precipitation hardening of 

the alloys is not affected by addition of silver.     

 
Figure 4.11  Plots of  hardness versus aging time of all alloys 

     X-ray elemental mapping of Alloy-E for elements aluminum (Al), copper (Cu), 

magnesium (Mn), manganese (Mg), iron (Fe) and silver (Ag) at peak aged condition 

has been shown Figure 4.12.  Presence of copper (Cu) in the CuAl2 phase is evident in 

the figure. In addition, small quantities of copper are also seen uniformly distributed 

in the aluminum matrix which is expected from the present alloy. Silver is found to be 

distributed uniformly in the aluminum matrix. Since the atomic diameters of silver 

and aluminum are almost same (diameters of 286 pm for aluminum and 288 pm for 

silver), silver cannot occupy the interstitial lattice site of aluminum and therefore 

exists as a substitutional impurity in aluminum matrix.  X-ray mapping indicates that 

manganese   is uniformly distributed in the aluminum matrix after precipitation 

treatment. Though manganese was found to be present in “Phase A” of cast alloy, 

subsequent heat treatments did not reveal “Phase A” indicating that manganese has 
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dissolved in the aluminum matrix. The figure also reveals that iron is distributed 

mainly at grain boundary regions. The study reveals that the solutionized heat 

treatment resulted in strong interaction between silver and vacant lattice sites of 

aluminum leading  to their retention in the supersaturated solid solution of Al-Cu 

alloy containing 0.1 wt.% silver [118–119]. 

     The initial stage of age hardening in the present alloys is very rapid. Figure 4.11 

reveals that around 76% of the peak hardness values were achieved during the first 5 

hours of ageing for all alloys containing silver (Ag).   Subsequent ageing resulted in 

increase in hardness, but at a slow rate till the peak hardness was achieved. Earlier 

studies revealed that during the age hardening process, co-clustering of silver and 

magnesium occurs in the Al-Cu alloys containing silver and the co-cluster do not 

include copper atoms [118–119]. Silver exists as a substitutional impurity in 

aluminum lattice. Since the main diffusion mechanism in substitutional solid solution 

alloys is either by direct interchange mechanism or Zener ring mechanism, diffusion 

of silver through the aluminum lattice is rugged. Hence addition of silver below 0.1 

wt.% does not have much influence on the kinetics of precipitation hardening in the 

base alloy.  

Differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) investigation 

     Differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) studies were carried out to investigate the 

kinetics of the precipitation reaction.  Experiments were carried out from 40 °C to 560 

°C at heating rates of 5 °C/min, 10 °C/min, 15°C/min, and 20 °C/min.  Figure 4.13 (a) 

to (c) shows the differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) curves obtained for Alloy-A 

for the four heating rates along with derivatives. The figures indicate exothermic 

peaks in the range 194 °C – 219 °C and 239 °C to 255 °C.   

     In addition, endothermic peaks at temperatures above 520 °C were observed that 

can be attributed to the dissolution of the low melting point phase at the grain 

boundaries. The two exothermic peaks between 200 °C to 300 °C corresponded to the 

precipitation process. Banerjee [120] attributed the presence of two exothermic peaks 

in Al-Cu alloy to precipitation at the grain boundaries and precipitation inside the 

grains. The two well-resolved exothermic peaks in the present differential scanning 
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calorimetric (DSC) curves of Alloy-A indicate a two-step precipitation mechanism. 

The first peak corresponds to precipitation at the grain boundaries whereas the second 

peak corresponds to precipitation inside the grains. 

 

 

 

  

  
Figure 4.12  Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image and elemental mapping 

for aluminum (Al), copper (Cu), manganese (Mn), iron (Fe), and 

silver (Ag) of Alloy-D in the peak aged condition 
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     The observed peaks shift toward the right at  higher heating rates indicates that the 

reaction is rate controlled. The differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) curves 

obtained for other alloys heated at a heating rate of 10 °C/min have been shown in 

Figure 4.14. The two exothermic peaks   are not observed in these alloys though 

differential scanning calorimetric (DSC)  studies were carried out at all the four 

heating rates. To check the authenticity of the results, experiments were also carried 

out using two different equipment. Hence the influence of silver addition on the 

kinetics of the precipitation reaction could not be established. 
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(c) 

Figure 4.13  Differential scanning calorimetric (DSC)  curves obtained 

for Alloy-A (a) =5 °C/min, (b) =10 °C/min and (c) =15 °C/min 
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(c) 

 
 

(d) 

Figure 4.14  Heat flow curves obtain by differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)  for 

(a) Alloy-B, (b) Alloy-C, (c) Alloy-D and (d) Alloy-E 

4.1.4  Transmission electron microscope (TEM) analysis 

     Bright field transmission electron microscope (FETEM) micrographs and 

corresponding energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) results of Alloy-A at solution 

heat treated condition and peak aged conditions have been depicted in Figure 4.15 (a) 

and (b) respectively.  Fine precipitates homogeneously distributed in the solution heat 

treated alloy matrix (α phase) can be observed in Figure 4.15(a). Microstructure of the 

peak aged sample shown in Figure 4.15(b) reveals an increase in the precipitate size.   

Energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) analysis of the precipitate in the peak aged 

condition reveals these particles as CuAl2 phase.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.15   Bright field transmission electron microscope (TEM) image, micrograph 

and energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) of matrix of Alloy-A after 

(a) solution heat treatment and (b) at peak ageing 

     Bright field TEM micrographs of Alloy-D after solution heat treatment and peak 

ageing have been shown in Figure 4.16 (a) and (b) respectively.  The energy 

dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) analysis results of the matrix region and precipitates 

are also depicted in the respective figures. Precipitates present in solution heat treated 

Alloy-D is identified as Al-Cu-Ag phase with the 0.13 at.% silver Figure 4.16(a).  

Energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) analysis of the precipitates after peak aging 

reveals the precipitate as CuAl2 containing 0.73 at.% silver. However, the silver 

content in the matrix remains almost the same during age hardening. The result 

indicates enrichment of precipitate by silver due to diffusion from the matrix. 

Comparison of the TEM micrographs of Figure 4.15 (b) and Figure 4.16 (b) reveal a 
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morphological change in the precipitate from plate shape to disc shape in the peak 

aged condition due to the addition of silver.  

     The transmission electron microscope (TEM) investigation of as-quenched Al-

1.7Cu-0.5 Mg and Al-1.7Cu-0.5Mg-0.1Ag alloys by Hono at al. [119] revealed 

presence of high density of dislocation loops which were formed due to condensation 

of vacancies in the ternary alloy. However, these were absent in the alloy containing 

silver. The authors concluded that the presence of high binding energy between silver 

atoms and vacancies facilitate rapid diffusion resulting in the formation of GP-zones 

in the silver containing aluminum alloy  in the as-quenched condition. In the present 

study dislocation loops were not observed in any of the alloys. This is attributed to the 

high Cu:Mg ratio in the investigated alloys which falls in the  region of the Al-

Cu-Mg ternary phase diagram. 

4.2  Mechanical properties 

     Mechanical properties of cast, rolled and different heat treated alloys were 

determined. Details of Vickers hardness, uniaxial tensile properties and age hardening 

behavior of alloys are discussed in this section.  

4.2.1  Hardness 

     The plots of hardness of the cast alloys under different processing conditions are 

shown in Figure 4.17. The hardness in the as-cast condition remains almost constant 

till the silver content is increased beyond 0.06 wt.% (Alloy-C). An increase in 

hardness is observed in the alloy with further increase in silver content up to 0.1 wt.%.  

As the silver content is increased from 0.06 wt.% to 0.1 wt.%, the hardness increases 

by ~ 35%. Solution heat treatment resulted in further increase in the hardness of the 

as-cast alloys. The hardness of the solution  treated samples increases gradually with 

increase in silver content. The hardness variation with silver (Ag) content after 

solution heat treatment followed the similar trend as that of as-cast alloys. The 

maximum hardness value of 82 VHN was observed for Alloy-E after solution heat 

treatment indicating an increase in hardness of around ~ 11% compared to that of the 

as-cast alloy.  The hardness of the cast alloys after precipitation heat treatment was 

discussed in Section 4.1.3. 
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                                                         (a) 

 

                                                          (b) 

Figure 4.16  Bright field transmission electron microscope (TEM) precipitates phase, 

micrograph and energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) of matrix of 

Alloy-D  after (a) solution heat treatment and (b) at peak ageing 
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     The microstructures of the cast alloys reveal the lower of the script-like second 

phase which could be observed in the cast alloys as well as in the solutionized (Figure 

4.6 and Figure 4.7). During solution heat treatment, the low melting point phases 

present in the cast alloys (Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4) dissolve in the matrix forming a 

super-saturated solid solution. The cooling rate is very fast during the water quench. 

Due to this the alloying elements from the super saturated solution do not have 

sufficient time to diffuse out and is retained in the solid solution resulting in a strained 

matrix. The high hardness values observed for the solution heat treated alloys are 

attributed to the supersaturated solid solution.  The increasing trend in hardness value 

with silver addition is due to higher level of supersaturation resulting in higher lattice 

strain. It is possible for elemental silver to segregate at the grain boundary region. 

Since silver addition was in trace amounts, the amount of hardness increase was not 

substantial.  

 

Figure 4.17  Variation of hardness for the cast alloys under different heat 

treatment conditions 

     Rolling results in an increase in hardness of the alloys. No significant variation in 

hardness versus sliver content of alloys is observed in the as-rolled condition (Figure 

4.18). Solution heat treatment resulted in substantial increase in the hardness of the 
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rolled alloys. The hardness of the rolled and solution heat treated alloys increases with 

increase in wt.% silver. The hardness of as-rolled Alloy-A and Alloy-E increased by 

48% and 70%, respectively after solution heat treatment.  The trend in the hardness 

variation of the rolled alloys indicates that silver addition increases the hardness of the 

aluminum alloys by solid solution strengthening. Age hardening heat treatment 

resulted in further increase in hardness for all the alloys. The variation in the hardness 

versus silver (Ag) content in the alloy after age-hardening was only marginal. The 

maximum increase in hardness was achieved for the Alloy with 0.07 wt.% silver 

(Alloy-D).  The results indicate maximum hardness was achieved for all alloys in the 

precipitation hardened conditions.  

 
Figure 4.18  Variation of hardness for the rolled alloys  under different heat 

treatment conditions 

     Earlier studies revealed that the solutionizing heat treatment resulted in strong 

interaction between silver and vacant lattice sites of aluminum leading to their 

retention in the supersaturated solid solution of Al-Cu-Mg alloy containing 0.1 wt.% 

silver [25]. The initial stage of age hardening in the present alloys is very rapid. 

Figure 4.11 reveals that around 76% of the peak hardness values were achieved 
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during the first 5 hours of ageing for all alloys containing silver. Subsequent ageing 

resulted in increase in hardness but at a slow rate till the peak hardness was achieved. 

The study also revealed that age hardening in Al-1.1Cu-1.7Mg-(0.1Ag) alloy which 

falls within the S phase of the ternary phase diagram, occurs in two distinct stages. 

The first stage of hardening is very rapid which occurs by cluster hardening and is 

completed within a very short time interval [25].    

     During the age hardening of Al-Cu-Mg-alloys containing silver, co-clustering of 

silver and Mg occurs and the co-clustering does not include copper atoms [24, 25]. 

Binary Al-Ag phase diagram [116] indicates silver as a substitutional impurity in 

aluminum lattice which can result in solid solution strengthening. Age hardening 

results in diffusion of silver into the precipitates from the matrix resulting in further 

increase in hardness for the alloys.  

4.2.2  Tensile test results  

     Uniaxial tensile tests of cast, rolled and different heat treated alloys were carried 

out using a 100 kN capacity universal testing machine. The details of the tensile tests 

have been described in Section 3.1.2. The tensile test results and mode of factures are 

discussed in this section. 

4.2.2.1  Tensile test results for the cast alloys 

     The tensile test results for the cast alloys are shown in Table 4.3. Figures 4.19 (a), 

(b) and (c) shows the plots of the variation of yield strength (YS), ultimate tensile 

strength (UTS) and percentage elongation versus wt.% of silver in the cast alloys 

under different  heat treatment conditions. The plots do not indicate any specific trend 

in the variation of yield strength and ultimate tensile strength with silver content in the 

as-cast condition. In the solutionized condition, the yield strength (YS) of the alloy 

increases slowly with increase in silver content. With the addition of 0.1 wt.% (Alloy-

E), the yield strength of the alloy increases by 10%. The variation of ultimate tensile 

strength of the alloy in the cast and solutionized condition is also not showing any 

specific trend with silver content in the alloy. Figure 4.19 (c) shows the variation of 

percentage elongation versus silver content in the cast alloy at different heat treatment 

conditions. The ductility of the as-cast alloys are below 2%. Though the ductility of 
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the cast alloy after solutionizing is higher than the as cast alloy, no specific trend in 

the variation of the ductiity can be observed. The ductility of the cast alloys are 

observed to be the lowest in the precipitation hardened condition. The variation in the 

yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and percentage elongation in the cast alloys 

not showing any specific trend may be due the presence of micro-porosities in the 

alloy matrix formed during the casting process.   

4.2.2.2  Tensile test results for the rolled alloys 

     Tensile properties of the rolled alloys have been presented in Table 4.4.  Rolling 

results in considerable increase in yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile strength 

(UTS) of the as cast alloys. Figure 4.20 shows the variation of yield strength with 

wt.% silver for the as-rolled Al-alloys. Yield strength increases with increase in wt.% 

silver in the alloy. As the silver content increases from 0 wt.% to 0.1 wt.% the yield 

strength increases from 106 MPa to 138 MPa, i.e. an increase of around 30% is 

observed. Rolling results in improvement of the microstructure by: (i) elimination of 

the porosities ; (ii) fracturing of the intermetallic phases to form fine particles in the 

matrix and (iii) uniform dispersion of the fine intermetallic phases in the matrix. This 

results in increased strength of alloy, in addition to the increase in with increase in 

silver content.  The ultimate tensile strength of as-rolled alloys with the silver addition 

is found to be lower than that of the base alloy. 

     The yield strength of rolled alloys increase with solution heat treatment with the 

exception of Alloy-D containing 0.07 wt.% silver (Table 4.4). The reason for this 

trend is the same as that of the variation in hardness explained in Section 4.2.1. It may 

be noted that the grain size of the solution heat treated alloy is higher than the as-

rolled alloys. As per the Hall-Petch relationship, lower yield strength is expected for 

the solution treated alloy. However, the higher yield strength observed for the solution 

heat treated alloys indicates higher solid solution strengthening effect for the present 

alloys. Solution heat treatment results in increased ultimate tensile strength for all the 

alloys. However, only a marginal variation in the ultimate tensile strength was 

observed with the addition of silver in the alloy matrix.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.19  Histogram plots of (a) yield strength and (b) ultimate tensile strength and 

(c) percentage elongation of the cast alloys under different  cast and heat 

treated condition 
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     Figure 4.20 indicates that the yield strength of the solution heat treated cast and 

rolled alloys increases considerably by age hardening.  As the silver content into the 

alloy increases from 0 wt.% to 0.07 wt.%, the yield strength increases from 328 MPa 

to 376 MPa. Yield strength decreases with further addition of silver in the alloy.  

During the age hardening process, the dissolved elements precipitate out of the super 

saturated matrix resulting in fine second phase precipitates. The present trend of 

increase in yield strength with up to 0.07 wt.% silver (Alloy-D) in the alloy indicates 

the contribution of silver in the age hardening process. Age hardening results increase 

in ultimate tensile strength for all the alloys compared to the solution heat treated 

alloy.  The maximum ultimate tensile strength of the age hardened alloy was observed 

for the Alloy-D, where the heat treatment resulted in an increase of ultimate tensile 

strength by 34% compared to the base alloy. 

     It can be seen from Table 4.3, that the elongation to failure for the as-cast alloys 

are less 2% indicting poor ductility.  Solution heat treatment improves the ductility of 

the as-cast alloys. The maximum ductility after solutionizing is observed for Alloy-A. 

The ductility decreases with increase in silver content in the alloy. It is seen that 

rolling results (Table 4.4) in improvement of the ductility of the cast and solutionized 

alloys. Alloy-D exhibits the maximum ductility in the as-rolled condition where, the 

elongation to failure is 16%. Solution heat treatment results in an increase in the 

ductility for all the rolled alloys. The ductility of the rolled and solution heat treated 

alloy remained almost same with silver content up to 0.07 wt.%. Further increase in 

the silver content results in sharp decrease in the ductility. It is observed that the 

ductility of the rolled and solutionized alloys decreases after age hardening.  Alloy-D 

exhibits the maximum ductility after age hardening with 10% elongation.  

     Silver addition into the base alloy has two effects: (i) it acts as a substituitonal 

impurity in the α phase as evident from 4.16 and (ii) it aids in co-clustering resulting 

in the formation of GP-zones which is coherent with the matrix during the quench 

stage. Both these effects enhance the strength by solid solution strengthening. The 

energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) result (Figure 4.16) of Alloy-D after ageing for 

45 hours reveals further  enrichment of CuAl2 phase with silver (0.73 at.% silver). 

This occurs by the diffusion of silver into the CuAl2 phase from the matrix. Age  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.20  Histogram plots depicting (a) yield strength and (b) ultimate tensile 

strength and (c) percentage elongation of the rolled alloys under 

different  heat treated condition 
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hardening results in coarsening of the precipitates accompanied by a morphological 

change. The coherent precipitate-matrix interface during the initial stage of hardening 

changes to a semi-coherent interface while attaining the peak hardness. With extended 

ageing, the precipitate size increases and the particles are no longer coherent with the 

matrix resulting in decrease in the strength during the over-aging stage.  The highest 

strength is achieved for the alloys when age hardened for 45 hours.  

     The mechanical properties of the alloy with 0 wt.% silver is almost same as that 

reported for the 2219 Al alloy [1].  The best combination of mechanical properties is 

obtained for Alloy-D, where an increase of around 15% increase in the yield strength 

and ultimate tensile strength along with good ductility is observed compared to the 

base alloy. 

4.2.2.3  Fractography 

     Tensile fracture surface observation using scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

revealed similar fracture features for all alloys under the same processing conditions. 

Figure 4.21 (a) & (b) shows the fractographs of as-cast Alloy-D. Low magnification 

observation revealed a brittle or cleavage mode of fracture features. The fracture 

features indicate inter-granular failure. Voids at the second phase particle-matrix 

interface regions are also evident. The presence of very fine micro-porosities is 

expected from this wrought alloy in the as-cast condition. The microstructure of the 

samples (Figure 4.3) also reveals very fine micro-porosities/shrinkage cavities at grain 

boundary regions, which are formed during the solidification process. It has been 

reported that coarse brittle phases along the grain boundaries and any pre-existing 

shrinkage cavities are possible sites of failure initiation during the tensile loading. 

Presence of large number of micro-shrinkage cavities, coarse CuAl2 phases and other 

intermetallic phases at grain boundary regions (Figure 4.2) in present as-cast alloys 

act as failure initiating micro-cracks. During the tensile loading these micro-cracks 

propagate through the grain boundaries resulting in inter-granular fracture. Crack 

propagation through the grain boundaries are faster compared to that through the 

grains. Since the sizes of the shrinkage porosities were large, the material failed at low 

strains resulting in the low ductility associated with the cast alloys. 
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     Tensile fractographs of Alloy-D has been shown in Figure 4.21 (c) & (d) of rolled 

and solution heat treated condition. The features exhibits dimple features typical of 

ductile failure mode. High magnification image, as seen from Figure 4.21 (d) shows 

fine intermetallic particles at dimple regions indicating the failure process by micro-

void coalescence, typical of ductile failure. The microstructure of the rolled and 

solution heat treated samples (Figure 4.7) reveals uniform distribution of fine 

intermetallic second phase particles in the alloy matrix. During the tensile loading, 

voids nucleate at the particle-matrix interface regions. Further loading results in the 

growth of these voids through the grains and finally coalesce to cause the final failure. 

The growth of the micro-voids before the final failure results in improved ductility for 

alloys. This is in agreement with the increased elongation values for the rolled and 

solution heat treated specimens. 

 

Figure 4.21  Tensile fractographs of Alloy-D in  the (a) & (b) as-cast condition, 

(c) & (d) rolled and solutionized condition 
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Table 4.3  Variation of tensile properties with addition of silver (Ag) of alloys in cast and cast-heat treated conditions 

 

Ag 

content 

(wt.%) 

As-cast alloy Cast and solutionized alloy Cast- solutionized-Aged 

YS 

(MPa) 

UTS 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(%) 

E 

(GPa) 

YS 

(MPa) 

UTS 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(%) 

E 

(GPa) 

YS 

(MPa) 

UTS 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(%) 

E 

(GPa) 

0 84 133 1.57 68.2 126 243 6.0 70 336 348 1.04 72.5 

0.03 101 166 1.79 74.3 130 231 3.8 74 271 271 0.4 73.3 

0.06 103 158 1.4 72.1 138 210 3 69.7 216 216 0.34 70.1 

0.07 77 130 1.75 76.6 131 226 3.7 68.8 324 352 0.82 68.6 

0.1 90 146 1.72 72.7 138 215 2.4 74.2 229 229 0.38 67.4 

 

Table 4.4  Variation of tensile properties with addition of silver (Ag) of alloy in rolled and rolled heat treated conditions 

 

Ag 

content 

(wt.%) 

As-Rolled Rolled and Solutionized Rolled- solutionized-Aged 

YS 

(MPa) 

UTS 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(%) 

E 

(GPa) 

YS 

(MPa) 

UTS 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(%) 

E 

(GPa) 

YS 

(MPa) 

UTS 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(%) 

E 

(GPa) 

0 106 206 14.4 80.3 136 344 26.0 77 328 421 8.5 71.3 

0.03 120 176 13.3 76.5 140 356 22.5 84 357 412 3.6 83 

0.06 145 189 10.5 77.4 139 354 26.0 76.6 376 453 4 76.1 

0.07 137 190 16.0 80.8 130 353 25.3 77 376 476 10.5 83.5 

0.1 138 189 12.7 76.6 147 346 12.3 78 358 400 1.5 87 
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4.3  Hot deformation behavior 

     The results of hot compression tests at various strain rates and temperatures of 

2219 aluminum alloys microalloyed with silver are illustrated and discussed in the 

following subsection by means of flow curves. Different stages of flow curves are 

described in detail. The development and the analysis of the constitutive equation 

relating flow stress (), deformation temperature (T), strain rate ( ̇), Zener–Hollomon 

parameter (Z) and activation energy for deformation (Q) are discussed. 

4.3.1  Flow stress behavior 

     The true stress versus true strain (σ–ε) curves obtained for the alloys during 

compression testing at various strain rates and temperatures are shown in Figure 4.22 

to 4.26. The flow cure for all the alloys for a particular combination of strain rate and 

temperature follows the same trend. However, the flow stress for Alloy-A is always 

higher than the alloys containing silver for all combination of strain rate, strain and 

temperature.   

     At 300 °C and 350 °C for strain rate 0.001 s
–1

, the flow stress increases with strain 

till a maximum value is reached. Further increase in strain results in a gradual 

decrease in flow stress. For the same temperatures range and at higher strain rates, the 

flow stress increases continuously with increase in strain.  At 400 °C and strain rate of 

0.001 s
–1

, the flow curves shows a continuous increase in flow stress till a strain of 

0.2. The flow stress decreases with further increase in strain.  At strain rates ≥ 0.01 s
–1 

and 400 °C, the flow stress increases with strain and after attaining a peak value 

remains almost constant. For deformations above 400 °C and strain rates ≥ 0.01 s
–1

, 

after reaching a maximum value the flow stress started decreasing slowly with 

increase in strain, indicating flow softening. The flow softening increased with 

increase in temperature.  The figure also indicates that the strain to reach the peak 

flow stress decreased with increase in temperature. 

     From the flow curves flow stress increases with strain (up to a certain value) is due 

to strain hardening.  Strain hardening occurs due to the generation of dislocations 

explained by Frank-Read source and pile up of dislocation on the slip planes at 

barriers. The barriers for the movement of dislocations are generally immobile 
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dislocations, second phase particles in the matrix, fine second phase precipitates, grain 

boundaries in polycrystalline materials, twin boundaries, etc. The pile up of 

dislocation results in the existence of back stresses which opposes the applied stress 

on the slip plane resulting in strain hardening. At lower temperatures the strain 

hardening is more pronounced due to the above mentioned phenomenon. As 

temperature is increased, various thermal assisted mechanism starts operating leading 

to reduction in the dislocation density in the material resulting in flow softening. At 

this stage, dislocations can surpass the obstacles by various mechanisms like 

dislocation climb,  annihilation of dislocations when dislocations with opposite nature 

meets and also by diffusion of elements along the crystal lattice due to the increased 

density of vacancies. Researchers have attributed that at high temperatures flow 

softening occurs due to one or more of phenomena like dynamic recovery, dynamic 

recrystallization and superplastic deformation; this can offset the effect of work 

hardening. 

     The early stages of plastic deformation are accompanied by rapid dislocation 

multiplication resulting in work hardening leading to a rapid rise in the flow stress. As 

dislocation density increases with further deformation, rate controlled phenomenon 

like dynamic softening occurs that offsets the effect of work hardening [121–123]. 

Due to this the flow stress increases at a decreasing rate until it attains a peak value.  

With further increase in strain the flow stress almost remained constant indicating a 

balance between working hardening rate and softening rate. For a constant strain, the 

flow stress increased with decrease in temperature.  For deformations above 400 °C 

and strain rate 10
–2

 s
–1

, after reaching the maximum value the flow stress decreased 

gradually with increase in strain, indicating flow softening. The flow softening 

increased with increase in temperature.  The figure also indicates that the strain to 

reach the peak flow stress decreased with increase in temperature. For a given strain 

rate the driving force for dynamic softening, which counteracts work hardening, 

increases with increase in temperature. This results in a decrease in the peak stress 

and the overall flow stress at higher temperatures [121–123]. 

    The peak flow stress versus temperature plots for Alloy-A and Alloy-E for different 

strain rates has been shown in Figure 4.27. The peak stress decreases linearly with 
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increase in temperature for all strain rates. It is evident from Figure 4.23 to Figure 

4.26 that the flow stress decreased with addition of silver into Alloy-A, for any 

combination of temperature, strain and strain rate.  

 
         (a) 

 
        (b) 

 
         (c) 

 
        (d) 

 
      (e) 

Figure 4.22  Stress strain (σ vs. ε) curves for Alloy-A at strain rates (a) 0.001 s
–1

, 

(b) 0.01 s
–1

, (c) 0.1 s
–1

, (d) 1 s
–1

 and (e) 10 s
–1
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4.23  Stress strain (σ vs. ε) curves for Alloy-B at strain rates (a) 0.001 s
–1

, 

(b) 0.01 s
–1

, (c) 0.1 s
–1

, (d) 1 s
–1

 and (e) 10 s
–1
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 4.24   Stress strain (σ vs. ε) curves for Alloy-C at strain rates (a) 0.001 s
–1

, 

(b) 0.01 s
–1

, (c) 0.1 s
–1

, (d) 1.0 s
–1

 and (e) 10 s
–1
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 4.25   Stress strain (σ vs. ε) curves for Alloy-D at strain rates (a) 0.001 s
–1

, 

(b) 0.01 s
–1

, (c) 0.1 s
–1

, (d) 1 s
–1

 and (e) 10 s
–1
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4.26  Stress strain (σ vs. ε) curves for Alloy-E at strain rates (a) 0.001 s
–1

, 

(b) 0.01 s
–1

, (c) 0.1 s
–1

, (d) 1 s
–1

 and (e) 10 s
–1
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     However, the variation of decrease in flow stress with silver content is small. The 

average decrease in flow stress between alloy-A and Alloy-E is 5%, with a maximum 

decrease in flow stress being 15%, when tested at 400 °C and strain rate of 0.01 s
–1

.  

Extensive transmission electron microscopic studies by Murayama et al. [117] 

revealed that addition of 0.1 wt.%  silver in Al-Cu-Mg alloy resulted in a drastic 

decrease in dislocation density. Silver forms substiutional alloy in aluminum matrix.  

This results in decrease in dislocation density leading to lower flow stress with the 

addition of silver.   

 
Figure 4.27   Peak flow stress versus temperature plots for Alloy-A and Alloy-E 

     Stress-strain curves of Alloy-A and Alloy-E at 400 °C for different strain rates are 

plotted in Figure 4.28 (a) and Figure (b), respectively. The curves indicate continuous 

increase in flow stress during the deformation for both alloys at strain rates above 10
–2 

s
–1

. The peak flow stress is highest when strained at a strain rate of 10
1 

s
–1

 and 

decreases with decrease in strain rates.  For deformations carried out at strain rate of 

10
–3 

s
–1

 the flow stress increased up to a strain of around 0.3 and decreased with 

further increase in strain. The initial work hardening stages was followed by flow 

softening, when deformed at very low strain rate. For a given temperature, the greater 

the strain rate, the higher the peak flow stress. It has been reported that at higher strain 
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rates dislocation generation rate increases during the plastic deformation. This leads to 

the formation of dislocation tangles which act as barrier for dislocation movement 

resulting in higher peak stress at higher strain rates and lower temperatures [121–

123].   

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.28  Stress-strain (σ vs. ε) plots at 400 °C temperature and different strain 

rates for (a) Alloy-A and (b) Alloy-E 

      
     The stress-strain plots for Alloy-A and Alloy-E, when deformed at 500 °C for 

various strain rates are shown in Figure 4.29 (a) and Figure (b) respectively. All the 

curves indicate that the flow curves initially increases with strain, reaches a maximum 

value and then decreases with further increase in strain. It is attributed that at high 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.29  Stress-strain (σ vs. ε) plots  at 500 °C temperature and different strain 

rates for (a) Alloy-A and (b) Alloy-E 
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temperatures, flow softening occurs due to dynamic recovery or dynamic 

recrystallization and this can offset the effect of work hardening. Dynamic softening 

is a common phenomenon during deformation of aluminum alloys at elevated 

temperature.  

4.3.2  Constitutive equations 

     Various models have been proposed to describe the high temperature deformation 

behavior of metallic materials. The constitutive models establishes the functional 

relationship between variables viz., strain rate ( ̇), deformation temperature (T), 

activation energy (Q) and flow stress (σ). During isothermal compression at elevated 

temperatures, the general flow behavior can be expressed by the Arrhenius type of 

equation expressed (cf. section 2.6.1) as [19, 61] 

   ,exp
Q

Af
RT

 
 
 
 

   (2.8) 

where Q is the activation energy for deformation, R is the universal gas constant, T is 

the deformation temperature (in K),  f(σ) is a function of stress and A is a constant. 

Researchers have proposed various expressions for the stress function f(σ). However, 

depending on the alloy, any of following expressions (cf. section 2.6.1) have been 

found suitable [19, 27, 60]: 

   1 .
n

f    (2.9) 

    .expf    (2.10) 

     .sinh
n

f      (2.11) 

where n, n1, and  are the constants and α is the stress multiplier. The power law 

relation, Eq. (2.9), is valid only for high temperature and low strain rates, where the 

stresses are low (i.e. ασ < 0.8) and breaks down at low temperatures and high stain 

rates. Equation (2.10) is valid for deformations at low temperatures and high strain 

rates where the stresses are high (ασ >1.2) and breaks down at conditions of high 

temperature and low strain rates. Over a wide range of stresses, the most suitable 

expression for aluminum alloys is found to be the hyperbolic sine function given by 
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Eq.(2.11). Substituting Eq.(2.11) into Eq.(2.8), the following constitutive equation is 

obtained for the high temperature deformation behavior of aluminum alloys:  

   .sinh exp
n Q

A
RT

 
 

    
 

    (2.14) 

For modeling the deformation behavior of the present alloys it is necessary to 

determine the constants , , Q, n and A of Eq. (2.14). Taking the natural logarithm of 

Eq. (2.14) the following expression is obtained: 

   ,
ln ln

ln sinh
Q A

n nRT n





     
 

 (4.1) 

The constants in Eq. (4.1) were determined by the procedure followed by researchers 

[19, 33, 34]. In the present work, the peak stress (σp) is substituted for the value of σ 

in Eq. (4.1).  The stress multiplier α is the ratio of β/n1 where, β is the average slope of 

ln( ̇) versus σp plots and n1 is the average slope of ln( ̇) versus ln(σp) plots [19, 33, 

34]. Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31 shows the plots of ln( ̇) versus σp  and ln( ̇) versus 

ln(σp) respectively. The values of α for all the alloys obtained from the plots are 

indicted in table 4.5. 

The constant n is obtained by differentiating Eq (4.1) with respect to strain rate ( ̇) at 

constant temperature (T) and is expressed as   

 
 

.
ln

ln sinh
n

T



  





  (4.2) 

In the present study n value is determined as the average value of the slope of ln( ̇) 

versus ln[sinh(ασp)] plots shown in Figure 4.32. The activation energy for 

deformation (Q) is determined by differentiating Eq. (4.1) with respect to temperature 

(T) at constant strain rate ( ̇) resulting in the expression [19, 27, 66]  

  

    

  

 
,

ln sinh ln sinhln

1 1ln sinh
T

Q nR R

T T 

 


   
 

   
 

   
        

 
 

 

 
(4.3) 

During deformation at a particular strain rate, the value of S is the slope of the line of 

the ln[sinh(ασ)] versus (1000/T) plot, where T is in K. The plots are shown in Figure 
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4.33. Activation energy Q is determined by multiplying the mean value of the slopes 

of these lines with nR.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 4.30  Plots ln( ̇) versus peak flow stress, σp for (a) Alloy-A, (b) Alloy-

B, (c) Alloy-C,  (d) Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 4.31  Plots of ln( ̇) versus ln(σp) for (a) Alloy-A, (b) Alloy-B, (c) 

Alloy-C,  (d) Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 4.32  Plots of ln( ̇) versus ln[sinh(ασp)] for (a) Alloy-A (b) Alloy-B (c) 

Alloy-C  (d) Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4.33  Plots of ln[sinh(ασ)] versus 1000/T for (a) Alloy-A, (b) Alloy-B, (c) 

Alloy-C,  (d) Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E 
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Zener-Hollomon parameter 

Zener-Hollomon parameter (Z) expressed by Eq. (2.17) describes (cf. section 

2.6.2) the variation of strain rate with deformation conditions [17]. 

  exp sinh
nQZ A

RT
  

    
 

   (2.17) 

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides, Eq. (2.17) can be written in the form    

    ln ln ln sinh( )   Z A n 
 

 (4.4) 

where A and n can be obtained  from the plots  ln(Z) versus ln[sinh(σ)]. Figure 4.34 

shows the ln(Z) versus  ln[sinh(σ)] plots, indicating a fairly good linear fit for all the 

alloys. As per Eq. (2.17), the Zener-Hollomon parameter (Z) increases with increase 

in flow stress. Since the flow stress increases with increase in strain rate and decrease 

in temperature, the trend in the variation of Zener-Hollomon parameter (Z) is similar 

to the variation of the peak flow stress (σp).  Higher scatter in the graphs are seen for 

high strain rate ( ̇ =10 s
–1

) conditions. Good linear fit seen in the Figures 4.34, for 

strain rates below 0.1 s
–1

 are comparable to that reported by others [17, 21, 33].   

     Conventional strain rates employed for hot deformation processing of aluminum 

alloys are generally in the range 0.01–0.1 s
–1

.  Literature indicates that low Z values 

favors dynamic recrystallization which correspond to low strain rates and high 

deformation temperatures. The values of ln(Z) obtained for all alloys at various 

combinations of temperatures and strain rates are presented in Table 4.6 to Table 4.10. 

From the tables it is evident that the variation of Z value for each alloy shows the 

same trend as that of the peak flow stress. i.e increases with increase in strain rate and 

decrease in temperature. From the values of Z, the values of A are obtained using Eq. 

(4.4).  Values of constitutive parameters n, A, α, S and Q determined for all alloys are 

shown in Table 4.5. 

     The constitutive equation for the peak flow stress for various combinations of  

strain rate and temperature can be obtained using the values of α, n, A and Q. The Q 

value obtained for Alloy-B, Alloy-C, Alloy-D and Alloy-E is lower compared to 

Alloy-A. This indicates that addition of silver in the alloy lowers the stress required 

for plastic deformation within the domain of temperature and strain rates investigated 
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in the present study. The temperature and strain rate dependent peak flow stress (σp) 

for all alloys was evaluated using the constitute parameters of Eq. (4.5). 

Table 4.5  The values of the material constants α, n, S, Q and A  

Alloy 

Designation 

 

 

n S Q 

(kJ/mol–K) 

A 

(s
–1

) 

Alloy-A 0.0056 15.59 2.18 282.6 7.21 x 10
19

 

Alloy-B 0.0056 13.61 2.29 259.1 2.93 x 10
18

 

Alloy-C 0.0059 14.62 2.18 265.9 4.78 x 10
18

 

Alloy-D 0.0079 13.06 2.42 262.7 1.17 x 10
16

 

Alloy-E 0.0069 13.43 2.32 259.0 9.75 x 10
16

 

Table 4.6  Values of ln (Z) for Alloy-A at various deformation conditions 

 ̇ (s–1
) 

  T (K)   

573 623 673 723 773 

0.001 44.14 40.04 36.55 33.55 30.93 

0.01 46.44 42.34 38.85 35.85 33.23 

0.1 48.74 44.65 41.16 38.15 35.53 

1.0 51.04 46.95 43.46 40.45 37.84 

10 53.35 49.25 45.76 42.76 40.14 

Table 4.7  Values of ln (Z) for Alloy-B at various deformation conditions 

 ̇ (s–1
) 

  T (K)   

573 623 673 723 773 

0.001 54.15 49.25 45.08 41.48 38.35 

0.01 56.46 51.55 47.38 43.79 40.66 

0.1 58.76 53.86 49.68 46.09 42.96 

1.0 61.06 56.16 51.99 48.39 45.26 

10 63.36 58.46 54.29 50.69 47.56 

Table 4.8  Values of ln (Z) for Alloy-C at various deformation conditions 

 ̇ (s–1
) 

  T (K)   

573 623 673 723 773 

0.001 41.34 37.47 34.17 31.33 28.86 

0.01 43.64 39.77 36.47 33.63 31.16 

0.1 45.94 42.07 38.77 35.93 33.46 

1.0 48.25 44.37 41.08 38.24 35.76 

10 50.545 46.68 43.38 40.54 38.06 
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Table 4.9  Values of ln (Z) for Alloy-D at various deformation conditions 

  ̇ (s–1
) 

  T (K)   

573 623 673 723 773 

0.001 50.58 45.97 42.04 38.66 35.71 

0.01 52.86 48.27 44.34 40.96 38.01 

0.1 55.19 50.57 46.64 43.26 40.31 

1.0 57.49 52.88 48.95 45.56 42.61 

10 59.79 55.18 51.25 47.87 44.91 

Table 4.10  Values of ln (Z) for Alloy-E at various deformation conditions 

 ̇ (s–1
) 

  T (K)   

573 623 673 723 773 

0.001 51.03 46.38 42.42 39.01 36.04 

0.01 53.33 48.68 44.72 41.31 38.34 

0.1 55.63 50.98 47.02 43.61 40.64 

1.0 57.94 53.27 49.33 45.92 42.95 

10 60.24 55.59 51.63 48.22 45.25 

 

1

1 .

exp
1

sinhp

nQ
RT

A







  
  
  

 
 
 


 

(4.5) 

     Peak flow stress, σp obtained from the model was compared with the experimental 

values for validation of the constitutive equations. Figure 4.35 (a) to Figure 4.35 (e) 

shows the plots of experimental values of peak flow stress versus the peak flow stress 

determined by the constitutive equations.  The line inclined at 45° to the horizontal 

shown in figures indicates a line of perfect prediction whereas the two dashed line 

represents the boundaries of ±12.5% deviation values. Most of the points lie very 

close to the line of perfect prediction.   

     It is evident from Figure 4.35 (a) that 3 out of the 25 data points for Alloy-A falls  

outside the ±12.5%  deviation line. i.e 88% of the σp values could be predicted within 

an accuracy of ±12.5%  deviation.  Most of the point outside the dashed line 

corresponds to the deformations carried out at very high strain rate (10 s
–1

) or highest 

test temperature (500 °C). For any function fitting technique, few error is expected if 

the data used for the validation lie at the boundaries of the input domains. The data 

with high errors lie on the boundary of the input domains i.e. high strain rate or high  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 4.34  Plots of ln(Z) versus ln[sinh(ασp)] of (a) Alloy-A, (b) Alloy-B, 

(c) Alloy-C,  (d) Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E 
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temperature. Figure 4.35(b), 4.35(c), 4.35(d) and 4.35(e) indicates that 88%, 

92%,96% and 96% of peak flow stress values could be predicted within ±12.5% 

deviation  for Alloy-B, Alloy-C, Alloy-D and Alloy-E, respectively. The present 

models providing maximum ±12.5% error in about 88% cases establishes the 

confidence in the predictive capabilities using the proposed constitutive equations. 

 4.4  Prediction of flow stress by artificial neural network modeling 

     Artificial neural network (ANN) modeling was carried out to obtain better 

prediction of flow stress (σ) of the investigated alloys during the isothermal 

deformation. This was based on the concept that 

 σ = σ (ε,  ̇, T) . (2.15) 

     After a number of trials using the training and testing data-sets, as per the 

procedure mentioned in section 3.5.2, the best neural network architecture was frozen 

for which (i) functional RMS error was minimum, (ii) minimum number of data sets 

has deviation error ≤ ±5%, (iii) maximum deviation during testing and training is 

within ±10%, and (iv) minimum variation in RMS functional error during training and 

testing. Table 4.11 shows the details of the artificial neural network (ANN) 

architecture for all the investigated alloys. The values of experimental flow stress, 

predicted flow stress by artificial neural network (ANN) and the calculated errors 

during the training and testing for all the alloys are shown in Appendix I to Appendix 

X. 

     Once the network was frozen, it was required to establish the confidence in the 

network architecture for the prediction of σ. Therefore, the trained network was used 

for prediction of flow stress (σ) using the 24 validation data sets.  Table 4.12 gives the 

values of maximum absolute error, maximum percentage error and RMS error 

calculated for all alloys during training, testing and validation stages separately. Table 

4.13 to Table 4.17 give the detailed experimental and predicted flow stress (σ) values 

along with the associated errors, for all alloys, during the validation of the artificial 

neural network (ANN) technique. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 4.35  Plot of predicted flow stress versus experimental flow stress for (a) 

Alloy-A, (b) Alloy-B, (c) Alloy-C, (d) Alloy-D and (e) Alloy-E 
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Table 4.11 Best fit network architectures for the investigated alloys. 

Sample ID 
Hidden 

neurons 
1st transfer 

function 

2nd transfer 

function 

Alloy-A 5 logsig purelin 

Alloy-B 7 logsig purelin 

Alloy-C 6 tansig purelin 

Alloy-D 7 tansig purelin 

Alloy-E 6 logsig purelin 

 

     Table 4.12  Maximum absolute error, maximum percentage error and RMS error 

obtained for the alloys during training, testing and validation 

 Training Testing Validation 

Alloy 

ID 

Max. 

Error 

(MPa) 

Max. 

% 

Error 

RMS 

Error 

(MPa) 

Max. 

Error 

(MPa) 

Max. 

% 

Error 

RMS 

Error 

(MPa) 

Max. 

Error 

(MPa) 

Max. 

% 

Error 

RMS 

Error 

(MPa) 

Alloy-A 9.57 4.53 2.92 11.73 5.04 3.92 10.17 5.68 5.34 

Alloy-B 9.04 5.08 3.79 –10.02 6.68 3.18 –13.94 7.46 4.70 

Alloy-C 9.20 5.24 4.08 8.59 5.80 2.89 –7.53 4.95 4.96 

Alloy-D –7.35 3.65 2.57 8.73 8.19 6.4 –10.63 5.95 5.74 

Alloy-E –5.75 3.82 2.65 –13.37 6.29 5.78 –8.42 5.11 4.40 

Table 4.13 Comparison of experimental and predicted values of flow  

stress (σ) during validation for Alloy-A 

Sl 

No. 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error          

(MPa) 

Error  

(%) 

1 159.7 161.0 –1.3 0.81 

2 179.2 189.4 –10.2 5.69 

3 150.9 158.4 –7.5 4.97 

4 187.2 188.2 –1.0 0.53 

5 168.1 170.1 –2.0 1.19 

6 201.9 206.9 –5.0 2.48 

7 154.6 163.8 –9.2 5.95 

8 200.3 200.8 –0.5 0.25 

9 171.3 171.0 0.3 0.18 

10 208.6 213.8 –5.2 2.49 
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11 153.7 163.5 –9.8 6.38 

12 201.8 204.0 –2.2 1.09 

13 172.1 168.8 3.3 1.92 

14 211.8 214.8 –3.0 1.42 

15 152.2 161.3 –9.1 5.98 

16 200.7 203.8 –3.1 1.54 

17 169.6 165.8 3.8 2.24 

18 213.7 214.2 –0.5 0.23 

19 150.8 158.4 –7.6 5.04 

20 199.4 202.7 –3.3 1.65 

21 169.4 162.3 7.1 4.19 

22 214.8 213.1 1.7 0.79 

23 149.7 154.8 –5.1 3.41 

24 198.5 201.0 –2.5 1.26 

Table 4.14  Comparison of experimental and predicted values of flow stress (σ) 

during validation for Alloy-B 

Sl 

No. 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error          

(MPa) 

Error  

(%) 

1 164.0 162.6 1.4 0.85 

2 186.8 200.7 –13.9 7.44 

3 152.5 151.9 0.6 0.39 

4 186.6 186.1 0.5 0.27 

5 168.8 167.2 1.6 0.95 

6 203.5 208.2 –4.7 2.31 

7 156.7 152.8 3.9 2.49 

8 196.3 193.3 3.0 1.53 

9 169.1 167.5 1.6 0.95 

10 206.4 210.5 –4.1 1.99 

11 154.7 150.6 4.1 2.65 

12 194.8 194.9 –0.1 0.05 

13 168.4 165.7 2.7 1.60 

14 206.2 210.6 –4.4 2.13 

15 152.4 148.9 3.5 2.30 

16 191.1 191.3 –0.2 0.10 

17 165.0 162.0 3.0 1.82 

18 206.0 211.3 –5.3 2.57 

19 150.7 148.2 2.5 1.66 

20 187.5 188.5 –1.0 0.53 

21 165.4 156.1 9.3 5.62 

22 205.7 213.6 –7.9 3.84 

23 148.9 146.3 2.6 1.75 

24 185.8 189.4 –3.6 1.94 
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Table 4.15  Comparison of experimental and predicted values of flow stress (σ) 

during validation for Alloy-C 

Sl 

No. 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error          

(MPa) 

Error  

(%) 

1 155.9 159.0 –3.1 1.99 

2 189.5 196.7 –7.2 3.80 

3 138.1 142.9 –4.8 3.48 

4 188.2 183.6 4.6 2.44 

5 160.8 166.2 –5.4 3.36 

6 207.7 210.8 –3.1 1.49 

7 142.1 146.5 –4.4 3.10 

8 199.6 192.9 6.7 3.36 

9 160.2 167.4 –7.2 4.49 

10 211.3 216.8 –5.5 2.60 

11 139.9 146.1 –6.2 4.43 

12 199.4 195.5 3.9 1.96 

13 159.3 165.8 –6.5 4.08 

14 212.6 217.6 –5.0 2.35 

15 137.4 144.2 –6.8 4.95 

16 196.7 195.0 1.7 0.86 

17 155.7 163.2 –7.5 4.82 

18 213.5 216.6 –3.1 1.45 

19 136.8 141.9 –5.1 3.73 

20 193.9 193.6 0.3 0.15 

21 155.6 160.4 –4.8 3.08 

22 214.3 215.0 –0.7 0.33 

23 135.9 139.5 –3.6 2.65 

24 191.6 191.7 –0.1 0.05 

Table 4.16  Comparison of experimental and predicted values of flow stress (σ) 

during validation for Alloy-D 

Sl 

No. 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error          

(MPa) 

Error  

(%) 

1 158.6 162.6 –4.0 2.52 

2 178.4 189.0 –10.6 5.94 

3 139.2 147.6 –8.4 6.03 

4 179.6 180.5 –0.9 0.50 

5 166.5 172.4 –5.9 3.54 

6 198.5 204.4 –5.9 2.97 

7 147.8 152.3 –4.5 3.04 

8 191.6 194.2 –2.6 1.36 

9 168.6 174.7 –6.1 3.62 
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10 202.7 208.0 –5.3 2.61 

11 146.6 152.0 –5.4 3.68 

12 192.1 195.5 –3.4 1.77 

13 168.9 174.5 –5.6 3.32 

14 204.1 209.7 –5.6 2.74 

15 144.7 151.0 –6.3 4.35 

16 190.2 194.2 –4.0 2.10 

17 166.0 173.3 –7.3 4.40 

18 206.1 211.5 –5.4 2.62 

19 143.8 149.1 –5.3 3.69 

20 188.6 194.0 –5.4 2.86 

21 166.0 171.7 –5.7 3.43 

22 207.3 213.8 –6.5 3.14 

23 142.8 146.7 –3.9 2.73 

24 187.7 194.2 –6.5 3.46 

Table 4.17  Comparison of experimental and predicted values of flow stress (σ) 

during validation for Alloy-E 

Sl 

No. 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error          

(MPa) 

Error  

(%) 

1 152.2 153.7 –1.5 0.99 

2 188.0 192.6 –4.6 2.45 

3 143.7 145.4 –1.7 1.18 

4 182.4 179.9 2.5 1.37 

5 159.2 157.1 2.1 1.32 

6 205.9 207.8 –1.9 0.92 

7 149.5 146.9 2.6 1.74 

8 191.5 190.1 1.4 0.73 

9 159.9 155.0 4.9 3.06 

10 208.6 214.8 –6.2 2.97 

11 148.2 146.5 1.7 1.15 

12 189.6 191.2 –1.6 0.84 

13 160.5 152.3 8.2 5.11 

14 208.9 217.3 –8.4 4.02 

15 145.7 145.6 0.1 0.07 

16 185.6 189.2 –3.6 1.94 

17 157.2 150.7 6.5 4.13 

18 209.5 217.0 –7.5 3.58 

19 143.9 143.4 0.5 0.35 

20 182.3 186.3 –4.0 2.19 

21 156.9 150.0 6.9 4.40 

22 210.2 214.4 –4.2 2.00 

23 142.4 139.7 2.7 1.90 

24 180.1 183.2 –3.1 1.72 
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     Plots of experimental flow stress versus predicted flow stress value for all alloys 

during training, testing and validation has been shown in Figures 4.36, 4.37 and 4.38, 

respectively. Dashed lines representing the boundaries of ±5% deviations are also 

shown in the figures. Figures reveal that most of the points lie very close to the line of 

prefect prediction. During validation, it was observed that 19, 22, 24, 22 and 23 out of 

24 data points fall within ± 5% deviation line for Alloy-A, Alloy-B, Alloy-C, Alloy-D 

and Alloy-E, respectively. Though the percentage errors in prediction were 

comparatively high for the few data with deviations above ±5%, their absolute errors 

were low, especially in the cases of low flow stresses.  

     The observation that 5, 2, 0, 2 and 1 out of 24 data points fall outside ± 5% 

deviation line respectively for Alloy-A, Alloy-B, Alloy-C, Alloy-D and Alloy-E, 

respectively indicates very good prediction of flow stress by artificial neural network 

(ANN) modeling. This observation together with the low RMS error highlight the 

superior prediction capability of this technique. 

Simulation of Flow curve by artificial neural network (ANN) technique  

     After establishing the confidence in the prediction capability by artificial neural 

network (ANN), it was decided to predict the flow curve for a particular combination 

of strain rate and temperature. For this purpose experimental data at 400 °C under all 

strain rates were not considered for the network training and testing of each alloy. 

These data were used only for the validation purpose. This was to authenticate the 

flow curve prediction capability of artificial neural network (ANN) for unknown 

conditions. The input–output data sets obtained from the remaining 20 experiments 

(i.e. combinations of T = 300 °C, 350 °C, 450 °C and 500 °C at strain rates of 0.001 s
–

1
, 0.01 s

–1
, 0.1 s

–1
, 1.0 s

–1
 and 10 s

–1
) of each alloy were extracted from the 

experimental flow curves.   New artificial neural network (ANN) architecture was 

developed for this purpose by a number of simulation trials using the method 

discussed in the previous section. The flow curves for each alloy at 400 °C was 

predicted for all the 5 strain rates and compared with the experimental values.  The 

statistical parameter, i.e. the coefficient of determination (R
2
) value, was determined 

for each flow curve as per the following equations mentioned in Chapter 3.5.2.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 4.36  Plot showing predicted flow stress versus experimental flow 

stress during training 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 4.37  Plot showing predicted flow stress versus experimental flow 

stress during testing 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 4.38  Plot showing predicted flow stress versus experimental flow 

stress during validation 
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     Simulation was carried out for strains up to 0.6 at 400°C and compared with the 

values obtained from the hot compression tests at the same temperature and strain 

rates.  Figure 4.39 shows the comparison of the simulated flow stress values with the 

experimental values for Alloy-A and Alloy-E, respectively.  The coefficient of 

determination (R
2
) during the prediction of flow curve for all alloys under different 

strain rates are found to lie between 0.97–0.99. The maximum  deviation error during 

the simulation was 4.3%, 6.1% and 5.3% for strain rates of 0.001 s
–1

, 0.01 s
–1 

and 0.1 

s
–1

 for alloy-A. For alloy-E maximum deviation error is 6.0%, 6.6% and 6.3% for 

strain rates of 0.001 s
–1

, 0.01 s
–1 

and 0.1 s
–1

 respectively. The percentage deviation 

error and the R
2
 values during simulation indicate good prediction capability of 

artificial neural network (ANN) technique for flow cure simulation.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.39  Comparison of simulated flow stress values with the 

experimental values for (a) Alloy-A and (b) Alloy-E 
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4.5  Generation of processing maps for hot workability 

     Results of the artificial neural network (ANN) modeling for flow stress (σ) in the 

process domain (i.e. ε,  and T) of experimental investigation show high value of 

coefficient of determination (0.97 < R
2
 < 0.99). This indicates very good prediction 

capability. Flow stresses were simulated at small temperature intervals ( ΔT = 10 °C) 

and strain rates (log(Δ ̇) = 0.1) for the entire experimental process domain of 

temperature and strain rates. These data were used to generate processing maps, 

which would demarcate the process domains for safe hot working of the alloys.  

Generation of the processing maps is of considerable importance for industrial 

processing of these alloys.  

     Workability is an important parameter in mechanical working of materials which is 

dependent on the inherent flow characteristics of the material and the externally 

controllable variables like deformation temperature (T), strain rate ( ̇), and strain (ε). 

The processing map is obtained by the superimposition of instability map on the 

power dissipation efficiency map and is explained in detail in section 2.8 and section 

3.5.3. The results obtained and the discussions are as follows. 

     From the predicted flow stress values the value of strain rate sensitivity (m) was 

determined using equation 2.21 for different combination of strain rate and 

temperatures over the entire domain of experiments. The efficiency of power 

dissipation (η) and instability regime [101] was thus determined.  

     The contour plot of strain rate sensitivity (m) value obtained for Alloy-A at a strain 

of 0.1 is shown in Figure 4.40 (a). The figure reveal the following: (i) the strain rate 

sensitivity (m) value increases with increase in temperature (T) and decrease in strain 

rate    ̇ ; (ii) maximum strain rate sensitivity (m) value is 0.16 which is observed at 

strain rate = 0.001 s
–1

 and temperature > 450 ºC and (iii)  strain rate sensitivity (m)  

value is negative for strain rate  > 0.025 s
–1

 and temperature < ~330 ºC.   

     Contour plots of efficiency of power dissipation (η) for Alloy-A obtained at a 

strain of 0.1 is shown in Figure 4.40 (b). The observations are: (i) value of efficiency 

of power dissipation (η) increases with increase in temperature and decrease in strain 

rate; (ii) maximum value of  efficiency of power dissipation (η) is 38% and is 
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observed at strain rate = 0.001 s
–1

 and temperature  > 480 ºC  and (iii) contour plots 

are widely spaced when efficiency of power dissipation,  η > 15% for which strain 

rate sensitivity m > 0.05.  From these observations, it is evident that the efficiency of 

power dissipation, η is higher for regimes having higher strain rate sensitivity, m 

values.    

 
(a)  

 
(b)  

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4.40  (a) Contour plot of strain rate sensitivity (m), (b) contour plot of 

efficiency of power dissipation (η), (c)  instability regime and (d) 

deformation processing map  for Alloy A at a strain of 0.1 

     The instability regime for Alloy-A at a strain of 0.1 is shown by the shaded area in 

Figure 4.40 (c). The processing map, obtained by superimposing instability map on 

the efficiency of power dissipation map, has been shown in Figure 4.40 (d). The 

region of instability is found to be at temperature < 340 ºC and 0.04 s
–1

 >strain rate < 

~0.8 s
–1

.     
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     The contour plots of strain rate sensitivity, m values and processing maps for 

Alloy-A at strains of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 are depicted in Figure 4.41. From the figure it is 

evident that efficiency of power dissipation (η) increases with increase in strain. As 

the strain is increased, the instability region gradually spreads towards the region of 

higher temperatures and strain rates. The m value and efficiency of power dissipation 

(η) increases with increase in strain at all process conditions (i.e. combination of 

temperatures and strain rates). At strain value of 0.6, the regime of instability is 

identified to be at temperatures < 380 °C and strain rate  > 0.1 s
–1

. 

     The contour plots for the strain rate sensitivity (m) values for the remaining alloys 

deformed to a strain of 0.6 are shown in Figure 4.42 (a) to (d).  The strain rate 

sensitivity (m) value for all alloys is highest at regimes of high temperature and low 

strain rates.  The maximum strain rate sensitivity (m) value decreases continuously 

from 0.25 for the alloy with 0 wt.% silver to 0.14 for the alloy with 0.1 wt.% silver, at 

a strain value of 0.6.  

     The processing maps for Alloy-B, Alloy-C, Alloy-D and Alloy-E at strain of 0.6 

are shown in Figure 4.43 (a) to Figure 4.43(d), respectively. It is evident that the 

efficiency of power dissipation (η) decreases with increase in silver content in the 

alloy. As silver content increases from 0 wt.% to 0.1 wt.%, efficiency of power 

dissipation (η) value decreases continuously from 54% to 34%.  With increase in 

silver content, the unstable region increases and spreads towards the region of higher 

temperatures. Instability regime for the alloy containing 0.03 wt.% silver (Alloy-B), 

after a strain of 0.6, is observed to be at strain rate > 0.125 s
–1

 and temperatures in the 

range 300–380 °C. For alloy with 0.1 wt.% silver (Alloy-E), instability regime is at 

strain rate > 0.125 s
–1

 and temperatures 300–480 °C.  

     The stable flow regime (safe process regime) for Alloy-E at a strain value of 0.6 is 

found for the low strain rate regions (i.e.  <0.125 s
–1

) for the entire range of 

investigated temperatures. Maximum values of strain rate sensitivity (m), efficiency of 

power dissipation (η) and regimes of stable flow for alloys are shown in Table 4.18. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

Figure 4.41 Contour plots of strain rate sensitivity (m) value and processing map 

for Alloy-A, respectively, at strains (a) & (b) 0.2, (c) & (d) 0.4 and 

(e) & (f) 0.6 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4.42  Contour plots of strain rate sensitivity (m) at strain 0.6 for (a) Alloy-B, 

(b) Alloy-C, (c) Alloy-D and (d) Alloy-E 

       Table 4.18  Process parameters for maximum power dissipation efficiency  

values of the alloys 

Sample 

ID 

Maximum strain 

rate sensitivity 

factor (m) 

Strain-rate 

ranges (s
–1

) 

Temperature 

ranges (°C) 

Maximum power 

dissipation 

efficiency, η (%) 

Alloy-A 0.25 0.001–0.01 470–500 54 

Alloy-B 0.20 0.001–0.01 450–450 45 

Alloy-C 0.17 0.001–0.01 420–500 42 

Alloy-D 0.16 0.001–0.01 450–500 36 

Alloy-E 0.14 0.001–0.01 470–500 32 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4.43  Contour plots of deformation processing map at strain 0.6 for (a) 

Alloy-B, (b) Alloy-C, (c) Alloy-D and (d) Alloy-E 

     Microstructure of the specimen after hot deformation was observed using optical 

microscope to investigate the dissipative microstructures formed during the hot 

deformation.  The microstructure of Alloy-A before hot deformation has been shown 

in Figure 4.44 (a). Figure reveals the following; (i) almost equiaxed grains (ii) 

presence of second phase (CuAl2) particles and (iii) small amount of low melting 

point phases at the grain boundary regions. Figure 4.44 (b) & (c) reveals features 

typical of inter-granular cracking along the grain boundary regions. These 

micrographs correspond to the samples which were deformed at 300 ºC and strain 

rates of 10 s
–1

 and 1 s
–1

, respectively. Referring to Figure 4.41 these process  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4.44  Optical micrograph of Alloy-A (a) before hot deformation (X10 

magnification), (b) inter-granular cracking (X20 magnification) along 

the grain boundary regions  at strain rate 10 s
–1

 at 300 °C, (c) inter–

granular cracking (X10 magnification) along the grain boundary 

regions at strain rate 1 s
–1

 at 300 °C and (d) Dynamic recrystallized 

grains (X10 magnification) at strain rate at strain rate 0.01 s
–1

 and 

temperature 500 °C 

corresponds to the regimes of plastic instability (shown shaded). It has been reported 

that inter-granular cracking can occur in materials having low melting points when 

subjected to plastic deformation  at intermediate temperatures and high strain rates 

[29].  Presence of CuAl2 and small amounts of low melting point phases at grain 

boundary regions results in the plastic instability during hot deformation by inter-

crystalline cracking. Figure 4.44 (d) shows the microstructure of Alloy-A deformed at 

temperature 500 ºC and strain rate of 0.01 s
–1

. Referring to Figure 4.41 this process 
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condition corresponds to the regime of stable plastic flow (i.e. safe region). The 

micrograph reveals fine recrystallized grains nucleated at the grain boundaries 

indicating dynamic recrystallization. 

     Dynamic recrystallization is beneficial [94] since softens the material and provides 

a stable flow during hot deformation [95]. From the observations made from Figure 

4.41 Figure 4.44 one can arrive at the fact that the safe process regimes for hot 

deformation of Alloy-A are at; (i) strain rates in the range 0.001 s
–1

 – 0.1 s
–1

  for all 

temperatures and (ii) temperature in the range 380–500 °C for all strain rates.       

     Photomicrographs of Alloy-B before and after deformation at strain rate 1.0 s
–1

 and 

300 °C has been shown in Figure 4.45 (a) and Figure 4.45 (b), respectively. Figure 

4.45(b) reveals void formation at triple junctions. The void formation results in stress 

relieving during deformation. The photomicrographs of Alloy-D deformed at 

temperature 300 °C and strain rate 1.0 s
–1 

has been shown in Figure 4.46 (a). The 

figure reveals void formation at grain boundary regions when deformed at low 

temperature and high strain rate.  The microstructure of Alloy-D after deformation at 

temperature 500 °C  and strain rate 0.001 s
–1 

 has been shown in Figure 4.46 (b). The 

features represent dynamic recrystallization when deformed at high temperature and 

low strain rates. This region is considered to be a safe process zone.  From Figure 

4.43(c) and 4.46 the safe process regime for hot deformation of Alloy-D identified as; 

(i) low strain rates in the range 0.001–0.1 s
–1

 for all temperatures and (ii) at 

temperatures in the range 380–500 °C for all strain rates.  

     Optical micrographs of Alloy-E deformed at (a) 300 ºC temperature and strain rate 

10 s
–1

 and (b) 500 °C temperature and strain rate 0.001 s
–1

 has been shown in Figure 

4.47 (a) and Figure (b), respectively. Figure 4.47(a) reveals void formation during hot 

deformation whereas Figure 4.47 (b) reveals dynamic recrystallization along with 

small amount of flow localization. The silver content in Alloy-E is 0.1 wt.% silver. 

Figure 4.43 (d) reveals lower efficiency of power dissipation, η (~23%) value at 500 

ºC temperature and strain rate 0.001 s
–1

 compared to other alloys. Though dominant 

microstructural feature at this condition is dynamic recrystallization, the formation of 

flow localization reduces the efficiency of power dissipation (η) for this alloy. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.45  Optical micrograph of Alloy-B (a) before hot deformation (X10 

magnification) and (b) void formation at triple junctions (X20 

magnification) at strain rate 1 s
–1

 and temperature 300 °C 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.46  Optical micrograph of Alloy-D (a) void formation at grain boundary 

(X50 magnification) strain at rate 1 s
–1

 and temperature 300 °C and (b) 

dynamic recrystallization (X10 magnification) at strain rate 0.001 s
–1

 

and temperature 500 °C 

     The regimes of flow instability during hot working of the investigated alloys have 

been identified. The instability regimes of all alloys are presented in Table 4.19.     

From the comparison of the deformation processing maps and microstructural 

investigations the findings can be summarized as follows:  

a. The instability regimes in the alloys are at regions of high strain rates and low 

temperatures.  

b. Stable regime for hot deformation decreases with increase in silver content.  
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c. Void nucleation and intercrystalline cracking are the major mechanisms of flow 

instability in these alloys. Flow localization is observed in alloy containing 0.1 

wt.% silver resulting in reduction in the efficiency of power dissipation. 

d. High efficiency of power dissipation corresponds to regimes of stable plastic flow.  

e. The safe plastic flow regimes during hot deformation are characterized by 

dynamic recrystallization. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.47  Optical micrograph of Alloy-E (a) void formation (X20 magnification) at 

strain rate 10 s
–1

 and 300 °C and (b) dynamic recrystallization (X5 

magnification) along with small amount of flow localization at strain 

rate 0.001 s
–1

 and 500 °C 

Table 4.19. Metallurgical interpretation of Alloy 

Sample ID Manifestation  Strain-rate ranges (s
–1

) Temperature (°C) 

Alloy-A 
Inter-granular cracking 0.125–10.00 300–380 

Dynamic recrystallization 0.001–0.01 480–500 

Alloy-B 

Void formation at triple 

junctions 
0.125–1.00 300–370 

Dynamic recrystallization 0.001–0.01 460–500 

Alloy-D 
Void formation 0.316–1.00 300–390 

Dynamic recrystallization 0.001–0.01 400–500 

Alloy-E 
Void formation 0.125–10.00 300–480 

Dynamic recrystallization 0.010–0.10 480–500 
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Conclusion and Scope of Future Work 

5.1  Conclusion 

     Al-Cu-Zn-Fe-Ti-Si-Mg-Mn (≈2219 Al-alloy) containing trace additions (varying 

in the range 0 to 0.1 wt.%) of silver was processed by casting route and subjected to 

different thermo-mechanical treatments. The mechanical properties, microstructure 

and age hardening behavior of these alloys were investigated systematically. The 

constitutive parameters for the hot deformation behavior of these alloys were 

determined. Processing maps were generated for delineating the safe and un-safe 

regimes during hot deformation of these alloys, using artificial neural network. The 

main conclusions arrived at from the present work are as follows: 

 The cast alloys revealed dendrite structures. Two types of secondary phases:  

CuAl2 and Al-Fe-Cu-Si-Mn phase, were observed at the grain boundary regions.  

 The volume of the Al-Fe-Cu-Si-Mn phase increased with increase in silver 

content in the alloy.  

 Solutionizing heat treatment resulted in almost disappearance of the Al-Fe-Cu-Si-

Mn phase. 

 The average grain diameter of alloy increased with increase in silver content. 

 The hardness of the alloy increased uniformly with increase in silver percentage 

under rolled and heat treated conditions. 

 Peak hardness in all the alloys was attained on ageing at 150 °C for 45 hours. 

 The maximum hardness was observed in the alloy with 0.07 wt.% silver (Alloy-

D).  

 The yield strength and ultimate tensile strength of the rolled and age hardened 

alloy increased with increase in silver content up to 0.07 wt.% . The percentage 

of elongation in these alloys was 10%. The alloy with 0.07 wt.% silver exhibited 

30% and 15% increase in yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS), 

respectively, compared to the standard 2219 Al alloy. 

 During the hot deformation, peak flow stress of the alloys decreased with 

increase in silver content. 
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 Flow softening occurs during hot deformation at temperatures above 400 °C.  

Flow softening was higher at lower strain rates.  

 Presence of silver in 2219 aluminum alloy reduced the activation energy for hot 

deformation.  

 Zener-Hollomon parameter (Z) and the constants in the constitutive model for hot 

deformation were determined. More than 88% of the peak flow stress values 

could be predicted using the constitutive equations with deviation error within ± 

12.5%. 

 Flow stress as a function of strain, strain rate and temperature during hot 

deformation was predicted for all alloys by artificial neural network modeling.  

The coefficient of determinant (R
2
) during the prediction of more than 0.97 

indicates very good prediction capability by artificial neural network (ANN) 

technique.  

 Strain rate sensitivity value, m for the investigated alloys were higher at high 

temperatures (500 °C) and low strain rate (0.001 s–
1
) regimes.  

 Maximum efficiency of power dissipation ηmax for Alloy-A was 54% at regimes 

of low strain rates and high temperature for a strain value of 0.6. Efficiency of 

power dissipation decreased with increase in silver content in the alloy.  

 The instability maps and deformation mechanism maps reveals metallurgical 

instability at processing regimes of low temperature and high strain rates. The 

instability regime increased with increase in strain towards region of higher 

temperature. 

 The instability regime increased with increase in silver content in the alloy. For 

Alloy-A the instability regime at a strain of 0.6  is found to be at strain rate > 0.1 

s
-1

 and temperatures between 300–370 °C  whereas for Alloy-E containing 0.1 

wt.% silver, the unstable region is at strain rates > 0.1 and temperatures from 

300–475 °C. 

 Defect formation during hot deformation in the investigated alloys is driven by 

voids at triple junction points and intergranular cracking at high strain rates and 

low temperatures and by localized shear band formation at high strain rates and 

temperatures.  
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 Dynamic recrystallization is the main mechanism of flow softening. This occurs 

at regimes of plastic stability.  

     The investigation carried out establishes the influence of microalloying with silver 

on the microstructure, mechanical properties and hot deformation behavior of 2219 

aluminum alloy. The results indicate that mechanical working and/or heat treatments 

of the as-cast alloy is required for achieving improved mechanical properties. The 

best combination mechanical properties was achieved for the thermo-mechanically 

processed alloy containing 0.07 wt.% silver. The mechanical properties of these alloys 

achieved for this alloy was better than the standard 2219 Al alloy. Microstructural 

investigation of the hot worked samples reveal the safe processing zone for these 

alloys has a strong influence on the silver content.  Prediction of flow stress by 

artificial neural network (ANN) modeling demonstrates excellent prediction 

capability.  

 

5.2  Scope for future work 

     The present study was focused on understanding the influence of trace additions of 

silver on the microstructure and mechanical properties of Al-Cu alloy.  The results 

indicate improvement in mechanical properties of Al-Cu alloy by microalloying. A 

few of the future scope of the investigation which are required to be addressed are 

enumerated below:  

1. Influence of microalloying with combination of more than one element viz.  

titanium (Ti), silver (Ag), tin (Sn), lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), vanadium (V) etc. 

on the microstructure and mechanical properties of high strength 2xxx, 6xxx and 

7xxx series aluminum alloys.   

2. Investigation of microstructure, mechanical properties and strengthening 

mechanism of aluminum alloys microalloyed with nano-tubes of titanium (Ti), 

copper (Cu), iron (Fe) etc.  

3. In depth study on the precipitation sequence and kinetics of microalloyed 

aluminum alloys. Study should be supported by extensive investigation of 

transmission electron microscope (TEM). 
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4. Generation of deformation mechanism map for newly developed ferrous or non-

ferrous alloy with the combination of strain, strain rate and temperature for 

industrial application. 

5. So far no work has been reported regarding fracture toughness, fatigue crack 

growth of microalloyed aluminum alloys.  These studies are very important 

especially of light weight structural applications. Future work should be 

centered on studying these properties under different thermo-mechanical 

conditions, supported by microscopic investigation.  
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Appendix–I 

Comparison of experimental and predicted flow stress for training data set of  

Alloy-A generated by artificial neural network (ANN) simulation 

Sl 

No 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error 

(MPa) 

Error 

(%) 

1 193.3 194.0 –0.7 0.36 

2 140.0 136.2 3.8 2.71 

3 77.5 78.6 –1.1 1.42 

4 183.6 183.9 –0.3 0.16 

5 133.4 135.7 –2.3 1.72 

6 208.4 209.9 –1.5 0.72 

7 174.7 177.7 –3.0 1.72 

8 124.4 127.8 –3.4 2.73 

9 195.7 192.1 3.6 1.84 

10 175.6 174.0 1.6 0.91 

11 196.2 195.0 1.2 0.61 

12 190.1 194.6 –4.5 2.37 

13 158.2 156.9 1.3 0.82 

14 212.1 211.0 1.1 0.52 

15 144.3 142.4 1.9 1.32 

16 76.7 77.6 –0.9 1.17 

17 200.5 200.0 0.5 0.25 

18 135.5 139.1 –3.6 2.66 

19 232.6 232.8 –0.2 0.09 

20 183.6 188.9 –5.3 2.89 

21 127.4 129.3 –1.9 1.49 

22 214.3 210.2 4.1 1.91 

23 187.4 180.8 6.6 3.52 

24 219.7 216.4 3.3 1.50 

25 206.8 208.0 –1.2 0.58 

26 164.6 160.1 4.5 2.73 

27 217.5 219.2 –1.7 0.78 

28 140.4 141.6 –1.2 0.85 

29 73.3 74.6 –1.3 1.77 

30 207.5 205.8 1.7 0.82 

31 134.6 137.6 –3.0 2.23 

32 242.7 246.8 –4.1 1.69 

33 185.1 191.2 –6.1 3.30 

34 126.8 127.6 –0.8 0.63 

35 219.3 217.5 1.8 0.82 

36 188.3 181.5 6.8 3.61 

37 227.7 229.6 –1.9 0.83 

38 210.3 211.8 –1.5 0.71 
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39 160.7 159.5 1.2 0.75 

40 216.5 218.0 –1.5 0.69 

41 136.5 138.3 –1.8 1.32 

42 69.2 71.0 –1.8 2.60 

43 210.8 205.6 5.2 2.47 

44 133.8 134.4 –0.6 0.45 

45 248.3 250.9 –2.6 1.05 

46 185.1 190.2 –5.1 2.76 

47 125.1 124.7 0.4 0.32 

48 220.9 218.9 2.0 0.91 

49 186.7 180.1 6.6 3.54 

50 232.0 233.7 –1.7 0.73 

51 210.1 212.1 –2.0 0.95 

52 155.7 157.6 –1.9 1.22 

53 214.5 213.7 0.8 0.37 

54 129.4 134.2 –4.8 3.71 

55 63.6 67.1 –3.5 5.50 

56 210.7 203.9 6.8 3.23 

57 131.7 130.6 1.1 0.84 

58 252.2 251.7 0.5 0.20 

59 185.3 188.3 –3.0 1.62 

60 123.5 121.2 2.3 1.86 

61 221.7 218.7 3.0 1.35 

62 183.7 178.0 5.7 3.10 

63 234.1 235.0 –0.9 0.38 

64 209.5 211.4 –1.9 0.91 

65 151.8 154.9 –3.1 2.04 

66 212.7 208.5 4.2 1.97 

67 124.7 129.7 –5.0 4.01 

68 59.7 63.2 –3.5 5.86 

69 211.1 201.5 9.6 4.55 

70 129.6 126.2 3.4 2.62 

71 254.8 251.6 3.2 1.26 

72 185.3 185.8 –0.5 0.27 

73 122.7 117.5 5.2 4.24 

74 222.2 218.2 4.0 1.80 

75 180.4 175.1 5.3 2.94 

76 236.5 235.7 0.8 0.34 

77 209.2 210.2 –1.0 0.48 

78 149.1 152.0 –2.9 1.95 
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Appendix–II 

Comparison of experimental and predicted flow stress for testing data set of  

Alloy-A generated by artificial neural network (ANN) simulation 

Sl 

No 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error 

(MPa) 

Error 

(%) 

1 171.5 168.7 2.8 1.63 

2 108.5 105.6 2.9 2.67 

3 206.6 211.1 –4.5 2.18 

4 103.9 105.8 –1.9 1.83 

5 203.0 201.5 1.5 0.74 

6 145.6 144.4 1.2 0.82 

7 187.9 194.1 –6.2 3.30 

8 176.2 184.5 –8.3 4.71 

9 183.1 181.6 1.5 0.82 

10 107.7 106.9 0.8 0.74 

11 229.6 232.5 –2.9 1.26 

12 103.1 105.9 –2.8 2.72 

13 227.6 223.9 3.7 1.63 

14 147.5 146.8 0.7 0.47 

15 207.0 212.4 –5.4 2.61 

16 187.3 192.3 –5.0 2.67 

17 185.6 184.6 1.0 0.54 

18 104.5 104.2 0.3 0.29 

19 240.8 244.7 –3.9 1.62 

20 102.0 103.4 –1.4 1.37 

21 236.6 237.8 –1.2 0.51 

22 141.9 145.8 –3.9 2.75 

23 212.4 219.9 –7.5 3.53 

24 187.2 193.5 –6.3 3.37 

25 184.7 182.2 2.5 1.35 

26 99.9 100.4 –0.5 0.50 

27 247.8 246.6 1.2 0.48 
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28 100.6 99.9 0.7 0.70 

29 242.1 242.3 –0.2 0.08 

30 137.1 143.5 –6.4 4.67 

31 212.8 221.5 –8.7 4.09 

32 184.6 192.7 –8.1 4.39 

33 178.9 178.3 0.6 0.34 

34 92.7 96.2 –3.5 3.78 

35 251.4 245.2 6.2 2.47 

36 96.7 96.0 0.7 0.72 

37 246.0 243.8 2.2 0.89 

38 133.7 140.5 –6.8 5.09 

39 213.4 221.6 –8.2 3.84 

40 181.9 191.1 –9.2 5.06 

41 175.8 173.7 2.1 1.19 

42 88.4 91.6 –3.2 3.62 

43 254.5 242.8 11.7 4.60 

44 95.5 91.8 3.7 3.87 

45 248.4 244.6 3.8 1.53 

46 131.5 137.3 –5.8 4.41 

47 214.3 221.2 –6.9 3.22 

48 179.8 188.7 –8.9 4.95 
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Appendix–III 

Comparison of experimental and predicted flow stress for training data set of  

Alloy-B generated by artificial neural network (ANN) simulation 

Sl 

No 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error 

(MPa) 

Error 

(%) 

1 183.6 184.6 –1.0 0.54 

2 137.1 135.3 1.8 1.31 

3 74.1 73.8 0.3 0.40 

4 186.9 188.2 –1.3 0.70 

5 132.3 129.8 2.5 1.89 

6 207.0 214.5 –7.5 3.62 

7 173.6 180.2 –6.6 3.80 

8 115.9 118.8 –2.9 2.50 

9 199.0 200.4 –1.4 0.70 

10 172.7 165.9 6.8 3.94 

11 205.3 208.4 –3.1 1.51 

12 193.3 191.4 1.9 0.98 

13 154.2 157.5 –3.3 2.14 

14 194.6 193.4 1.2 0.62 

15 134.9 133.8 1.1 0.82 

16 73.2 72.0 1.2 1.64 

17 197.4 197.1 0.3 0.15 

18 132.9 131.1 1.8 1.35 

19 228.3 223.3 5.0 2.19 

20 182.9 184.7 –1.8 0.98 

21 117.9 118.3 –0.4 0.34 

22 211.9 210.5 1.4 0.66 

23 177.7 168.7 9.0 5.06 

24 229.0 223.3 5.7 2.49 

25 205.3 199.5 5.8 2.83 

26 156.6 154.0 2.6 1.66 

27 195.7 197.1 –1.4 0.72 

28 128.4 128.4 0.0 0.00 

29 70.6 69.1 1.5 2.12 

30 199.9 202.1 –2.2 1.10 

31 131.2 130.1 1.1 0.84 

32 234.9 228.5 6.4 2.72 

33 182.4 183.6 –1.2 0.66 

34 116.8 117.2 –0.4 0.34 

35 213.1 214.7 –1.6 0.75 

36 174.5 167.6 6.9 3.95 

37 237.0 236.0 1.0 0.42 

38 205.5 206.6 –1.1 0.54 
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39 151.0 152.8 –1.8 1.19 

40 194.3 194.6 –0.3 0.15 

41 121.1 121.9 –0.8 0.66 

42 66.9 65.6 1.3 1.94 

43 200.3 202.9 –2.6 1.30 

44 129.6 127.8 1.8 1.39 

45 238.8 233.0 5.8 2.43 

46 181.3 181.6 –0.3 0.17 

47 115.1 115.9 –0.8 0.70 

48 211.1 213.6 –2.5 1.18 

49 170.7 163.6 7.1 4.16 

50 242.0 242.1 –0.1 0.04 

51 202.7 205.7 –3.0 1.48 

52 145.4 149.9 –4.5 3.09 

53 190.4 188.3 2.1 1.10 

54 112.2 115.2 –3.0 2.67 

55 62.7 62.2 0.5 0.80 

56 198.7 200.7 –2.0 1.01 

57 125.6 123.6 2.0 1.59 

58 243.0 237.5 5.5 2.26 

59 180.1 181.6 –1.5 0.83 

60 114.4 114.1 0.3 0.26 

61 209.0 211.4 –2.4 1.15 

62 167.7 160.7 7.0 4.17 

63 245.1 243.1 2.0 0.82 

64 200.0 200.3 –0.3 0.15 

65 141.5 144.8 –3.3 2.33 

66 189.1 181.7 7.4 3.91 

67 107.8 108.4 –0.6 0.56 

68 58.4 59.1 –0.7 1.20 

69 200.5 196.4 4.1 2.04 

70 124.7 117.7 7.0 5.61 

71 246.3 242.6 3.7 1.50 

72 179.8 182.1 –2.3 1.28 

73 113.5 110.8 2.7 2.38 

74 209.1 213.2 –4.1 1.96 

75 165.1 159.8 5.3 3.21 

76 246.8 240.9 5.9 2.39 

77 199.2 196.7 2.5 1.26 

78 139.7 139.8 –0.1 0.07 
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Appendix–IV 

Comparison of experimental and predicted flow stress for testing data set of  

Alloy-B generated by artificial neural network (ANN) simulation 

Sl 

No 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error 

(MPa) 

Error 

(%) 

1 164.0 164.1 –0.1 0.06 

2 101.0 102.5 –1.5 1.49 

3 201.2 205.4 –4.2 2.09 

4 96.6 96.1 0.5 0.52 

5 206.7 211.1 –4.4 2.13 

6 136.6 138.7 –2.1 1.54 

7 199.6 199.5 0.1 0.05 

8 170.3 178.8 –8.5 4.99 

9 167.4 167.6 –0.2 0.12 

10 99.5 99.5 0 0.00 

11 221.1 217.1 4 1.81 

12 94.4 97.3 –2.9 3.07 

13 222.4 223.0 –0.6 0.27 

14 137.1 136.9 0.2 0.15 

15 214.8 211.0 3.8 1.77 

16 181.6 181.3 0.3 0.17 

17 164.8 165.1 –0.3 0.18 

18 96.4 94.8 1.6 1.66 

19 226.5 227.2 –0.7 0.31 

20 92.9 97.0 –4.1 4.41 

21 226.6 229.5 –2.9 1.28 

22 131.5 135.0 –3.5 2.66 

23 217.1 221.7 –4.6 2.12 

24 178.3 183.5 –5.2 2.92 

25 158.4 158.8 –0.4 0.25 

26 92.5 89.6 2.9 3.14 

27 229.9 234.0 –4.1 1.78 

28 91.8 95.2 –3.4 3.70 
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29 227.2 232.7 –5.5 2.42 

30 126.5 131.4 –4.9 3.87 

31 215.5 225.4 –9.9 4.59 

32 173.8 180.3 –6.5 3.74 

33 151.1 151.7 –0.6 0.40 

34 87.0 84.2 2.8 3.22 

35 230.0 235.4 –5.4 2.35 

36 88.0 91.8 –3.8 4.32 

37 227.9 234.7 –6.8 2.98 

38 123.1 128.1 –5 4.06 

39 213.9 223.9 –10 4.68 

40 169.8 174.8 –5 2.94 

41 148.4 144.6 3.8 2.56 

42 83.0 79.1 3.9 4.70 

43 231.1 233.0 –1.9 0.82 

44 87.8 87.4 0.4 0.46 

45 229.7 237.4 –7.7 3.35 

46 120.8 125.7 –4.9 4.06 

47 215.1 221.7 –6.6 3.07 

48 167.5 170.5 –3 1.79 
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Appendix–V 

Comparison of experimental and predicted flow stress for training data set of  

Alloy-C generated by artificial neural network (ANN) simulation 

Sl 

No 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error 

(MPa) 

Error 

(%) 

1 182.4 180.0 2.4 1.32 

2 132.1 130.0 2.1 1.59 

3 74.0 74.0 0.0 0.00 

4 179.2 182.0 –2.8 1.56 

5 134.9 128.1 6.8 5.04 

6 200.1 203.1 –3.0 1.50 

7 171.1 177.6 –6.5 3.80 

8 105.8 111.8 –6.0 5.67 

9 200.2 202.3 –2.1 1.05 

10 168.8 162.0 6.8 4.03 

11 203.4 201.4 2.0 0.98 

12 189.2 190.4 –1.2 0.63 

13 150.0 151.8 –1.8 1.20 

14 195.1 193.8 1.3 0.67 

15 131.8 132.7 –0.9 0.68 

16 71.6 71.5 0.1 0.14 

17 192.1 194.6 –2.5 1.30 

18 135.8 131.1 4.7 3.46 

19 223.2 220.8 2.4 1.08 

20 180.9 186.3 –5.4 2.99 

21 108.0 112.6 –4.6 4.26 

22 220.4 217.3 3.1 1.41 

23 175.5 166.3 9.2 5.24 

24 221.3 218.4 2.9 1.31 

25 200.2 199.0 1.2 0.60 

26 155.5 152.2 3.3 2.12 

27 200.2 201.0 –0.8 0.40 

28 127.1 129.3 –2.2 1.73 

29 68.9 67.6 1.3 1.89 

30 195.9 199.7 –3.8 1.94 

31 135.2 130.4 4.8 3.55 

32 230.1 231.7 –1.6 0.70 

33 180.8 188.4 –7.6 4.20 

34 107.9 111.3 –3.4 3.15 

35 226.2 224.0 2.2 0.97 

36 173.1 166.1 7.0 4.04 

37 226.1 227.8 –1.7 0.75 

38 199.7 200.4 –0.7 0.35 
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39 151.1 149.4 1.7 1.13 

40 201.1 200.5 0.6 0.30 

41 120.8 122.8 –2.0 1.66 

42 65.5 63.7 1.8 2.75 

43 198.3 199.8 –1.5 0.76 

44 133.8 128.4 5.4 4.04 

45 233.6 235.1 –1.5 0.64 

46 179.7 187.4 –7.7 4.28 

47 105.7 109.3 –3.6 3.41 

48 227.3 225.6 1.7 0.75 

49 169.0 164.2 4.8 2.84 

50 227.3 229.7 –2.4 1.06 

51 196.1 198.3 –2.2 1.12 

52 144.8 145.6 –0.8 0.55 

53 197.6 195.7 1.9 0.96 

54 111.7 115.2 –3.5 3.13 

55 60.8 60.4 0.4 0.66 

56 196.5 198.2 –1.7 0.87 

57 129.3 125.9 3.4 2.63 

58 236.3 235.4 0.9 0.38 

59 179.6 185.4 –5.8 3.23 

60 104.6 107.2 –2.6 2.49 

61 226.0 225.3 0.7 0.31 

62 165.3 161.8 3.5 2.12 

63 227.8 228.2 –0.4 0.18 

64 191.6 194.8 –3.2 1.67 

65 139.8 141.1 –1.3 0.93 

66 194.7 188.7 6.0 3.08 

67 107.0 107.5 –0.5 0.47 

68 57.1 57.8 –0.7 1.23 

69 196.8 195.9 0.9 0.46 

70 128.2 123.3 4.9 3.82 

71 238.7 234.6 4.1 1.72 

72 178.6 183.1 –4.5 2.52 

73 103.7 105.1 –1.4 1.35 

74 223.8 224.3 –0.5 0.22 

75 162.2 159.2 3.0 1.85 

76 229.2 225.2 4.0 1.75 

77 190.4 190.5 –0.1 0.05 

78 137.2 136.3 0.9 0.66 
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Appendix–VI 

Comparison of experimental and predicted flow stress for testing data set of  

Alloy-C generated by artificial neural network (ANN) simulation 

Sl 

No 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error 

(MPa) 

Error 

(%) 

1 164.0 159.6 4.4 2.68 

2 99.4 99.0 0.4 0.40 

3 192.0 194.3 –2.3 1.20 

4 97.1 95.9 1.2 1.24 

5 205.7 208.6 –2.9 1.41 

6 137.1 133.1 4.0 2.92 

7 196.7 195.4 1.3 0.66 

8 177.0 176.6 0.4 0.23 

9 170.6 168.1 2.5 1.47 

10 97.3 97.7 –0.4 0.41 

11 208.2 210.9 –2.7 1.30 

12 94.9 96.9 –2.0 2.11 

13 226.6 227.1 –0.5 0.22 

14 138.9 134.0 4.9 3.53 

15 210.3 208.6 1.7 0.81 

16 184.1 180.5 3.6 1.96 

17 171.0 169.1 1.9 1.11 

18 93.4 93.0 0.4 0.43 

19 214.3 221.1 –6.8 3.17 

20 93.2 96.0 –2.8 3.00 

21 232.9 238.2 –5.3 2.28 

22 134.0 132.5 1.5 1.12 

23 212.2 213.4 –1.2 0.57 

24 180.1 179.3 0.8 0.44 

25 168.8 164.5 4.3 2.55 

26 89.0 87.2 1.8 2.02 

27 217.3 224.0 –6.7 3.08 

28 91.5 94.5 –3.0 3.28 
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29 235.1 241.9 –6.8 2.89 

30 128.9 130.2 –1.3 1.01 

31 210.3 212.9 –2.6 1.24 

32 174.8 176.0 –1.2 0.69 

33 161.8 157.1 4.7 2.90 

34 82.3 81.5 0.8 0.97 

35 217.6 223.8 –6.2 2.85 

36 87.7 92.8 –5.1 5.82 

37 236.7 242.5 –5.8 2.45 

38 125.5 127.6 –2.1 1.67 

39 207.6 210.3 –2.7 1.30 

40 170.7 171.8 –1.1 0.64 

41 157.0 148.4 8.6 5.48 

42 78.2 76.5 1.7 2.17 

43 219.3 222.5 –3.2 1.46 

44 86.9 91.0 –4.1 4.72 

45 238.3 242.0 –3.7 1.55 

46 122.8 125.1 –2.3 1.87 

47 208.1 206.7 1.4 0.67 

48 168.7 167.0 1.7 1.01 
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Appendix–VII 

Comparison of experimental and predicted flow stress for training data set of  

Alloy-D generated by artificial neural network (ANN) simulation 

Sl 

No 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error 

(MPa) 

Error 

(%) 

1 190.1 191.4 –1.3 0.68 

2 137.9 139.8 –1.9 1.38 

3 78.7 78.2 0.5 0.64 

4 184.5 184.4 0.1 0.05 

5 131.2 129.5 1.7 1.30 

6 192.8 198.5 –5.7 2.96 

7 168.1 173.8 –5.7 3.39 

8 108.9 113.0 –4.1 3.76 

9 191.8 189.1 2.7 1.41 

10 164.1 163.2 0.9 0.55 

11 189.2 189.2 0.0 0.00 

12 179.8 181.4 –1.6 0.89 

13 148.6 150.7 –2.1 1.41 

14 207.5 208.6 –1.1 0.53 

15 140.5 143.7 –3.2 2.28 

16 75.9 77.5 –1.6 2.11 

17 198.5 199.9 –1.4 0.71 

18 134.5 133.6 0.9 0.67 

19 212.8 217.7 –4.9 2.30 

20 182.8 184.3 –1.5 0.82 

21 112.1 114.5 –2.4 2.14 

22 209.1 207.0 2.1 1.00 

23 170.8 170.6 0.2 0.12 

24 210.2 209.8 0.4 0.19 

25 193.1 197.8 –4.7 2.43 

26 155.6 156.0 –0.4 0.26 

27 212.6 213.0 –0.4 0.19 

28 137.8 140.7 –2.9 2.10 

29 73.7 74.0 –0.3 0.41 

30 201.6 205.1 –3.5 1.74 

31 133.8 133.1 0.7 0.52 

32 218.3 223.6 –5.3 2.43 

33 184.8 186.4 –1.6 0.87 

34 110.8 113.2 –2.4 2.17 

35 213.1 211.3 1.8 0.84 

36 168.2 169.4 –1.2 0.71 

37 216.8 219.1 –2.3 1.06 
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38 196.7 201.7 –5.0 2.54 

39 153.4 153.6 –0.2 0.13 

40 213.8 213.4 0.4 0.19 

41 132.9 135.4 –2.5 1.88 

42 69.2 69.8 –0.6 0.87 

43 202.8 207.2 –4.4 2.17 

44 133.3 131.6 1.7 1.28 

45 221.4 225.7 –4.3 1.94 

46 184.9 186.9 –2.0 1.08 

47 108.9 112.3 –3.4 3.12 

48 214.6 211.4 3.2 1.49 

49 165.1 167.0 –1.9 1.15 

50 220.4 222.4 –2.0 0.91 

51 195.7 201.2 –5.5 2.81 

52 148.7 149.1 –0.4 0.27 

53 211.6 212.4 –0.8 0.38 

54 124.2 128.7 –4.5 3.62 

55 63.6 65.3 –1.7 2.67 

56 201.6 209.0 –7.4 3.67 

57 129.3 129.5 –0.2 0.15 

58 223.0 228.1 –5.1 2.29 

59 185.5 187.0 –1.5 0.81 

60 107.9 111.1 –3.2 2.97 

61 216.0 211.8 4.2 1.94 

62 162.5 165.3 –2.8 1.72 

63 221.7 224.8 –3.1 1.40 

64 194.1 199.7 –5.6 2.89 

65 143.9 144.9 –1.0 0.69 

66 210.2 210.3 –0.1 0.05 

67 118.7 120.7 –2.0 1.68 

68 59.5 60.0 –0.5 0.84 

69 203.3 210.6 –7.3 3.59 

70 128.6 127.1 1.5 1.17 

71 224.7 231.6 –6.9 3.07 

72 184.7 186.8 –2.1 1.14 

73 106.4 109.5 –3.1 2.91 

74 216.8 212.9 3.9 1.80 

75 160.3 163.6 –3.3 2.06 

76 222.4 226.4 –4.0 1.80 

77 193.6 198.9 –5.3 2.74 

78 140.2 141.8 –1.6 1.14 
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Appendix–VIII 

Comparison of experimental and predicted flow stress for testing data set of  

Alloy-D generated by artificial neural network (ANN) simulation 

Sl 

No 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error 

(MPa) 

Error 

(%) 

1 165.5 170.9 –5.4 3.26 

2 102.9 103.2 –0.3 0.29 

3 194.6 198.7 –4.1 2.11 

4 106.7 98.0 8.7 8.15 

5 196.9 194.4 2.5 1.27 

6 138.4 132.8 5.6 4.05 

7 188.0 186.1 1.9 1.01 

8 173.0 171.6 1.4 0.81 

9 176.5 182.1 –5.6 3.17 

10 103.4 103.3 0.1 0.10 

11 213.2 217.6 –4.4 2.06 

12 106.3 100.1 6.2 5.83 

13 218.4 215.1 3.3 1.51 

14 141.4 134.3 7.1 5.02 

15 206.5 205.0 1.5 0.73 

16 188.3 183.7 4.6 2.44 

17 177.3 182.9 –5.6 3.16 

18 100.9 99.1 1.8 1.78 

19 214.8 213.1 1.7 0.79 

20 104.7 99.6 5.1 4.87 

21 225.4 222.8 2.6 1.15 

22 138.2 131.4 6.8 4.92 

23 211.0 211.5 –0.5 0.24 

24 189.6 184.7 4.9 2.58 

25 175.0 180.0 –5.0 2.86 

26 97.4 94.1 3.3 3.39 

27 225.7 228.2 –2.5 1.11 

28 103.4 99.0 4.4 4.26 
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29 228.1 225.0 3.1 1.36 

30 134.1 128.8 5.3 3.95 

31 212.2 213.1 –0.9 0.42 

32 188.0 181.8 6.2 3.30 

33 168.0 175.4 –7.4 4.40 

34 91.4 88.4 3.0 3.28 

35 227.8 232.1 –4.3 1.89 

36 99.5 98.4 1.1 1.11 

37 229.2 226.0 3.2 1.40 

38 130.4 126.6 3.8 2.91 

39 213.2 213.5 –0.3 0.14 

40 185.9 178.6 7.3 3.93 

41 163.6 169.4 –5.8 3.55 

42 87.0 81.8 5.2 5.98 

43 230.2 236.5 –6.3 2.74 

44 98.0 97.6 0.4 0.41 

45 230.5 227.1 3.4 1.48 

46 127.3 124.2 3.1 2.44 

47 214.1 213.6 0.5 0.23 

48 183.4 176.6 6.8 3.71 
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Appendix–IX 

Comparison of experimental and predicted flow stress for training data set of  

Alloy-E generated by artificial neural network (ANN) simulation 

Sl 

No 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error 

(MPa) 

Error 

(%) 

1 191.1 187.8 3.3 1.73 

2 133.0 132.3 0.7 0.53 

3 75.4 75.6 –0.2 0.27 

4 177.7 181.1 –3.4 1.91 

5 122.4 125.7 –3.3 2.70 

6 203.7 203.9 –0.2 0.10 

7 173.0 170.3 2.7 1.56 

8 117.6 119.8 –2.2 1.87 

9 197.3 197.5 –0.2 0.10 

10 161.0 157.7 3.3 2.05 

11 199.1 199.5 –0.4 0.20 

12 190.0 189.8 0.2 0.11 

13 151.8 155.4 –3.6 2.37 

14 205.9 202.0 3.9 1.89 

15 133.5 133.7 –0.2 0.15 

16 73.3 72.7 0.6 0.82 

17 190.1 191.8 –1.7 0.89 

18 123.0 124.5 –1.5 1.22 

19 228.4 223.0 5.4 2.36 

20 183.1 177.7 5.4 2.95 

21 117.4 118.0 –0.6 0.51 

22 215.0 214.8 0.2 0.09 

23 164.5 162.1 2.4 1.46 

24 220.5 216.8 3.7 1.68 

25 203.0 199.5 3.5 1.72 

26 159.2 155.7 3.5 2.20 

27 209.6 208.5 1.1 0.52 

28 130.3 130.0 0.3 0.23 

29 70.0 69.4 0.6 0.86 

30 192.4 193.2 –0.8 0.42 

31 121.9 121.2 0.7 0.57 

32 236.1 237.6 –1.5 0.64 

33 183.1 179.8 3.3 1.80 

34 114.7 116.1 –1.4 1.22 

35 217.7 219.9 –2.2 1.01 

36 159.2 161.6 –2.4 1.51 

37 226.2 229.0 –2.8 1.24 
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38 202.7 200.8 1.9 0.94 

39 158.1 153.8 4.3 2.72 

40 210.0 206.9 3.1 1.48 

41 126.4 125.3 1.1 0.87 

42 66.7 66.2 0.5 0.75 

43 193.8 191.7 2.1 1.08 

44 121.4 118.0 3.4 2.80 

45 240.7 243.2 –2.5 1.04 

46 181.0 180.3 0.7 0.39 

47 112.0 114.2 –2.2 1.96 

48 217.4 218.8 –1.4 0.64 

49 154.3 159.2 –4.9 3.18 

50 229.0 231.5 –2.5 1.09 

51 199.3 199.6 –0.3 0.15 

52 154.9 151.5 3.4 2.19 

53 207.3 203.4 3.9 1.88 

54 118.6 120.6 –2.0 1.69 

55 61.7 63.3 –1.6 2.59 

56 191.4 191.1 0.3 0.16 

57 117.0 115.7 1.3 1.11 

58 244.1 244.1 0.0 0.00 

59 180.3 178.8 1.5 0.83 

60 110.1 111.5 –1.4 1.27 

61 216.5 216.3 0.2 0.09 

62 150.5 156.3 –5.8 3.85 

63 230.9 231.4 –0.5 0.22 

64 196.0 197.9 –1.9 0.97 

65 151.0 148.9 2.1 1.39 

66 205.7 200.1 5.6 2.72 

67 113.3 116.5 –3.2 2.82 

68 58.5 60.8 –2.3 3.93 

69 191.8 191.7 0.1 0.05 

70 115.6 114.2 1.4 1.21 

71 245.9 242.6 3.3 1.34 

72 179.2 175.5 3.7 2.06 

73 108.8 107.7 1.1 1.01 

74 215.6 213.5 2.1 0.97 

75 148.3 153.0 –4.7 3.17 

76 232.3 230.7 1.6 0.69 

77 194.4 196.0 –1.6 0.82 

78 146.8 146.2 0.6 0.41 
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Appendix–X 

Comparison of experimental and predicted flow stress for testing data set of  

Alloy-E generated by artificial neural network (ANN) simulation 

Sl 

No 

Experimental flow 

stress (MPa) 

Predicted flow 

stress (MPa) 

Error 

(MPa) 

Error 

(%) 

1 161.9 163.5 –1.6 0.99 

2 97.3 102.5 –5.2 5.34 

3 189.5 198.6 –9.1 4.80 

4 97.8 97.9 –0.1 0.10 

5 194.7 204.9 –10.2 5.24 

6 135.9 136.3 –0.4 0.29 

7 199.9 199.2 0.7 0.35 

8 175.5 172.1 3.4 1.94 

9 167.6 171.7 –4.1 2.45 

10 96.3 100.2 –3.9 4.05 

11 204.4 214.1 –9.7 4.75 

12 95.7 94.9 0.8 0.84 

13 217.5 224.2 –6.7 3.08 

14 136.8 137.4 –0.6 0.44 

15 215.7 215.5 0.2 0.09 

16 182.0 175.8 6.2 3.41 

17 165.6 171.1 –5.5 3.32 

18 93.0 96.1 –3.1 3.33 

19 209.7 222.9 –13.2 6.29 

20 93.5 91.4 2.1 2.25 

21 226.3 235.9 –9.6 4.24 

22 131.3 135.9 –4.6 3.50 

23 216.7 221.2 –4.5 2.08 

24 178.5 175.1 3.4 1.90 

25 162.4 166.8 –4.4 2.71 

26 90.2 91.9 –1.7 1.88 

27 212.2 224.3 –12.1 5.70 

28 92.4 88.3 4.1 4.44 
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29 228.7 236.9 –8.2 3.59 

30 126.5 133.2 –6.7 5.30 

31 215.6 221.4 –5.8 2.69 

32 172.5 173.3 –0.8 0.46 

33 156.6 162.0 –5.4 3.45 

34 85.3 87.9 –2.6 3.05 

35 212.5 225.5 –13.0 6.12 

36 87.9 85.8 2.1 2.39 

37 230.0 234.9 –4.9 2.13 

38 123.3 129.8 –6.5 5.27 

39 216.0 220.5 –4.5 2.08 

40 168.9 171.2 –2.3 1.36 

41 152.2 157.7 –5.5 3.61 

42 81.3 84.5 –3.2 3.94 

43 214.2 227.6 –13.4 6.26 

44 87.3 84.1 3.2 3.67 

45 230.4 232.4 –2.0 0.87 

46 120.9 126.2 –5.3 4.38 

47 217.0 219.3 –2.3 1.06 

48 167.1 169.0 –1.9 1.14 
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